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At Seneca Falls, New York, Ottawa,
Ohio, and Fullerton, California-where
Sylvania manufactures picture tubesengineers give Silver Screen 85's hours
upon hours of severe performance and
life tests. Tubes taken at random from
production lines are actually operated
in commercial TV sets typical of those
your customers own. Additional tubes
are placed in specially designed life test
racks, where operating conditions are

even more severe than in normal receivers. In this way, Sylvania gets all
the facts of tube -life. These facts provide the feedback data that are essential to a continuing program of producing top-level quality picture tubes.
What is the significance of 3,516,032?
This is the number of hours of severe
life testing to which Silver Screen 85's
were subjected in the year 1961! Covering some 120 tube types, these over

3,516,032
facts of life!

31/2

million life test hours assure

Sylvania and you that Silver Screen 85
picture tubes remain second to none in
life and sustained top performance. It

is your most reliable assurance of no
costly callbacks due to premature pic-

ture tube failure, or complaints of
unsatisfactory picture performance.
Remember Sylvania's 3,516,032 hours

of quality monitoring-they can mean
more profits for you.

Electronic Tubes Division, Sylvania
Electric Products Inc., 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y
.34

Syllania Silver Screen 85 -

available wherever there is TV.

SYI TANIA
'Asin soi+Av of

GENERAL TELEPHONE &ELECTRON/CS"`4,

A new day is dawning in electronics. T

stay ... they are now being used everywhere; in radio, television, Hi-Fi,
intercoms, and in nearly all new electronic equipment...
Why put off transistor circuit servicing any longer...

there's gold in them thar hills. But you must be

equipped to do the job fast and efficiently. Here are
the tools that you will need.

NEW SENCORE TRANSI-MASTER
This Tester will analyze the entire circuit in minutes and test transistors
in -circuit or out of circuit. Here is how you can pin point troubles step
by step.
First, check the batteries with the 0 to 12 voltmeter. If the batteries are
O.K., check the current drain with the 0 to 50 milliamp meter. A special
probe is provided so that you do not need to break the circuit. Excessive
current indicates a short; low current indicates an open stage or cracked
board. All PF schematics indicate average current.
If trouble is not located by now, isolate the trouble to a specific stage
by touching the output of the harmonic generator to the base of each
transistor and note spot where sound from speaker (or scope where no
speaker is used) stops or becomes weak. The generator becomes a sine
wave generator for audio stages to help find distortion.
If trouble points to a transistor, check it in a jiffy with the exclusive
in -circuit power oscillator check provided by the TR110. A special probe
is also provided for this.
If the transistor checks had in -circuit, remove it and give it an out of
circuit check with the oscillator check or the more accurate DC check.
The DC check is provided for comparison reasons, experimental or engineering work and to match transistors in audio output
stages. Beta (current gain) is read direct or on a good bad scale for service work.
DEALER NET. ONLY

$ 4 950

without set-up charts even though charts are
provided for critical checks.

Now in stock at
your Authorized
Sencore Distributor

Model TR110
It's a COMPLETE TRANSISTOR TESTER

SIGNAL TRACER VOLTMETER
BATTERY TESTER MILLIAMMETER

For replacing batteries during repair.
Many servicemen say that they wouldn't service transistor circuits without this power supply.

Here is a low cost tester that has become Amer-

New circuits enable you to make service checks

in -circuit or out -of -circuit

SENCORE BATTERY ELIMINATOR
AND TROUBLE SHOOTER

NEW SENCORE TRANSISTOR
MAND DIODE CHECKER
ica's favorite. The TR115 provides the same
DC out of circuit checks as the TR110; leakage
and current gain. Beta (circuit gain) can also
be read direct or as good or bad. Opens or
shorts in the transistor are spotted in a minute.
The TR115 checks them all from power transistors to the small hearing aid type. Japanese
equivalents are listed also. This famous tester
is used by such companies as Sears Roebuck,
Bell Telephone and. Commonwealth Edison.

Tests all transistors

Model TR115

Dealer Net

$1995

The tried and proven PS103 is a sure fire
answer. It can be used to charge the nickel
cadmium batteries as well. Dial the desired
output from 0 to 24 volts DC and read on
meter. Low ripple insures no hum or feedback.
Total current drawn can also be read on the
PS103 by merely flicking the function switch
to milliamps. The PS103 is the only supply
that will operate radios with tapped battery
supplies such as Philco, Sylvania and Motorola.

No other supply has a third lead.

Model PS103

Dealer Net

S1995

ALL PARTS

SENCORE
MADE IN AMERICA
-
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in the wonderful

Redwood and Aluminun
Foam Cushion

CHAISE
1" tubular aluminum, weatherpro.
redwood back, seat and arms. 6' rubb
tired wheels, plastic covered 2' chi(
soft poly -foam cushion. 3 position

Folds compactly for storag
Ideal for indoors or ou
doors, porch, pat'
or sunroon

$415 WORTH

AD 3989

Folding Arm Chair

Fitted Travel Case

Redwood and aluminum, 1' tubu-

storage. Weatherproof.

For the ladies. Scuff resistant vinyl
covering, fitted with Jewelite
Nylon brush, comb and mirror set.

FREE with $130 worth of purchases

FREE with $125 worth of purchases

lar frame. Folds flat to 6' for

RCHASES

.

.

.

$25 LESS WITH BONUS CHECK
-

-

-

for more details, circle 38 on page 50

MANY OTHER OFFERS NOT SHOWN

AD 3986

Nylon Bag, Gloves

Ronson CFL Shaver Men's Ban -Lon Sox

Clutch style purse with gold finished chain. Nylon palm stretch
gloves to match. Black only.

1962 Mark II Electric Shaver.

First quality, 100% Ban -Lon yarn,

323.50 value. Mu'ti-blade miracle
cutter gives quickest shaves.

reinforced top and heel. Stretch
type, fits sizes 10 to 13.

FREE with $60 worth of purchases

FREE with S250 worth of purchases

FREE with $12 worth of purchases

SEE YOUR PHILCO DISTRIBUTOR TODAY .. SELECT YOUR FREE GIFTS NOW ..
.

.

3/4" Electric Drill
Y8`

electric drill with ne'

"Speedsight" for easier drillin
at any angle. "Speedway" brans
FREE with $225 worth of purchase

PROGRAM ENDS APRIL 30t
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FRONT COVER Radiation cannot be observed by iuman senses. Consequently, devices are
employed to detect it, such as specially treated material that changes color to indicate
"danger" or instruments that buzz or can be read on a meter. The latter two are of interest
to us since they are electronic devices and measure amount of radiation as well as "danger."
Circuitry and operation of these instruments are discJssed starting on page 26.
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schematics

SEND NOTIFICATION tForm
EAST
35791 TO ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN,
FIRST STREET, DULUTH 2, MINNESOTA.

FISHER: FM Stereo Tuner Model 800
MONTGOMERY -WARD: TV Models WG-4234A,
NG-4334A
TRAVLER: TV Chassis 1156-89

POSTMASTER:

1

data)

EMERSON: TV Chassis 120507A,-88, 120515C, 16D, 120541C, -42D

Reproduction and reprinting prohibited

except by written authorization of publisher.

and

ELECTROHOME: TV Chassis CHT-213-611

ZENITH: TV Chassis 16J2805

PVC

TC TUBULAR ELECTROLYTICS

FP ELECTROLYTICS

STA-LOC® CONTROLS

GOLD LABEL® VIBRATORS

Economical filter capacitors. Also special TCX
type for -55°C. Twin pack keeps leads free from
kinks.

Original 85°C capacitor,
now better than ever.
Etched cathode gives hum -

End searching and waiting.

Quietest ever made .

Your distributor can custom -build, in just 30 sec-

the best in auto radio servicing. Buttonless contact

free performance. Chassis

onds, any of over 38,000,000

or printed circuit mounting.

single or dual controls.

design gives longest trouble free service.

.

. for

*Advt. No. 9-2-5100-2 facing pages, 2 colore-PF Reporter-March, 1962
Electronic Technician-March, 1962
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Best thing about Mallory PVC coupling and by-pass
capacitors is that you can install 'em and forget 'em.
They won't drift, won't pop out. Not even when you
put them in a hot spot, load 'em up to full voltage (or
even higher). Not even when the weather stays hot and
wet for months. Here's why.
All Mylar dielectric. Not a combination of paper and

STOP

Mylar that invites moisture absorption and causes
voltage failure and capacitance drift. There's nothing
but Mylar between capacitor foils. And you know that's
the most moisture -impervious dielectric used today.

-plus. Use PVC's at any ambient from
CALL-BACKS Performance
-40 to +105°C
need for derating. Push them
up to full rated voltage. They've been tested at twice
the voltage marked on 'em. They won't drift
WITH
danger of a call-back to fix a sweep circuit that won't
MALLORY
leads. Flexible PVC case lets you bend
at
PVC MYLAR* Small and handy. Rating for rating, Mallory PVC
capacitors are almost one-third smaller than
CAPACITORS Mylar
other capacitors. And they're furnished in a handy,
. .

. no

. .

. no

hold sync.

Foolproof
leadwires
sharp angles without breaking the
moisture seal.

zip -close reusable package.

There's a wide range of ratings, priced lower than you'd
think possible for so much quality. Get Mallory PVC
Mylar capacitors-and all other Mallory quality components-from your Mallory distributor.
Registered Trademark of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.

Distributor Division
Indianapolis 6. Indiana
P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc.

MALLORY

MALLORY RMC DISCAPSR

MALLORY MERCURY BATTERIES

GEMS

Ceramic capacitor replace-

ments...tops for customer

Tops for transistor radios.
Steady power, up to 3 times

Rugged, moistureproof tubular
capacitors. Handy five -pack

satisfaction. Long the quality standard in original
equipment.

longer service ... they live
for years when idle. Guaranteed leakproof.

keeps stock clean, leads
kink -free.

- -
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L NEW ::::-3i= Kit $49.95 Wired $79.95
Phenomenally good AC VTVM, bound to
make room for itself at the top of the professional market. 12 ranges from 1 my to

MEMO

300 V full-scale, 10c-600kc ±0 db response,
10 megohms input impedance, ±3% of full
scale accuracy. At the flick of a switch, the
internal wide -band amplifier is available for
external use. Provides 8c-800kc ±0 db re-

1-.1

0

AC VTVM & AMPLIFIER #250

sponse, 5 VRMS output, 5 kilohm output

impedance, gain control, noise -40 db.
Regulated power supply, frame grid tubes.
Kit $44.95Wired

AC VTVM #255

$72.95

All the precision VTVM facilities of the #250, less
the external use of the wide -band amplifier.

a.....----..,ir.

ARMED TO Titiiiii
L .1

t,

IV. it

TRANSISTOR AND CIRCUIT TESTER #680

Kit $25.95
Wired $39.95
Measure ICEO, ICBO & dcfl directly, acB indirectly, without charts or
special settings-plus all dc volts, currents, and resistances needed
to service transistor equipment. 50 µA, 31/2" face meter movement
provides sensitivity and scale length necessary for accurate measurements. Built-in 20,000 ohms/volt VOM facilities let you work on
transistor equipment with minimum equipment tie-up.

Nar,
DUCKPrillialD

SITTING

-

ti)

---t-D
_.

.

_..._

-

iii

.......m.wismigt

ir....-4.0

IN-CIRCUIT CAPACITOR TESTER #955

Kit $19.95
Wired $39.95
Leave those capacitors where they are! Without unsoldering:
-check for shorts (even in the presence of as little as 1 ohm shunt
resistance)

-check for opens (determine the presence of as little as 5mmf in
the circuit), and to confirm open indication ...
-measure capacitance with ±10% accuracy between 0.1 mf and
50 mf
-measure RC product, convertible into dissipation or power factor.

Mlle

Battery
Eliminator
and Charger
#1064
Kit $43.95
Wired $52.95
EICOw

/
Add .5% in the West

' MS
i

an automobile. Besides the engine, automatic transmission, steering and differential, there are many other mechanYet it

linkages.

is

the

electrical

The American Automobile Association, for example, reports that of the

65,000,000 car service distress calls received during a year. some 38%, or
25,000,000 of these calls, are attributed
to failures in the electrical system. And
remember, the automobile electrical sys-

tem is not nearly as complex as a TV
receiver.

Further evidence of reliability probbeing inherent in electrical and
electronic equipment are the all too
lems

frequent failures in some of our guided
missiles.

Here,

despite

the

most

ad-

vanced engineering, despite the fact that
no cost is spared, failures still occur.
It's in the nature of the beast.

When one considers that TV sets

FOR THIS SNOOPER

Also New From EICO:

not limited to the radio -TV field, consider the fairly complex construction of

system which is the biggest headache.

TEST LEADS

i

Because electrical and electronic deutilize such intricate parts which
demand very critical performance, their
reliability cannot be measured in terms
of relatively simple devices.
To indicate that these problems are
vices

ical

all-HilliTRANSISTOR
ANSISTOR GAME

Call

It's not unusual for customers to com-

plain that TV sets are unreliable. Reliability, of course, is a relative thing.

Model 1073Model 1078-

Kit $42.95
Wired $54.95

credit that this accomplishment has been
accompanied by a decrease in price.
Nowhere else can the consumer buy

such a wealth of entertainment in such
an intricate unit for, perhaps, $200.

I think it is a feather in the cap of
the TV service industry that in spite
of built-in limitations, technical problems and financial difficulties, at any
one time the public has over 98% of
its TV sets

in

suitable condition for

operation.

So we ought to be grateful for little
things at least.

Think of the woman who bought a
parrot, and after having him in the

house for a day, returned him to the

store complaining that the bird was undesirable. It spouted a steady stream of
profane language.

AC Bench
Supplies:

Kit $35.95
Wired $47.95

have improved substantially over the
past 15 years, it is to the industry's

AC Volt -Watt

Meter #260

0 41

Kit $49.95
Wired $79.95

The petshop owner told the woman
that she should not be unhappy with
the parrot because of this one small
shortcoming. After all, the bird did not
smoke, drink, gamble or run after wild
women!

,F,otraeconsmpraledt,e.,chaatamloggeoa: ovpelursenoamEleCOof kits anddw:srterd.buutzts-w,h,;:liotedsetpet.qui:73nt,

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO., INC., 3300 N. BLVD., L. I. C. 1, N. Y.
Export Dept: Roburn Agencies, Inc. 431 Greenwich St., N. Y. 13, N. Y.

cte

SEE US AT IRE BOOTH NO. 3701
-
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CAN YOU SOLVE THIS MYSTERY?
(Using the clues below, identify the Company that offers you the industry's best service)

Service technicians-and set manufacturers, as well-use this company's capacitors oftener than any other brand.

Providing the right sizes, styles, ratings, mountings, this company offers the
industry's most complete capacitor line.
Replacements for new capacitors in latest model sets are promptly made available to the service technician.
A continuous research program, employing a staff of over 500 scientists, engineers and technicians, assures our ability to keep up with new capacitor needs.

Guaranteed for performance and dependability, every type of capacitor we
make is double-checked by our rigid quality control program.
Unequalled service aids include replacement guides, wall charts, service manuals,

capacitor calculators, and other technical helps which simplify your job of
correct capacitor selection and replacement.

Effective posters and advertising mats are available to you as part of our
customer relations program for dealers.

WHO ARE WE ? If you still don't know the answer, read the initial letter
of each of the sentences above. This is the name that stands for the most complete and best quality line of capacitors, unsurpassed service help, continued
technical assistance-and less call-backs for our friends, the service technicians.
-

for more details, circle 51 on page 50
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

I'd walk a mile.

Radiation Instruments
Editor, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN:
Radiation measurement instruments

are beginning to get into the customer's
bands. Please publish an article on understanding and servicing these units.

A technician should study radioactive
monitoring as a service to himself and
the country.
WILLIAM H. ANTHONY
Washington. D. C.

Electronic technicians can certainly
play a vital role in civilian defense.
The cover story article in this issue on
radiation detection devices should be an
aid in the national effort, and open
new earning opportunities for interested
service dealers.-Ed.

Foreign Tube Replacements
Editor. ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN:

I have a "Philips," of Holland radio
in for repair. The Model No. is B3X66U
a tube complement of UCH81.
UF89, UY42, UL84, UBC81. I checked
these on my tube checker and the last
two are bad. I cannot find any Ameri-

with

for
L & T Pad Attenuators
I'm not an ordinary camel-I'm
a thinking man's camel-and I
think highly of Centralab L & T Pad
Attenuators.

These units work good-like an

can

20 watts audio, 5 watts D.C., in a unit the size of conventional 2 watt controls.

Because of Centralab's anti -backlash construction, the "play" frequently
found in dual controls is eliminated. The wiper contacts move in unison,
so there's no alteration in frequency response due to variations in wiper
position on the resistance tracks.
So hump down to your Centralab distributor and stock up on these L & T
Pad attenuators. They satisfy!
B -6205S

THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GLOBE -UNION INC.

CenttAlaix

902C EAST KEEFE AVENUE

MILWAUKEE 1, WISCONSIN

In Canada: Centralab Canada Ltd., P.O. Box 400, Ajax, Ontario

ELECTRONIC SWITCHES VARIABLE RESISTORS CERAMIC CAPACITORS
PACKAGED ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS ENGINEERED CERAMICS
-

10

-

-

substitute,

and

ARTHUR D. ERICKSON

St. Paul, Minnesota

The tube type equivalents are:
Foreign

U. S.
19D8

UCH 81
OF 89

I2DA6

UY 42
UL 84

than 1X6" deep from the mounting
switch box with room to spare.
In L & T Pads, though, it's what's in back that counts-and these Centralab
units have exclusive "thermo-pass" insulation, which combines fast heat
transfer with a high dielectric constant to achieve a conservative rating of

a

I would appreciate any help ypu can
give me on this.

backlash construction. Measuring less

fit into any standard junction or

as

act replacements.

L & T Pad should-because of their
small size, high wattage, and anti surface, and with 1%" diameter, they

tube listed

cannot find out where to order the ex-

55N3
45B5

UBC 81

All are US equivalents except the last
which does not have one. The foreign
tubes or equivalents can be purchased
from: Amperex Electronic Corp., 230

Duffy Avenue, Hicksville, New York
and International
Corp., 81 Spring

New York.-Ed.

Electronics-Mullard

Si., New York

12,

Sensitive Sensitivity
Editor, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN:

In

November's

article,

"Replacing

Components in Transistor Radios," sec-

ond paragraph on page 46, Anthony
Stern used sensitivity instead of selectivity. This made his paragraph incorrect. You see, the lower the sensitivity
figure, the better the receiver and the
greater its ability to bring in distant

or weak stations. Mr. Stern used the
word sensitivity in the opposite fashion.

The word to make his paragraph cor-

for more details, circle 17 on page 50 rect

is

selectivity, not sensitivity.

Se -
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MN TRANSISTOR RADIO ANALYST
makes it Easy and Profitable to Service all Transistor Radios

TRANSISTOR RADIO ANALYST
with Exclusive DYNA-TRACE
Single -Point Probe-and Built-in
Metered Power Supply and VTVM

Complete Transistor Radio
Service Shop in One Instrument
Signal -Generator, Power Supply,

Milliammeter, VTVM, Battery Tester,
Ohmmeter, and Both In -Circuit and
Out -of -Circuit Transistor TesterAll in One

... bit Kim&

circuits - FutpoimtcuAy Vioub
Now you can profit from transistor radio
servicing! This amazing new B&K "960"
ANALYST gives you everything in one com-

plete easy -to -use instrument. Makes transistor radio servicing quick and easy. Nothing

else is needed except the transistor radios
themselves waiting to be serviced. Brings
you new customers for service, parts, and
batteries. Makes this new business yours.
EASILY TROUBLE -SHOOT ANY STAGE

The

BY UNIQUE POINT-TO-POINT SIGNAL INJECTION
ANALYST gives you a complete signal -generating

source for point-to-point signal injection. Easily enables you

to trouble -shoot any transistor radio-check all circuits
stage-by-stage-isolate and pinpoint the exact trouble in
minutes.

Supplies modulated signals, with adjustable control, to

check r.f., i.f., converter, and detector. Supplies audio signal

to check audio driver and audio output. Provides unmodulated signal to teat local oscillator. Provides separate audio
low -impedance output for signal injection into loudspeaker
voice coils to check speaker performance.
BUILT-IN METERED POWER SUPPLY FOR EASY SERVICING

Makes it easy to operate radio under test, while you inject
your own signals. Provides from 1 to 12 volts in 1 2 volt
steps. Supplies all bias taps that may be required.

SIMPLIFIES IN -CIRCUIT TRANSISTOR TEST
WITH NEW DYNA-TRACE SINGLE -POINT PROBE

Unique single -point prcbe needs only the one contact to
transistor under test. No longer are three wires required to
connect to emitter, base, and collector. Gives fast, positive

meter indication. Saves time. Makes trouble -shooting simple

and easy.
BUILT-IN VTVM

Includes high -input -impedance vacuum -tube voltmeter,
which is so necessary for transistor radio servicing.
TESTS ALL TRANSISTORS OUT -OF -CIRCUIT
both leakage and

Meter has "Good -Bad" scale for

beta.

Also has direct -reading Beta scale, calibrated 0-150. Assures
quick, accurate test. Also automatically determines whether

transistor is NPN or PNP. Meter is protected against accidental overload and burn -out.
Model 960. Net, $9995

Solve Every Service Problem and Profit

Bak MANUFACTURING CO.

with a Modern B&K Service Shop. See Your
B&K Distributor or Write for Catalog AP18T

Canada. Altos Roeto Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export. Empire Exportrs, 277 Broadway, Now York 7, U.S.A.

1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE CHICAGO 13, ILL.

-
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LETTERS

SILICON

I

Ank

TO THE EDITOR

of the receiver
to bring in weak stations without inlectivity is the ability

terference.
DAVID CRUMPTON

Brooklyn, New York

The author was referring to sensitivity, rather than sensitivity rating or
figure. With a loss of sensitivity, the
sensitivity rating increases (that is, more
microvolts are required at the antenna).
Incidentally, as the sensitivity loss becomes greater, the band pass peak is
lower, thereby broadening the response
curve and affecting the selectivity. Just
keep in mind that the more sensitive a
receiver is, the lower its sensitivity rat-

ing.-Ed.
Tarzian 400 and 600 volt F and H series

vacuum tube rectifiers; S5347 replaces

units are available in handy Ten-Paks,

6BW4 or 12BW4 in Citizen's Band

in Doubler Replacement Kits, and in
bulk; M150 and M500 units are available in Conversion Kits and in bulk.
Nine standard tube replacement rectifiers replace over 95% of all popular

radios; your 50 to 500 ma requirements

Manufacturer Address

are covered by four "condensed
stack" selenium rectifiers, which

Editor, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN:

Sarkes Tarzian has made more efficient-and smaller-than before.

manufacturer of the Seco VT Grid Circuit Tester?

Sarkes Tarzian
...the preferred silicon rectifiers
that mean fewer call-backs
Tarzian silicon rectifier dependability virtually eliminates
call-backs that waste your time and profits. Units are available
immediately from distributors throughout the country ... in the
shapes, sizes, and specifications you need to do your work
quickly and easily.
Tarzian's industry -wide reputation for high quality at a pace-

setting low price is a basic reason why more technicians like
yourself prefer Sarkes Tarzian rectifiers than the next two most
popular makes combined.
That statement is firmly based on the results of a 1961 mailing by Brand Name Survey, an independent research organization, to 23,000 service technicians in all major market areas of
the United States, covering 36 states. You're in good company
-and lots of it-when you make Tarzian rectifiers your first
choice for replacement applications.
Free Tarzian "Distributor Line" catalog is available now

as your guide to replacement rectifier quality. Ask your
nearest Tarzian distributor for your copy.

Can you give me the name of the

The address is Seco Electronics, Inc.,
5015 Penn Avenue South, Minneapolis
19, Minn. All manufacturer addresses
are listed in the annual May Directory
issue.-Ed.

Evaluating UHF
Editor, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN:
I cannot help commenting on your
editorial in the December issue of ET

concerning the FCC and UHF television.

For several years in New Orleans we
in the position of having two

were

nearby UHF stations, Channel 61, which

later changed to Channel 20, then finally to Channel 13. This gave us, and
other TV servicemen quite an opportunity of evaluating UHF versus VHF
in both communities.
Personally, in the immediate service

area (20 odd miles) I consistently found
UHF vastly superior to VHF TV if
two important considerations were taken
account. First, the TV receiver
which was mainly a matter of which
into

manufacturer and secondly, the antenna.
It would seem to me that if the

FCC makes the drastic decision to return UHF to the American public, this
is a step in the right direction, provided that the industry maintain proper
engineering. The failure of UHF lay
primarily in the lack of public acceptance, which was due to faulty engineering of the products. Of course, the servtechnician got the
blame.
ice

SARKES TARZIAN, INC.
World's Leading Manufacturers of TV and FM Tuners Closed Circuit TV Systems Broadcast
Equipment Air Trimmers FM Radios Magnetic Recording Tape Semiconductor Devices

SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
In Canada: 700 Weston Rd., Toronto 9 Export: Ad Auriema, Inc., New York

- - - for more details, circle 45 on page 50
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blunt of the

Being a radio engineer and physicist
myself, I was able to evaluate the products. Some manufacturers would show a

good picture and good sound with as
little as 50 microvolts of signal from an

indoor antenna. Other sets would reContinued on page 16
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

TESTS

TESTS

All TV and Radio

the Nuvistors

Tubes-Old and New

TESTS
the New 12 -Pin
Cornpactrons

TESTS
the New 10 -Pin Tubes

TESTS
for True Dynamic
Mutual Conductance (Gm)

TESTS
European Hi-Fi Tubes,
Voltage Regulators, and
Most Industrial Types

OBSOLESCENCE
PROOF
Designed fcr Maximum
Use Today and
Tomorrow

NEWEST
FINEST
MONEY-MAKER
for Professional
Servicemen

Multiple -Socket Speed
OBSOLESCENCE

with Gm Accuracy PLUS

TESTS BOTH OLD AND NEW TUBE TYPES-SELLS MORE TUBES PER CALL

Model 100

DYNA-QUIK
Fastest, Most Complete
Most Up -to -Date

DYNAMIC
MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE
TUBE TESTER

Again you benefit from proved B&K techniques! This up-to-date, obsolescence -proof, professional instrument is designed for maximum use
today and tomorrow. Provides multiple -socket section to quick -check
most of the TV and radio tube types the true dynamic mutual conductance
way-plus simplified switch section to check new tube types in DynaQuik emission circuit. Also includes provision for future new sockets.

Makes test under set -operating conditions. Checks each section of
multi -section tubes separately. Checks fcr all shorts, grid emission,
leakage and gas. Makes quick "life" test. Exclusive adjustable grid
emission test provides sensitivity to over 100 megohms.

Makes complete tube test in seconds. Checks average set in a few
minutes. Discovers weak tubes that need replacement. Satisfies more

customers. Sells more tubes. Saves call-backs. Insures your reputation.
Patented automatic compensation for line voltage variation. Large 434' plastic

meter with easy -to -read "Replace -Good" scale. Lists most commonly used tube

types with settings directly on socket panel for fastest operation. Complete
See your B&K Distributor,
or Write for Catalog AP18-T

listing in reference chart in cover. Phosphor -bronze contacts for long life. 7, 9,
and 10 -pin straighteners on panel. Operates on 117 volts 50-60 cycle a.c. Handsome leatherette -covered carrying case.
Net, $16995
Size: 16N" x 15W x 57i" deep. Net wt: 1534 lbs.

NEW TUBE INFORMATION SERVICE
Available every 3 months, on subscription,
for all B&K Dyna-Quik Tube Testers

BILK MANUFACTURING CO.
1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE CHICAGO 13, ILL.
Canada' Atlas Fadio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 277 Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A.
-
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CUSTOMERS NO LONGER PAY for removal and
re -installation of Motorola car radios during the one
year warranty, said C. 1. "Red" Gentry, Car Radio
Sales Manager in introducing their new line. In the
past customers have had to pay if the set needed to be
removed for repair during the warranty period. This
expense will now be borne by the factory, according
to Gentry, thus freeing dealers and distributors from
this expense.

COLOR TV studies are continuing at Westinghouse,
but the company has no firm plans for marketing a
color receiver during 1962, according to 0. H. Yoxsimer, TV -radio division general manager. He said they
believe color TV is an increasing factor in TV receiver
sales, probably accounting for three percent of total
1961 TV receiver sales.
TV RECEIVER factory
to rise by more than 300,000 units over the total sold
"Yes, we can blue you terms. How about 27 dollars down and 25
cents a month for the next two months?"

COLOR CRT PRODUCTION

in 1961, and sales of radio sets and phonographs may
remain at about the same levels as last year, according
to estimates released by EIA. Estimates for 1962: TV
Receivers, 6,201,000; Radio, 11,463,000; Phonographs, 3,915,000. Although firm statistics for 1961
factory sales are not yet available, EIA estimates totals
as: TV Receivers, 5,900,000; Radio, 11,500,000;
Phonographs, 3,900,000.

ONE -GUN COLOR CRT by Paramount Pictures
Corp. under consideration by domestic and foreign TV
set manufacturers. Sony Corp. of Japan has just been
licensed and will be the first to make and use the tube
for entertainment purposes.

THREE OUNCE RADIO, reportedly world's smallest
seven -transistor receiver, is made by Standard Radio
Corp. of Tokyo. The "Micronic Ruby" measures
1-9110 inches by 1-7110 inches by 8110 inches, about
the size of a flameproof pocket cigarette lighter. Retails
Solder application machine helps accelerate production of color CRT's
at RCA's $10 million Lancaster, Pa. plant, where $1.5 million expansion program is underway to meet anticipated 250% increase in
1962 demand. The machine spreads a thin ribbon of special glass sealing solder to the edge of a 21 -inch type CRT envelope while it
is rotating.
14

at about $22 in Japan and will be introduced in the
United States this spring.

AUDIOPHILES BECOME HAMS. "It's no secret
that amateur radio operators were among the earliest
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

hi-fi fans," says Bill Colbert, president of Audio Exchange Stores, Inc., a New York hi-fi sale chain.
"Today, the average Ham is bound to be interested
in hi-fi and every hi-fi enthusiast is a potential Ham.
It's come the full circle." The firm has, therefore, developed a unique "4 -Way Trade -In" system for trading equipment: hi-fi for Ham; Ham for hi-fi; Ham for
Ham; and hi-fi for hi-fi.
"COMPACTRON" TRADEMARK ABANDONED
by the General Electric Co. The trademark, as applied
to multi -function electronic devices, is now in the

public domain. L. Berkley Davis, vice president and
general manager of G -E's electronic components division, said the general acceptance and use of the term
by the public has caused its loss of distinctiveness as
an indication of origin of goods. He

CALENDAR OF COMING EVENTS
Mar. 20-25:

1962 Los Ange es High Fidelity Music Show, Institute
of High Fidelity Manufacturers, Inc. (IHFM) Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.

Mar. 21-23:

9th Annual Spring Convention and Technical Sessions,
Audio Engineering Society, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.

Mar. 26-29:

IRE

International Convention,

Coliseum and Waldorf-

Astoria Hotel, New York, N. Y.
Mar. 28-31:

11th biennial Electrical Industry Show and Conference.
Elecrical Maintenance Engineers Association of Calif.
Shrine Exposition Hall, Los Angeles, Calif.

Apr.

Annual Convention, National Association of Broadcasters,
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

1-4:

11.13:

S. W. IRE Conference and Electronics Show, (SWIRECO)
Rice Hotel, Houston, Texas

Apr. 29-30:

91st Convention, the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles,
Calif.

May 21-24:

1962 Electronic Parts Distributors Show, Conrad Hilton
Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

Apr.

FOGHORN FOR BLIND

that other manufacturing companies, making compactrons, will continue to join G -E in using this term as a
common generic term to designate these multi -function
devices.

HARASSING NOISE in his home, complained Schen-

ectady suburbanite Eugene Binkowski, in a letter to
President Kennedy. Investigating technicians, from the
Griffiss Air Force Base, told Mrs. Binkowski that her

family's hearing is so acute it picks up high-pitched
sounds others do not hear. A hearing test given a six year old son shows that he hears sounds in the 20,00021,000 cps range, twice the normal hearing range for
high-pitched sounds. Mrs. Binkowski said one of the
technicians told her the house is in the midst of a hotbed of electro-magnetic radiation. Transmission towers
of three radio stations are within sight of the house.

EMOTIONAL OUTLET FOR SMALL FRY .
A "foghorn for the blind," has been developed by Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd., ITT British affiliate. Sound from a special,
transistorized, high -frequency dog whistle, blown by the blind person,
is selectively picked up by a microphone on the device and
a self-contained bell to sound. The direction and intensity of the
bell's sound enables the blind person to estimate his position in
relaion to the known location of the device. The range of the

device is about 60 yards.

MARCH 1962

.

.

Shooting darts at moving characters on the TV screen!
Patented recently, a dart game for children consists of
a transparent target, which fastens over the face of a
TV set, and darts with rubber suction cups. Its purpose
is to provide a means for children to discharge psychic

energy stimulated to highly emotional levels by TV
programs.
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LETTERS

Now with New Features
For Added Versatility

TO THE EDITOR
Continued from page 12

quire 300 to 1000 microvolts from a
good outside antenna and still get a
bad picture, with inadequate sound.

One of the primary failures of sets

were the

older 21-26 me i-f, where

adaption to UHF reception was done
by strips. These strips contained an oscillator section often obtaining the IF
by beating the incoming UHF signal
against the third, fourth, or even fifth

.3

harmonic of the oscillator. These almost
never gave a proper picture without the
best of antennas. These sets were more
often better treated with a converter

on an unused VHF channel.
I have measured some "directional"

UHF antennas, to find that the ratio

.4 V**

between signal strength with

the an-

tenna in the advantageous position, versus the

signal strength with

the an-

tenna rotated to the least advantageous
position was something like 300 micro-

-.T-

volts

4-4;1'4;140

to 298 microvolts, hardly a

di-

rectional beam at all. One of the problems concerning UHF antennas was the
flagrant use of aluminum, which is one
of the worst materials manufactured for
antennas in the world. The velocity of
radio waves (in the UHF region) in aluminum is very poor compared with copper.

RCA WO -91A 5 -INCH
OSCILLOSCOPE

RCA WV -98C
SENIOR VOLTOHMYST®

New 2 -Stage Sync Separator Simpli-

New 0.5 Volt Full -Scale DC Range
for Testing Transistor Circuits

fies Checking TV Horizontal and
Vertical Sweep Synchronization
This popular RCA 5 -inch scope now at your

distributor's includes a new feature to simplify TV servicing: a built-in two -stage sync
separator. This circuit, connected in the pre-

set TV "H" and "V" positions, provides ex-

Now you can check the low voltages used in
transistor circuits even more accurately with
the latest model of the famous RCA Senior
VoitOhmyst.

wish that the
FCC has good luck with this venture,
but I differ with you since I believe
the real reason for failure of this medium lies with industry.

CHARLES R. MADUELL, JR.

Delta Electronics
New Orleans, La.

The new "C" version of this time -tested
instrument includes a high -sensitivity range

ceptionally solid lock -in action on composite
TV signals.

that provides full-scale deflection at only

Other "PLUS" Features:

Other "PLUS" Feature=

Editor, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

5 -inch screen with high resolution
Dual bandwidth (4.5 Mc with 0.053 volt rms/
in. sensitivity; 1.5 Mc with 0.018 volt rms/
in. sensitivity)

Easy -to -read 6I/2" meter face
200-na meter movement with less than 1%
tracking error

Internal calibrating voltage and calibrated

Meter electronically protected against

We are writing a few lines commending you for the splendid job being done by you and your staff in explaining the new multiplex system for

graph screen

Includes special direct/low capacitance
shielded probe and cable

one-half volt DC!

Precision multiplier resistors accurate to
1%

burnout
Separate color -coded peak -to -peak and rms
voltage scales

Die-cast aluminum case with leather carry-

$249"*
factory -wired and calibrated
SEE THEM BOTH AT YOUR AUTHORIZED

ing handle
MEASJRES:
DC volts, 0.02 to 1500 volts
AC volts, 0.1 to 1500 volts rms or 0.2 to 4200

RCA TEST EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTOR.

Res staice, 0.2 ohm to 1000 megohms

'User Price (Optional

volts peak -to -peak

$795°.
factory -wired and calibrated

Rewiring Multiplex Adaptors

keeping us posted on all new developments in the TV field. We have had
several calls from owners on multiplex
adaptors which were bought before FCC
adopted the Zenith -GE method-as you
know these adaptors were made for
the Crosby system. We would like to

know, is there a way to convert these
without too much expense, and is it
legal?

FRANK CERRONE

State -Television -Service
RCA ELEC1RCN TUBE DIVISION, HARRISON, N J

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

l6

Valley Stream, N. Y.

It's perfectly legal to redesign receiving equipment. However, it would
be a tricky, time consuming job to rewire your adapter. It may be less
trouble in the long run to interest the
customer in a new unit. - Ed.
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

SERIICEMEll

BORE

LSE CIAO FAT
1ti'IRE-11011D CONTROLS

0111111c

1111 ALL

BECAUSE..

COURINED
It's a fad ... More Clarostat wire -wound controls are used by servicemen than all others

combined! For over forty years the built-in
quality of Clarostat wire -wound controls has
proved itself to the satisfaction of servicemen
and their customers alike.
Join the crowd. When you need a wire -wound
control replacement, insist on Clarostat in the
green box-your assurance that you're getting
the control that works best.

QUAID

* Series A43 and -A43S 2 -watt controls. With or
without switch. Pick -A -Shaft convenience.

* Series A58 and A58S 3 -watt controls. With or
without switch. Pick -A -Shaft convenience.

COMES

Ray

* Series Al') and A1OS 4 -watt controls. With or
without switch. Pick -A -Shaft convenience.

Series 39 2 -watt "Humdinger" for screwdriver
adjustment.

WTd
DISTRIBUTOR SALES DIVISION

L R CD BTAT
CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC. DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
-
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for more details, circle 19 on page 50
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GENERAL ELECTRIC
TV Chassis MW-Correcting UHF Tuning Problem

If fine tuning of the UHF on "MW" receivers
becomes difficult, the problem may be caused by the
dial cord slipping on the fine tuning plate. The direct

2. The 47K resistor (R528) connected across the
series combination of the LDR and the 3.3K resistor
has been changed to 33K, 2W.
3. The 150K, 10% resistor (R530) in the CRT

cathode has been changed to 150K, 5% tolerance.
4. Note that the schematic diagrams on pages 5
and 6 of Manual 7248 are incorrectly identified in

the heading. Should read "38" instead of "36."
5. R526 is incorrectly shown on the schematic
as 3.3, instead of 3.3K.
MOTOROLA
TV Chassis TS 581 Series-Removing Coil Shields

The shielded coils in this series are locked in position inside the shield. To gain access to the coil and
components located within the shield, the shield must
be separated from the coil form as illustrated. If coil
form and shield do not separate easily, more pressure
must be exerted at the sides of the shield in order to
release the tabs of the coil form. Reshape shield before
UHF tuning problems in General Electric ."MW" TV chassis caused
by dial cord slipping on fine tuning plate, can be cured by revisions.

replacing coil. Be sure coil form locks into position

drive operation will perform normally, but the fine
vernier tuning is affected.

COIL IN

This condition can be cured by restringing the

SECURED

POSITION

assembly to provide more tension on the fine tuning
plate. This revision also requires the addition of a tension spring to the UHF pulley, identical to the one
already used, and employment of a slightly longer dial
cord.

SQUEEZE CAN AT

Note the position of the two springs on the UHF
pulley, one for start and the other for finish, placing
tension at each end of the dial string. Note that the

THESE POINTS &
7_

AT C) TO RELEASE

springs are placed in separate holes in the pulley. Cor-

rect looping of the dial string around the ears on the
fine tuning plate is important. This provides the necessary drag -increase on the fine tuning plate. Both the

19 in. models and the 23 in. set require the same

AT SAME TIME

- PUSH FORM DOWN
COIL
OSQUEEZE PRONGS

BOTTOM VIEW

TOGETHER TO RELEASE

CAN

length of dial cording. However, placement of the open-

Coil shields in Motorola TS 551 series chassis can be removed for
coil component replacement by following the steps outlined here.

MAGNAVOX

inside the shield and that the shield prongs lock into
the chassis. Coils which are dipped in wax must be
replaced as an assembly to maintain proper moisture

ing in the pulley in the start position differs.

TV Chassis 38 Series-Production Changes

The following changes have been made in production to improve Magnalux circuit operation:
1.

The 180K resistor (R529) in series with the

brightness control has been changed to 150K, 5% tolerance.
I8

protection in high humidity areas.
PACKARD BELL
TV Combination Chassis Model 23DK2 - Separate
Radio Operation 8 Production Changes

The radio section of this combination can be op ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

This Service -Dealer is making a $940 profit
EXACT REPLACEMENT
in 7 minutes
TV ANTENNA for a
installing a
PORTABLE
TV
The Place: Any radio -TV service shop
Result: The service -dealer makes and keeps a handsome profit-the customer gets the antenna that is
the precise electrical and mechanical mate for his

The Time: Any working hour

portable TV.

The Product: Two JFD Exact Replacement No. TA386
Antennas-one of 74 different O.E.M. portable TV set
antennas now in stock at your JFD distributor.

No wonder more service -dealers are earning
more money by selling and installing JFD Exact
Replacements!

Remember, next to receiving tubes, portable and
tote -able set antennas require the most frequent replacement. Makes sense, doesn't it, to call your distributor for your JFD Exact Replacement Profit Plan.

The Facts: portable TV with two broken TA386
antennas that need replacement:
Actual Selling Price (2 @ $4.25 ea.)
Dealer Cost (40% off) (2 @ $2.55 ea . )
Profit on Sale
Charge for Installation

$8.50
5.10
3.40
6.00

FREE SALES AIDS!

Merchandisers, displays,
kits, reference guides,
streamers, direct mail,

Total Profit $9.40

listings in Sams
Photofact folders help
you sell, sell, sell!

JFD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

LET THIS COUPON

PUT YOU IN TODAY'S
$3,500,000
PORTABLE TV ANTENNA
REPLACEMENT
BUSINESS!

Brooklyn 4, N. Y.
6101 Sixteenth A
Gertlemen:
want to participate in the JFD Exact Replace.
ment Profit Plan. Send me full details.

Also send me the name of my local JFD distributor.
Send FREE JFD Exact Replacement Wall
Chcrt.

The name of my local JFD distributor is:
NAMF
ADDRESS

CITY
- -
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NEWS from EPL

...nothing cheap
but the price!
Compare performance, filtering, quality, output

TECHNICAL DIGEST
erated without the TV section by inserting the a -c
cord from the DPA-30 amplifier into an a -c outlet.
Operation may be desired while the TV chassis is out
for repair. This connection will bypass the a -c switch
on the tuner panel, and the radio section power will
be on as soon as the cord is plugged in. The plug is
removed from the wall outlet to turn the set off.
The TV can be operated without the tuner chassis.
Pins 2 and 3 (ccw, top view) of the 7 -pin socket must

be shorted together. This can be done with a 7 -pin
adapter plug. The socket is located at the top right
corner of the chassis. Be sure the remote control cable

is plugged in (two plugs) before connecting the a -c
cord to the wall a -c outlet.
In some sets the two resistors, R-430 and R-431,
across the loudness and balance controls, are 180K
ohms instead of 150K. Change to 150K if excessive
rumble is encountered.
If additional sensitivity is needed for AM reception

the detector diode 1N295A should be replaced with
a 1N541 diode (PB-72089). This change will be made
in tuners stamped 3325 or higher. Capacitors C-204
$2995

-4P** C)

New DC Power Supplies

Save bench
space. Only
107/4" x 43/4"
61/2" ... use

Guaranteed 1 Year

They'll sell you on sight. Never

vertically or

before has so much value and performance been packed into a completely assembled power supply.

horizontally.

Auto radio...Use EC -2 for all servicing needs. Use
EC -1 for "warm-up" and "check-out" or as low cost
power source for FM and AM demonstrations.
Transistor portable servicing ... Ideal as a hum -free
DC voltage source.
Research and development work ... Reliable perform-

ance for wide application in industry and laboratory.
EC -2

EC -1
12 VDC (adjustable)

DC VOLTAGE OUTPUT

0.16 VDC continuously
adjustable

AMPERAGE OUTPUT

0-5 ADC

0.5 ADC

RIPPLE

0.5% at 5A

0.5% at 5A

REGULATION

1.8 V/A
0.20 V/O - 10A
1.8 ohms
On -off
switch, pilot
light, meter function
switch, variable volt-

1.4 V/A

METER

DC IMPEDANCE
PANEL FEATURES

age control, insulated
binding posts,
6' cord.

fuse,

1.4 ohms

4 -position voltage ad-

justment switch, pilot
light, wing nut output
terminals. 6' cord.

Writ* for Complete Line Catalog PS -561

Elatcy

Available Now at
Your Electronic
Distributor.

ELECTRO PRODUCTS
LABORATORIES
4501-V Ravenswood, Chicago 40,111.
LOngbeach 1-1707
Milos Radio Ltd., Toronto

Since 1936
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Pioneers in Low Voltage DC Power Supplies
- - - for more details, circle 22 on page 50

and C-205 in tuner 8TU4 were changed from 68 pf
to 150 pf (23942) to decrease tendency to oscillate.
Changes will be made in chassis stamped 3353 or
higher.

Two resistors, R-401.1 and R-401.2, were added
in the Gorier f -m tuner as a production modification
to prevent drift. R-401.1 is 500K ohms, 3/4 watt, with
a negative temperature coefficient, part number 73785

(special), while R-401.2 is a standard 4700 ohms,
1/2 watt resistor.

PHILCO
TV
1.

Chassis 12N50 Series-Production changes

Run 2. Transformer T5 was changed from

part No. 32-4745-2 to part No. 32-4745-4, to improve
sound sensitivity.
2. Run 3. Capacitor C38 was changed from .02
i.tf to .01 pi, part No. 30-1262-53, to reduce drive lines.
3. Run 4. Resistor R57A was changed from 4.7

megohm to 5.6 megohm, part No. 66-5568340, to
improve interference rejection. Resistor R-19 was
changed from 470 ohms to 560 ohms, part No.
66-1564350, to center vertical linearity control.

4. Run 5. A four inch piece of vinyl tape was
added to the 1G3 high voltage rectifier tube cap to

prevent corona.

WESTINGHOUSE
TV

Models With "Mobile-Sound"-Circuit Operation

A system employing an amplitude modulated r -f
transistor oscillator rebroadcasts TV sound so that it

can be received on any a -m radio, while the TV

speaker remains silent. Sound level can be adjusted by
the radio's volume control. The oscillator is attached
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Another outstanding
development by the
makers of BUSS Fuses

BUSS In -the -Line

or Panel Mounted Fuse

&Holder Combination
HLR Holder for GLR and GMF Fuse

For the Protection of Fluorescent Fixtures
or Other Equipment

... 300 Volts or less

These BUSS Fuse & Holder combinations make it

Why safety demands that fluorescent fixtures be protected.

especially simple to protect fluorescent fixtures. They are

Trouble in fluorescent fixtures generally starts when
the insulation in the ballast breaks down. This causes
a short which develops heat, and can result in:

also being used in a wide variety of other applications
to protect any device or equipment on circuits of 300
volts or less.

BUSS GLR fast -acting type fuses or BUSS GMF
slow -blowing type fuses are used in combination with
BUSS HLR fuseholders. Fuseholder can be installed in the -line or panel mounted.
Fuse and knob of fuseholder are in one piece. When
a fuse blows, the entire fuse knob assembly is replaced.
Cap of holder is insulated to protect user against possibility of shock.

Molten compound dripping on people, equipment and
merchandise ... Gases forming and exploding, injuring
personnel or damaging stock and equipment ... Fires
starting in ceiling or walls near fixture ... Short continuing until branch circuit fuse blows and cuts off all lights
on circuit.

All these dangers can be minimized by proper BUSS
GLR or GMF fuse protection.
To get the full story write for BUSS bulletin SFH-6.

BUSS-The complete line of fuses
& mountings of unquestioned high quality
BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION
McGraw -Edison Co.

ST. LOUIS 7, MO.

- for more details, circle 15 on page 50
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ADD A NEW SIGN TO YOUR DOOR

TV MANUFACTURERS
TECHNICAL DIGEST
to the inside cabinet base. A plastic shaft, projecting
through the TV's rear cover, is attached to a tuning
capacitor (C-6) which is adjusted by the customer so
that the TV sound is received at a remote point on
one or more a -m radio sets. The TV sound is tuned
in at a spot on the radio dial where no station is trans-

5

RADIO REPAIR

17,

ry

TV SERVICING-

et

mitting.

The oscillator circuit consists of TR-1A; the pri-

mary of LI, C6, L3 and transmitting antenna L2;
feedback capacitor C5; and C2-for r -f ground. It

MOBILE
COMMUNICATIONS

operates as follows: TR-1A is cut off during most of
each cycle by the reverse bias that exists between its
base and emitter. However, when the positive feedback, coupled to the emitter through C5, becomes suf-

Let RCA Train You at Home in

COMMUNICATIONS
A completely new RCA Institutes course with brand new opportunities

for electronic technicians

.

.

. COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS.

1962 starts a new era in mobile communications when you get
your FCC License. Under the skilled direction of RCA Institutes
experts, you can obtain at home the technical qualifications for
employment in the Communications Industry. In addition to preparing you for an FCC license, you are supplied with the training
needed to service and maintain 2 -way radio communications for
truck and taxi fleets, police, fire, bus, railroad and other public
service vehicles. You also get the technical foundation for advancement in space and aviation communication electronics. This
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ficiently positive, the instantaneous emitter voltage

will rise above the base voltage. TR-1A is now forward
biased for an instant. The transistor operates Class Cbeyond cut off-but is driven into conduction during
each cycle.

A +20 volt source, tapped from the TV set's
audio output tube cathode is supplied to TR-1A through

a stepping relay. This voltage is divided by R2 and
RI to provide the proper base voltage, and by R3,
R4 and TR-1A to provide emitter voltage. The collector is at zero volts since there is no appreciable
d -c drop across the primary of LI.

The audio signal is supplied to TR-1A through
points on the stepping relay. It is then coupled through
Cl and placed across the transistor's base and emitter.
This audio signal varies the base to emitter bias, causing collector current to vary at an audio rate.

The collector current flowing in the primary of
L1 causes a similar current to flow through its secondary and also L2, the transmitting antenna. Thus

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. Home Study School, Dept. ET -32
350 West Fourth Street, N. Y. 14, N. Y.

Name

Circuit of Westinghouse transistorized "Mobile -Sound" transmitter is
amplitude modulated by a TV set's audio signal. Unit "transmits" the
TV set's sound to any nearby a -m broadcast receiver.

a modulated r -f carrier is transmitted.

L3 is used to suppress harmonics which could
cause tweet interference; C4 drops the bass level slight-

ly to compensate for a small loss of treble through
C2; C3 equalizes the amount of oscillator output over
the tuning range of C6.
The "transmitter" has been built to comply with
FCC regulations and should not be modified.
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Tarzian offers
ONLY

FAST, DEPENDABLE
TUNER

REPAIR SERVICE
ALL
MAKES

INCLUDING

V.7.101.1

PARTS111

1

1

Fand LABOR
It just makes sense that a manufacturer of tuners should
be better -qualified, better -equipped to offer the most dependable tuner repair and overhaul service.

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., pioneer in the tuner business,

maintains a complete, well-equipped Factory Service Dept.

-assisted by Engineering personnel-and staffed by specialized technicians who handle ONLY tuner repairs . . .
on ALL makes and models.
Tarzian-made tuners received one day will be fixed and
shipped out the next. Cost is only $8.50 and $15 for UV

combinations. That includes ALL parts (except tubes

which are furnished at our cost) and labor, and a 6 -month
guarantee against defective workmanship and parts failure
due to normal usage. Replacements available at low cost
on tuners beyond practical repair.
Tarzian-made tuners are identified by this stamping.

When inquiring about service on other tuners, always
give tube complement . . . shaft length . . . filament . . .
voltage . . . series or shunt heater . . . IF frequency . . .
chassis identification. All tuners repaired on approved,
open accounts. Check with your local distributor for
Sarkes Tarzian replacement tuners, replacement parts, or

24 -HOUR SERVICE

6 -MONTH WARRANTY
Tuners Repaired on
Approved, Open Accoun

repair service.
SERVICE MANAGER TUNER DIVISION DEPT. 3A

\-TISARKES TARZIAN INC
east hillside drive bloomington, indiana
edison 2-7251
MANUFACTURERS OF TUNERS

SEMICONDUCTORS ... AIR

See your distributor, or
use this address for fast,
factory repair service

TRIMMERS ... FM RADIOS ... AMFM RADIOS ... AU010
TAPE .

.

. BROADCAST EQUIPMENT and SHISH -KABOB GRILLES
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easiest way to service a TV!

CDIN. alr
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Put it in the mail, and we'll take it from there. Not the whole SONY 8-301W
TV, of course. That wouldn't be very economical, despite its truly portable
weight of only 131/4 lbs. No, lust the printed circuit board, one of the three
on which all 23 transistors and nearly every other component is mounted
to make service an absolute cinch. No need to worry about stocking parts
with SONY TV. Just isolate the faulty component, snap out the board and
ship it off to us. In amazingly little time you'll have it back, good as new,
and at surprisingly reasonable cost. Just another reason the SONY 8-301W
TV, $249.95 list, is a pleasure to sell-and service. Battery Pack Optional.

SONY CORP. OF AMERICA
514 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y.
Regional Of
Central: 4959 W. Belmont Ave., Chicago 41, Ill.
Western 627 South Towne Ave., Los Angeles 21, Calif.

SONY CORPORATION OF AMERICA
514 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y.
Gentlemen: I am interested in the SONY portable television. Please rush

full details.

STORE NAME
NAME

TITLE

ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE
-
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ET VIEWPOINT
A Bold Approach to Industry Problems
The electronic service industry suffers from many
an ache and pain. Some are the fault of service dealers,

while others are caused by manufacturers and distributors who take advantage of the dealer's inability
or unwillingness to act forcibly.
Two elements operate in the area where the service

technician has no one to blame but himself. First, it
has always been deplorable that the great majority of
technicians do not recognize the importance of being
active in their local service associations. This deprives

the technician of a unified voice capable of correcting industry ills. It's a cumulative effect at that, since
the weaker association offers still less appeal to the
unaffiliated technicians who are sitting on the fence.

The second point which operates against service
dealers is their frequent reluctance to operate under
sound business practices. If you made a financial analysis, you would see that there's an insufficient profit
return on house calls that charge $3.00. Furthermore,
all businesses borrow money to expand and merchandise additional profitable products. Too many service
dealers are hesitant to do so. Look at other businesses
in your community. Locksmiths sell affiliated hardware
products; watchmakers sell such gift items as radios

the dealers stood up on their hind legs and told the
distributors that they must be either retail or wholesale constructive results have been obtained. However,
in other communities, technicians take the "why fight

City Hall" attitude, and the unhappy status quo remains. If a distributor is willing to serve your interests,
travel the extra distance or pay the extra few pennies

to patronize him. In the long run, it will cost a lot
more in terms of business loss when you support the
distributor who doesn't think, much less care, about
your welfare.
Manufacturers are far from blameless. Just as the
technician catches the consumer's ire for improperly
made products, and the distributor may receive the
wrath of a technician, many a manufacturer is also
deserving of a figurative horsewhipping. Not only do
they cater to distributors who care not a fig for the
service dealer, but they even turn around and push
their products as hard as possible in channels entirely
outside the electronic industry. When electronic products are sold through drugstores, supermarkets and
department stores, particularly TV system parts and
components, only the uncaring manufacturer benefits.

The distributor and dealer both lose their normal

and pens. The service dealer should at least be the

business. Even the consumer often ends up spending

community supply source for consumers who want to
buy antennas, transistor portables, hi-fi components,
and various hobby devices over the counter.
There is also the need to meet competition on its

more than he should for an improperly selected product.

own ground. When self-service tube testers became pop-

ular a few years ago, some service dealers bemoaned
the fact-and lost the business. More enterprising deal-

ers set up their own tube tester routes, and so recouped the tube sales lost.

Now let's look at some of the people who take
advantage of the service dealer's all too frequent inferior position. High up on the list must be the socalled distributor who buys from a manufacturer and
sells retail to the public, by-passing the dealer who is
often his major customer. In those communities where

We hope that readers who recognize these distasteful situations in their own community will write
directly to the manufacturer. The addresses of all
manufacurers are listed in our annual Directory published each May.
Lest these statements be misinterpreted, we wish
to make clear our recognition of those distributors and
manufacturers who do work for the welfare of the service dealer. Also, a number of enterprising service deal-

ers can be held up as prime examples of what the
industry should be doing. We have, however, emphasized the undesirable aspects because these are the

ones that need attention and correction if the electronic service industry is to thrive.

Reminder for the Big Show
The 1962 Institute of Radio Engineers International Convention will be held in New York City's
Coliseum, March 26-29.

interested to hear what the general maintenance fore-

man of a large guided missile company had to say
about background requirements for electronic main-

Though the great emphasis is on military and industrial products, we are sure that our readers will

tenance personnel: "Radio or TV repair experience is
far more vital than any other electrical repair experi-

find many informative and interesting displays.
Those technicians who are looking forward to a
possible career in industrial electronics will obtain a
bit of insight at this show. In this regard, you may be

ence."
Furthermore, to increase one's professional knowl-
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edge and status, technicians should also consider applying for IRE membership.
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Fig. 1 - Victoreen's Model
489 Thyac II transistorized
meter

detects

alpha, beta

and gamma radiation.

How Geiger and
scintillation detector circuits operate

Electronic Devices
Ateleue

Detect Radiation

.4tel

Radiation detectors are used for
monitoring radiation leakage from
X-ray machines, observing radioactive materials used in industry,
and for radioactive ore prospecting.
These detectors take many different
forms. A typical portable unit with
searching probe attached is shown
in Fig. 1. The probe contains the
detector and all of the circuitry is
in the case. Some units have the de-

tector built into the case itself.
Electrically, these are not complex units as may be seen from

as well as earphones, or speaker
(See Figs. 3 and 4) which provide
both visible and audible signals indicating the presence of radiation.

The heart of these devices is the
radiation detector, usually a Geiger

Mueller tube, for picking up the
different forms of radiation. Some
units employ photomultipliers in

and the inner cylinder negative.
As a particle of radiation enters the
tube through a window in the cylinder, the particle collides with a
gas atom inside the tube and the
atom loses an electron. The atom
then becomes a positive ion. The
freed electron is attracted to the
positive wire but, in its travel, it
collides with another gas atom and
produces another free electron, etc.

scintillation detectors.
Geiger Mueller Tube

the schematic shown in Fig. 2. Radiation energy causes conduction in
the ion chamber and a current flow

The Geiger Mueller (G -M) tube
generally employed in low-cost

Thus, for each single particle of
radiation many free electrons are
produced. These are all attracted

Geiger counters for radiation de-

to the positive wire which acts

tection. The Geiger tube consists of
a thin wire

IR drop which is amplified by the

of tungsten passing
through an inner cylinder of thin

similarly to a plate in an amplifier
tube. The total number of free electrons arriving at the wire becomes

metal or coated glass. This assembly

the

is placed inside an outer cylinder
which is filled with a gas. In effect, the tube is somewhat similar

which

I. This appears across R as an
two tubes. Output is read on M
in the plate circuit of tube No. 2.

Note the feedback and balance of
E-2 is equal to V-2 so there is no
meter reading for zero radiation.
Some radiation detector units are
equipped with a flashing neon lamp
26

is

to a

gas -filled voltage

regulator

tube.

A voltage is applied to the G -M
tube, with the center wire positive,

output current. The positive
ions are attracted to the cylinder
has a negative potential.

Here they are neutralized by picking up electrons to make them neutral gas atoms again.
Thus, when a single particle of
radiation reaches the G -M tube, a
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

rapid multiplication of free electrons occurs, and in a very short

Fit:,

at the wire and all the gas ions

3(22.5V)

arrive at the cylinder. The tube has
RI

N < 111-aEG

S+

of the G -M tube many simple,
portable Geiger counters can be

CK5470X

RS

TUBE NO a

built. The design depends upon the

R7

5

E

nature of the particular tube and
the final desired cost. Models are
available from the most simple to

Forms of Radiation
Radioactive elements, such as
radium and uranium, throw off

11111 -

-111111 -

ready for the next particle.
Based upon the detection action

tectors.

22.3V

_3

provided an output and is now

quite complex units with complete
amplifiers and several types of de-

R3

R4

time all of the free electrons arrive

vi

R2

R9

50 p A

Er
ION CHAMBER

Fig. 2-Basic schematic of a portable radiation detector using a microarameter.

particles and rays in the process of
natural disintegration. These particles and very high frequency waves

r

are used as a means of detecting
the presence of radioactive materials. This radiation has essentially

three types of energy: alpha and
beta particles, and gamma rays.
Alpha particles have high ener-

1/.7M

100 hearin

2SOK

gies but they travel only a few inches

a sheet of paper. These particles are
equivalent to helium nuclei, or helium atoms which have been

stripped of their orbital electrons.
They are made up of two neutrons
and two protons and carry a positive charge.
Beta particles are high-energy

electrons with greater force than
alpha particles and they travel far
greater distances before they are

67 I/2V

100K

TT

67 I/2V. -:--.

1,4010.11.

.01 ME

-being stopped by a few centimeters of air. They can also be
stopped by thin aluminum foil or

3.3M

33M

VI

I U5

.001 ME

04
4.7M

KS

M3

PLO

N12

470K

.01 E01

11/2v

11/2v

0E01

Fig 3-Schematic of EICO's Model 803 portable radiation detector employs headphones and
neon lamp for aural and visual radiation indications.

stopped by collision with other ma-

terials. At average speed, a one eighth inch thickness of aluminum
is required to stop them. Of course,
they carry a negative charge.
Gamma rays are extremely short
wave -length electromagnetic radiations, or photons. They are a type
of X-ray radiation which are very
powerful and move easily through
most materials. Depending upon
their speed, they can pass through
several inches of lead.
Other Detector Types

Radiation from radioactive materials can be converted into visible
MARCH 1962

Fig. 5-Phosphor crystal converts radiation to ligFt. ligl-t sensitive photo-cathoce converts light
into electrons which are progressively increased ay the photo -multiplier tube anodes.
27

a large number of pulses in a very
short time. In this way the scin-

light by using the flourescent effect of certain substances. Among
these substances are zinc sulphide
and calcium tungstate. When a radiation particle strikes a transparent crystal phosphor made of ore
of these materials a flash of light

tillation detector is sensitive to both
the rate (frequency per unit of

time) and the strength of the radiation. However, because the phos-

phor screen converts the radiation
into visible light, an ordinary vacuum tube amplifier cannot be used.
A different type of amplifier is re-

or a scintillation is produced. While
these scintillations themselves may
be used as indications, they are

usually too faint, and must be amplified.
Scintillation detectors

quired.
When

may be

radiation

on

falls

the

transparent crystal phosphor it creates scintillations of visible light.
And this small signal must be converted into an electrical signal and
then amplified.
Any photo -cell sensitive to visi-

used to record alpha, beta, or gam-

ma radiations depending on the
type of materials used. These count-

ers are more sensitive than Geiger
counters and they can also detect
particles which are close together.
It is possible by the use of counters

emission of electrons. The photocathode is transparent just as with
television camera tubes. The light,
created by the radiation reaching the
crystal phosphor, falls upon the
transparent photo -sensitive cathode.
Electrons are emitted by the photo-

cathode where this weak signal is
amplified by electron multiplica-

tion. As shown in Fig. 5, a series
of small anodes (plates) are connected so that each has a higher
electrical potential.
Typical Circuit Functions
G -M tubes require a

microamperes. Because of these requirements d -c to a -c converters

light can be used to convert
to a flow of current. Light
falling on the cathode causes the
ble

light

to record in an accurate manner

power

source in the range of 1000 volts
or more but with currents of only

are used to take the low -voltage
and step it up. First the d -c is
used to power an oscillator. Next
the oscillator's output goes through
a step-up transformer. The resulting high -voltage is rectified and fil-

tered. Any frequency from audio
to r -f can be used and less capacity
is required to filter the higher frequencies.
Various oscillators, including
blocking -tubes and multi -vibrators,

are used to generate the required
a -c. A simple tapped transformer,
as shown in Fig. 6, can be used
Fig. 6-Simple radiation detector power supply employs a transistor oscillator and a
former to boost voltage.

for a high -voltage supply. An audio
oscillator using a transistor, for ex-

trans -

V

ample, a 2N255, is connected to

°

A

0
O

Fig. 4 - Diagram of
amplifier, rang* and
indicating section of
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a transformer such as that used for
filament voltage. When the switch
is closed the transistor oscillates, in
the audio range, because of the inductive feedback. R-1 limits the

voltage. In addition, automatic control circuits are employed to make
the output voltage substantially independent of normal load variations

on, Q-2 conducts and an increasing current flows through winding

base current and also determines

on the secondary as well as the
normal range of battery voltage.
A typical radiation detector schematic is shown in Fig. 7. The vari-

voltage in winding 5-6 which main-

the amount of power output. Transformer T provides about a 20 to 1
stepup of voltage. Usually about

ous radiation detector probes are

1000 volts can be obtained with
this circuit which, because of the
R -C filter and rectifier drop, provides an output in the 900 volt
range at mill or less. This is all

powered by the same high voltage
supply with a regulated output volt-

age of either 900 volts or 1200
volts. The 900 volt output is re-

that is required for most G -M tubes.

quired for the Geiger tube detectors and is labeled GM on the in-

The rectifier diode and filter capacitors must have at least a 1000

ternal selector switch, S-2. The
1200 volt output is selected for

1

volt rating, or more for a safety

the scintillation probes and is labeled SCINT. This high voltage

factor but several components can
be used in series to cut down the
peak voltage rating required. For
example, two capacitors, each .05

supply is a blocking oscillator driven "fly -back" type circuit where

the blocking oscillator portion of

pf at 500 volts will provide .025
pf at 1000 volts when used in

the circuit is Q-2, R -7B, transform-

er T-2 windings 3-4 and 5-6, and
batteries BT=1 and BT=2.
When the instrument is turned

series. Voltage multipliers are also
used to provide the required high

3-4. This current also flows through

the collector of Q-2 and induces a

tains conduction of Q-2. The collector current increases until Q-2
has sufficient current gain to remain saturated, when the circuit
rapidly turns off because of the regenerative action of the transformer. During the turn-off action, large
fly -back voltages appear across all
transformer windings. A voltage

peak of about 1100 or 1400 volts
(depending on whether the 900 or
1200 volt output is selected) appears across winding 1-2 because
of the large number of turns in
This voltage "fly-

this winding.

back" is rectified by diode CR-5
in a conventional half -wave rectifier. R-12 and C-4 form a filter to
smooth the pulsations of voltage

C-5. A corona discharge
type regulator V-3, regulates the
across

output

voltage

at

1200

volts

throughout the battery life, when
the switch S-2 is in its SCINT or
Of/

open position. When S-2 is switched

to the GM or closed position, another corona regulator V-2, regu-

R/

.74' to

1.15

SIA

-.RoanMr.R4
!In

11 A'.1

C

R6

RS

2.70

2.7A'

C6
4,00
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V-3 does not conduct at all, V-2

Pw
SW(

taking all of the power supply current and preventing V-3 from fir-

4//

CR2

ing.

R8 0
wK

0/

CR,

24'1576

lates the output at 900 volts. When
V-2 is connected across V-3 by the
switch S-2, the 1200 volt regulator

/OR

M270

The high voltage, through connector J-2 is fed to the radiation
detector across the load resistor R-

11. A current pulse from the de'35
ADS

tector caused by an ionizing event
then appears as a negative voltage

pulse at the input connector J-2
Witi some exceptions, the pulse
shaping circuit is a blocking oscillator similar to the power supply.
This circuit is held "cut-off' by
R/2

the bias formed by resistors R-9
and R-10 and the power supply

CRS -

/.111"Of

0

MeV

Y3
DOW

sz

fig

battery. The blocking oscillator consists of components Q-1, T-1, L-1.

Y2

SIM

"so

scm,r
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I

R 7.8

JK

S/D

5/

Fig. 7-Schematic diagram of the Model 489 Victorian radiation counter which is designed
to use either a Geiger -Mueller or a scintillation probe.
MARCH 1962

CR-1 and C-1. The coupling Capac:tor C-1 couples the negative
pulses from the radiation detector
to the base circuit of Q-1. Inductance L-1 forms a high impedance
for these pulses while providing a
lower impedance path for direct
Continued on page 65
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Whipping TV

Fault symptoms point way
to isolation of defective components

Transformer
161

Problems
4 Petea Vtia144
Technical Editor

Fig. 1-Picture on TV screen after one
leg of rectifier winding opened on transformer. Shrinkage and neck shadow were
accompanied by a substantially darker
picture.

Technicians are frequently confronted with troubles in one or
more of five basic TV -receiver
transformer types. These include the

a -c power transformer; video i-f;
vertical blocking oscillator and
sweep output; horizontal sweep out-

put, and audio detector and output transformers.
Technicians should have a good
knowledge of symptoms which indicate defects in each transformer
type and be skilled in quickly isolating trouble in each area.
Low Voltage Transformers

Low voltage power transformers

supply the total "fuel" needed in
all TV sets except the series -string
or series -parallel string types. These
transformers are generally used in
full wave tube, selenium or silicon
rectifier circuits, and usually have
a 117-120 v, 60 cycle primary
winding, a step-up secondary wind-

ing supplying from 250 to about
30

380 a -c volts, and one or more
secondary

step-down

windings

which supply tube heater voltages.
When

the

power

transformer

fails, completely or in part, a number of different symptoms are immediately observable in the TV set.
For example, the set may be completely dead-no picture, no sound,

and no raster. Tube heaters may
or may not be lighted. Then again,
there may be sound and no raster.
In this case,

the damper tube's

fuse, interlock connection, or the
transformer's primary winding is
open. Under certain rare circumstances the tubes may not light be-

cause of a poor lead connection
from the transformer's heater wind-

ing. Also, when a 12.6 volt split heater transformer is used, one open

outside lead can cause part of the
tubes being supplied by this transformer winding to remain lighted
while the other group is out.
If the set's a -c fuse, or the house

heater winding on the power transformer may be defective. There are
other possible symptoms. One side

fuse blows, or the lights dim suddenly when the set is switched on,

of the high voltage secondary of

shorting power transformer but this

the transformer may open, the power supply becoming a half -wave

generally results from a defective

rectifier, with results as shown in

external load on the power supply
caused by a short somewhere on

Fig. 1.

In most cases, when a regular

transformer powered TV set is

turned on and

its

tubes do not

light, the trouble is usually in the
set's power cord, on/off switch,

the trouble can be caused by a
rectifier, a shorting filter or a heavy

B+ line.
When the a -c input of a transformer powered set does not have
a fuse, the power transformer may
the

overheat

and

become

damaged

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

when a rectifier or filter capacitor
shorts, or when some other heavy
load is placed on the power supply.

When this occurs the transformer
frequently smokes. Experienced
technicians recognize this symptom

by the peculiar odor given off by
the overheating transformer. This
odor will usually linger in the set

for hours, even after the set has
been turned off. A transformer
which has overheated and smokes

should be replaced-even though

is connected in series with the a -c

line to the TV set. The lamp not
only acts as a current limiting resistor but can be employed to indicate if a short exists in a power
transformer section, a rectifier, filter capacitor, or because of a short
at some other point on the B+ line.

If the TV is equipped with an
a -c line fuse which blows each time

the set is turned on, and the transformer is suspected, remove the
transformer's

secondary

winding

some badly overheated transformers have been known to serve for
years without breaking down under
normal load.
Although it is easy to determine
if a power transformer winding is
open by using the ohms function
on a VOM, it is not always easy

lights dimly or not at all, the trouble is probably beyond the trans-

to isolate a shorted transformer

former.

winding by the same method.

However, in the latter case, the
secondary windings of the transformer should be reconnected one
by one, including the heaters, but

Perhaps the easiest and most

definite way is with a properly
fused load -check meter (a -c wattmeter). However, if this instrument
is not on hand, a 150 to 200 watt
light bulb equipped with test -type
insulated socket, plug and flexible
leads with insulated clips, can serve
as well.

As shown in Fig. 2, the lamp

1ST.

connections, including all heaters,
replace the fuse, connect the lamp

as shown, and switch on the set.
If the lamp glows brightly the
transformer is definitely defective
and should be replaced. If the lamp

with the rectifier removed from the

set at this point. In this manner it
can be determined if an individual
circuit -section of the secondary is

brightly, replace the rectifier. If the
lamp now glows brightly, the rectifier is either defective, or a filter
capacitor is shorted or a short exists

somewhere in another area of the
set on the B+ line. Actually, the
rectifier should be checked in the
whether suspected or
not. The set should be switched off,
o: course, before each test step.
Some transformers may develop
hum or buzz. This is usually known
beginning

as lamination hum and can be reduced or eliminated by tightening
the transformer's
bolts.

four

housing

Whenever a TV requires a replacement power transformer it is
highly desirable to obtain an exact
physical fit, even if the transformer
is a universal replacement type
with slightly different electrical
specifications or with additional

heater windings. A transformer that

mounts to the chassis precisely as
the original did, will save the technician considerable time in most
cases.

Despite all this, it may be neces-

defective or a short exists in heater

sary on some occasions to drill
new holes, enlarge or reshape a

circuits.

mounting hole in the chassis, or fill

If the lamp still does not glow

up a portion of the original hole.

IF GRID

TRANSFORMER
TO 2ND
I -F
STA

Fig. 3-A sweep generator and scope can
be used to locate defective i-f transformers.

SWEEP
GENERATOR
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trailing black areas, lack of defi-

Video I -F Transformers

nition, poor sync, and other symp-

There are a number of i-f coupling methods, including the standard slug tuned primary -secondary
transformer. Whatever the configuration, they are all used to obtain
a TV receiver pass -band sufficiently wide to pass all composite video
frequencies, without distortion,
while they are being progressively
amplified in the i-f amplifier strip.

The i-f transformers in modern
sets are stagger tuned. This means,

as we know, each transformer is
tuned to a different frequency some-

where in the 4 mc band extending
from the 41.25 mc sound channel
to the 45.75 picture channel (21.25
to 25.75 mc in some older sets).

toms.

The windings in some i-f transformers occasionally short, burn
out or open for other reasons.

Many, however, become intermittent because of cold or rosin joints
at a point where the fine winding
wires join the transformer's lugs.
There are a number of ways to
isolate a defective i-f stage. One
method is signal tracing. An oscilloscope, with a demodulator probe
attached, is employed as shown
in the set-up in Fig. 3. With a TV
station tuned in, the probe is placed
at the tuner output, and the scope's

off or disappears entirely.
Another approach substitutes an
r -f sweep signal injected into an
i-f grid to replace the regular TV
signal (Fig. 3). In this case, the

scope and demodulator probe

is

used to observe the pass -bands of
individual i-f stages, or the combined

pass -bands

of

subsequent

added stages. A loss of signal, an
increase or decrease of the response

curve's amplitude, or an incorrect
curve shape, is significant in finally isolating the defective stage.
Some technicians begin first by employing a low capacitance probe on
the scope, beginning signal tracing
at the video amplifier stage, moving

gain is turned to maximum-with
its frequency set at 30 cycles. If
a composite video signal is observed on the scope's screen, the

lator probe must be substituted for

er's winding to aid in broad -banding frequency response.
A defective i-f transformer can

probe is next moved to the first i-f

the direct probe at the video de-

and sound, loss of picture and weak

sound, a weak washed out picture
(not accompanied by snow); pic-

amplifying normally. This process
is followed alternately from grid to
plate of each stage until that stage

by checking the transformer's wind-

smearing, flashing, white areas

is located where the signal drops

to disconnect most transformers to

Loading resistors are frequently
used across a slug tuned transform-

cause a complete loss of picture

tube plate. The amplitude of the
composite video signal should increase considerably if the tube is

step by step in the opposite direction toward the first video i-f in-

put point. Of course, a demodutector input.
After a fault is isolated to a given

stage it can usually be pinpointed

ings with an ohmmeter, with the
set turned off. It is not necessary

check for open windings, except
where resistors are shunted across
windings, or in some first i-f grid
transformers, where the

ISO -200 WATT LAMP

SOCKET

HV SEC

a

load -

check

117 V

FHEATERS
POWER
TRANSFORMER
PRIMARY

Fig. 2-If

meter is not
available, an ordinary lamp can be

INTERLOCK
PLUG

used to isolate a de-

fective power trarsformer.

primary

and secondary may be connected
together. It may also be necessary
to disconnect some transformers
used at the last i-f output, depend-

ing upon the video detector circuit's design.
Intermittent connections can generally be located by carefully prob-

ing solder connections on transformer lugs with a small plastic
rod while observing the picture on
the CRT. If the bad connection is
touched, the picture will usually go
out momentarily or the CRT screen

will be covered with flashes and
streaks. A low wattage soldering
iron and a drop of solder will usualFig

4-Sweep-circuit

tester
check

is
a

used

to

vertical out-

put transformer by
signal substitution.

ly take care of these problems.
When poor solder joints or open
connections are encountered on the
inside points of winding connection terminals, some transformer
housings can be opened, their windings carefully removed, and repairs
made with a soldering iron.
When a transformer replacement

becomes necessary, it is again deContinued on page 63
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dETOUGH DOG CORNER
Difficult Service Jobs Described by Readers
HV Cage Missing-Sync Unstable

Now I was really puzzled. Several

A Teleking TV set, model 174,

was taken to the shop with no

raster. A shorted capacitor in the
horizontal afc discriminator circuit

was replaced restoring the raster
with picture. After replacing two
weak tubes and giving the set a
general cleaning, it looked fine except for one thing. When switch-

ed on from a cold start the horizontal frequency was way off.
Both the horizontal hold control

and the ringing coil had to be adjusted to sync the picture, and the
picture could easily be thrown far
out of sync again by rapidly turning
the horizontal hold control. This
was a marginal condition I felt had
to be corrected.

Tubes were substituted first, of
course, but without correcting the
trouble. I then checked all components in the afc discriminator and
horizontal oscillator circuits. Everything checked normal. I even tried
experimenting by substituting component values in the afc circuit but
without favorable results. The only
remaining component left uncheck-

ed by direct substitution was the

hours of time were lost and I was
right where I had started. I tried
an experiment. I took the coil out
of its mounting hole and hooked
it up again with the test leads, laying the coil down on the workbench.

I turned the set on and this time it
came on as it should. I picked up
the coil and moved it closer to its
mounting position. As I approached

the rear apron the frequency became unstable; as I backed off, it
settled down.

Symptoms were "static" in the
sound, and varying volume. After
changing audio tubes in the house
without clearing up the trouble, I
explained to the customer that the
symptoms indicated a transformer
in the sound section was breaking
down.

With the set on the bench, I
changed the ratio detector transformer but the trouble persisted. I
pulled the video amplifier tube and
tapped and probed all of the sound
circuits, but no unusual scratches

Since the high voltage cage on

or noise could be created in the

this chassis was missing I surmised
that the coil was picking up pulses
from the flyback transformer.

opened the circuit to the grid of

Having no spare high voltage
cover, I relocated the coil farther

away from the flyback. By mount-

ing it closer to the front apron of
the chassis the receiver worked fine.

-Frank A. Salerno, Long Island

speaker by these methods. I then

the 6AU6, 1st sound i-f amplifier,

and fed in a 4.5 me signal. Sure
enough, at a high input the audio
level fluctuated and produced static.
I now came to the conclusion that

a resistor in the sound section was
arcing internally. A check of R-202,

City, N. Y.

205 and 206 proved negative. The
only component left was C-209, a
5 µf 50 v capacitor. As soon as it

Static And Varying Sound

was clipped from the circuit the

1 was recently confronted with

static cleared up. A new capacitor
was installed and the set worked

an unusual intermittent in the audio
section of an RCA KCS 108C TV.

Thomas E. Gregg, Yonkers, N. Y.

well without further difficulty -

ringing coil. Not having a replacement I ordered one.
The new ringing coil was clipped
into the circuit with two long test
leads and the receiver was put on
test. The results were satisfying.
Now the horizontal frequency was

rock stable and behaved the way
it should.

To be 100% sure

I

switched back and forth from the

new coil to the old coil a dozen

times or so until there was no doubt
that the old coil was defective.

I removed the old ringing coil
from its mounting hole on the chassis rear apron and installed the new

one in its place. I turned the set
on and the picture came on out of
sync!
MARCH 1962

Intermittent static and varying sound was caused by defective capacitor C-209.
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Tone controls are used in hi-fi
units for a number of reasons. They

compensate to a great extent for
the normally unequal response of
human ears to audible tones; the
difficulties of recording at "flat"

TROUBLESHOOTING

levels; reproduction deficiencies in
speakers, room acoustics, and other

Hi-Fi Tone Controls

control system performs five functions: The first two functions are
boost and cut of low bass frequencies with respect to the rest of the
audio band. This action is usually

reasons.
Technically,

a

complete

tone

measured as boost and cut at 50
cycles with respect to 1000 cycles.

Isolate defective tone networks
with specialized test set-up

naaaie

les,toettet1

Electronic Instrument Co.

The second two functions are
boost and cut of the high treble
frequencies with respect to the

middle and low frequencies. Measurements at 10,000 cycles with

respect to 1000 cycles is the most
frequently used test. The final and
most important function is lack of
frequency

discrimination.

Some

position must be found in the rotation of both controls which neither
attenuates nor accentuates any portion of the frequency spectrum. If
this function is properly accomplish-

ed, the output from the amplifier
should be perfectly flat within 1/2
to 1 db from 20 to 20,000 cycles.

This, as well as the four aforementioned modes, are illustrated in
Fig. 1 for one type of tone control
network.
Test Setup

The setup used for testing the
response of any type of tone control

I

Fig. 1-Graphic illustration shows the five functions of a typical tone control.
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is shown in Fig. 2. A monitored

the bass control to maximum and
then to minimum, observing the

signal from an audio signal genera-

tor is fed to the amplifier's input.

readings in db above and below the
reference level you previously noted

The voltage output from the amplifier is applied across a second meter, while the waveshape is observed
on the scope.
For a reliable test, the amplifier

output must be sinusoidal at

on the output meter. The peak ex-

all

times. This requires that the amplifier and signal generator level controls be properly set to prevent amplifier overload. No overload should
exist when bass and treble controls
are at their maximum boost setting

while being checked at low and
high frequencies respectively.
Feed a 1000 cycle signal from the
generator into an unequalized input.
Set the amplifier tone, loudness,

scratch and rumble controls to get
the maximum flat response (no bass
or treble attenuation or boost).
Turn the level control on the amplifier to maximum. Set the generator
output control to the point of maximum undistorted output as observed

voltages at the various electrodes
should be checked against the manufacturer's published data.
"Loeser" Type Controls

on the scope. Read the output meter db scale at this voltage. Now,
turn down the signal generator output control until the output meter
reads 18 to 22 db below the maximum undistorted reading. Choose
a convenient point, for this will be
your output reference level. Note
this reading as well as the reading
in volts on the input meter.
To test the bass control, switch

the signal generator to 50 cycles
and adjust its output control so that
the input meter reads the same volt-

age as it did at 1000 cycles. Turn

cursions of the output meter around
the reference level is the maximum
bass boost and cut the tone control
can provide. Repeating this procedure at 10,000 cycles with the treble
control will indicate the boost and
cut capabilities of that function.
Troubleshooting any type of tone
control circuit is similar to troubleshooting any other type of electronic
network. You must first be certain
that any vacuum tube or transistor
involved is operating properly. The

This control, still frequently used
in high fidelity equipment, is a holdover from public address amplifiers.
A drawing of this circuit is shown
in Fig. 3.

The circuit is essentially that of
a voltage divider. The input is fed
across the complete divider consist-

ing of the series combination R-3
Rc and Rd R-4. A portion of the
input voltage is developed at the
output across the series combination Rd R-4. Because only resistors are used here, there is no attenuation or accentuation of any
specific frequency range. Capacitors added to this resistive divider
network modify the response, providing the bass and treble control

action. The size of these capacitors
and the associated resistors in the
specific network determine the portion of the audio frequency range to
be affected and by just how much.
The treble control network is lifted out of Fig. 3A and is illustrated
in Fig. 4A. Resistances Rc and Rd
are not shown in 4A because they
are shorted out at high frequencies
by C-3 and C-4 respectively. They
contribute nothing significant to the
treble control action.
Perhaps this should be explained
briefly. Consider the treble set at

the maximum attenuation position.
Rb is equal to zero while C-2 shunts
R-4 as well as the output. At very

high frequencies, C-2 shorts R-4,
permitting none of the high frequencies (above the audio range)
to appear at the output. At moderately high frequencies, C-2 shunts
R-4, resulting in an impedance
greater than zero but less than R-4,

so that only a small portion of
treble signal will be at the output.

At middle and low frequencies, C-2
is an open circuit. R-4 is no longer

shunted and the maximum signal
permitted by the resistive divider
network appears across the output
terminals.

This will result in the curves
shown in Fig. 4B, for the condition

when Rb=0. If Rb is not equal to
zero, the shunting effect of C-2 will

decrease as a function of the size
of Rb. Depending upon the setting
of the treble control, an attenuation
curve intermediate between Rb=0
and the flat response will result,
I

VT V M

OUTPUT
METER
VTV M

MONITOR
INPUT
SIGN AL

SHOULD

,HAVE CB
SCALE

SINE WAVE
SIGNAL

AMPLIFIER

GENERATOR.

TEST

20 T020 KC

UNDER

Fig. 2-Test set-up required for checking tone controls.
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In the maximum boost position,

Trouble Symptoms

matter of controlled mid and high

Ra=O and C-1 shunts R-3. Be-

frequency cut and boost respec-

cause C-1 attenuates the lows more
than the highs, the parallel impedance of C-1 R-3 will be less at high
frequencies than at the middle and

Considering treble control operation, troubleshooting this circuit is
quite obvious. Little or no treble

tively. When properly accomplished, mid and high frequency cut is
the equivalent of bass boost. Mid

cut is caused by a defective C-2
while little or no treble boost is
caused by a defective C-1. Of

low portion of the band. Thus, a
high frequency signal will develop
across R-4, the output, larger than
the middle and low frequency signals, resulting in the curve shown
in Fig. 4B. As Ra is increased, the
effect of C-1 is decreased, providing intermediate degrees of boost.

and low frequency boost can be
considered the equivalent of bass
cut.

course, R-3 and R-4, the control,

Observing the bass control network in Fig. 5A, first consider the
maximum boost position when Rc

can be at fault, but are unlikely
These components can
easily be checked with an ohmsuspects.

and C-3 are shorted and Rb is at
its highest value. The large Rd is
shunted by C-4. C-4 bypasses the
large Rd at middle and high fre-

meter.

Bass boost and cut are merely a

quencies, so that these frequencies
are attenuated. The attenuation is
controlled by the value of R-4, resulting in flat response at the high
end. C-4 shunts Rd more at the
high frequencies than the low frequencies, resulting in less attenua-

C.I

R3

C3

Rc

R2

%3 RI
tx

C4

Rd

Rb

I-

T

Fig. 3 - Functional
diagram of "Lesser"
type ton. control

tion for the extremely low bass fre-

network.

quencies than for the higher bass
frequencies. The resulting curve is
shown in Fig. 5B. As Rc increases
and Rd decreases, the effect of C-4
is lessened, resulting in less bass

R4
C2

boost.

A

A

CI

R3

R3

±C3

Rc
INPUT

Rd

R2

IT

RIRG

C4

Rb

OUTPUT

OUTPUT
R4

C2

R4

B
B
MAX TREBLE 50057
INTERMEDIATE
SETTING OF RI

MAX SASS BOOST
INTERMEDEDIATE

SETTING or 112

5070

RC 70

INTERMEDIATE
SETTING OF R2

20* --0

2KC

20

20KC

200

2

INTERMEDIATE

SETTING Of RI

Rb70

Rd70

MAX TREBLE CUT

MAX SASS CUT

Fig. 4 (A)-Treble control network. (B)-Curves resulting from treble

Fig.

control action. Note that curve for intermediate setting affects center

control action and curve for intermediate control setting affects center

Frequencies.

frequencies.
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(A)-Bass control network. (B)-Curves resulting from bass
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Bass attenuation is obtained
through action of C-3 and Rc. When

Rd=O, the maximum cut position,
C-3 shunts Rc, permitting the highs
to pass freely to the output through
C-3, while attenuating the lows. R-3
limits the treble and mid -frequency

boost, to keep the upper end of the
spectrum flat. The boost at the high

end and middle frequencies with
respect to the lows, is the equivalent
of bass cut. Decreasing Rc provides
the intermediate modes of bass attenuation because of the diminishing effect of C-3.

Once again, the lack of proper
action is generally caused by defective capacitors. While a defective

C-3 will not permit the bass cut to
behave properly, a defective C-4
will affect the bass boost. If the
middle and high end does not have
flat response, R-3 and R-4, as well

as C-1 and C-2, are probably at
fault. If the low end is not flat when

the control is set at the center of
rotation, one of these capacitors
will frequently be found defective.
Some controls

a portion of the functions outlined
above. The principle of operation
as well as probable component failures remain unchanged.

R-1, half of R-5, C-3, and to the

Baxendall Feedback Type
Networks

though very interesting, these details are involved and will not help
in the troubleshooting of this network. Table I was designed to help
you troubleshoot this circuit from

Feedback type circuits employ
networks similar to those used in
the Losser tone control described
above. The important factor to remember is that if you feed back a
signal through a capacitor, you are
feeding back more of the high than
the low frequencies. The resultant

signal will be an emphasis of the
low end with respect to the highs.
The size of the capacitor and the
rest of the resistance network will
determine if this network will provide treble cut or bass boost.
The most frequently employed
feedback

designed

network,

by

Baxendall, is shown in Fig. 6. The
feedback is from the plate, through
capacitor C-4 and the resistors R-2,

R -4/R-3, and back to the

grid.

Other feedback paths are possible,
such as through C-4, R-2, C-2, C-1,

grid.

Complete analysis of this circuit
involves a discussion of operational
amplifiers, virtual ground, etc. Al-

observed symptoms.
Table I specifies the characteristics if there is an extreme defective
condition, such as an open or shortIf resistances
ed component.
changed to larger values or capaci-

tors decreased in value, the performance of the circuit would approach open circuit conditions. A
tendency towards shorted component symptoms would be evident if
resistance values have decreased

and capacitance changed in the upward direction.
The curves produced by this cir-

cuit are shown in Fig. 7. Note that
the curves on intermediate positions
affect only the extremes of the band
Continued on page 48

Fig. 6-Basic circuit of Baxendall

feedback type ton

control network.

MAX TREBLE BOOST

MAX BASS BOOST

INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE

SETTING OF RS
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SETTING OF R4
FOR BOOST

INTERMEDIATE
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MAX BASS CUT
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New Test Instruments

For Bench

ET editors examine five test units this month:
a battery eliminator -charger for auto radio service work; resistor -capacitor decade box for component substitutions; Citizens Band transmitter
tester for checking CB units; a combination

And
Caddy
GC Electronics, Resistor -Capacitor Selector, Model 36-524 at

$24.95-A resistor -capacitor substitution unit is an asset to any
electronic service shop. It enables
techs to substitute a questionable
part quickly. The unit examined
here offers individual selection of

transmitter dummy load and attenuator; and
TV sweep circuit analyzer for testing horizontal
and vertical circuits.

Battery

mittent troubles by raising voltage

Eliminator and Charger, Model P-

beyond the normal 6 volts to

28 at $64.95-This is a relatively

around 71/2 or so. The higher volt-

Precision

Apparatus,

inexpensive low -ripple auto radio

power supply that meets all the
needs of an auto service specialist

-and then some.

It's designed to meet require-

volts).

ments of transistorized auto radios
and vacuum tube types with 6 and
12 volt ratings. The battery eliminator can also operate as a battery
charger for wet cell auto batteries.

There's nothing
complicated
about operation of substitution

The unit has two meters: d -c
volts and d -c amps, both with a

boxes, of course. For this unit, the
user simply sets a slide switch to

range from 0 -to -20. Output voltage

23 1 -watt resistors (33 ohms to 10
megohms)

and

22

capacitors

(0.0001 id to 300
rated at 600
volts and higher values at 450

"Resistance"

or "Capacity" and

sets the selector switch to the desired value. Integrated test leads
with alligator clips are then con-

is continuously variable from 0-8
volts d -c and 0-16 volts d -c. It
also has output terminals for vibrator -type radios and special output terminals for transistor or hy-

nected into the circuit. A push button is depressed for capacitor op-

brid tube -transistor radios.

eration. Release of the button automatically discharges the capacitor for the user's protection. Test

indicating meters are invaluable fea-

A variable voltage control and
tures. The output voltage may be
lowered to determine if a vibrator

tion unit,

plus a

yoke substi-

tute, flyback checker, and voltage
reading instrument, among others.
Essentially, it's the same type as the
Company's predecessor, Model SS 105 (see ET April 1961). However,
it

has many new, improved fea-

this voltage, slowly raise output un-

permit dynamic tests of TV sets,

so be a great help when trying to

51/4
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Sencore, Sweep Circuit AnalyzModel SS -117 at $89.50Here's an instrument that enables
TV service technicians to pinpoint
television receiver sweep troubles
with great speed. It's a signal injecer,

volts, and if it doesn't operate at

commences operation at, say, 51/4

marked or charred component.

served while raising voltage because
an excessive reading could indicate
a short in the receiver.

tures which make it even more useful than the older model.
In addition to providing horizontal and vertical pulses which

leads are marked for polarity, which
is necessary when substituting electrolytics.
Besides its obvious use as a quick
substitution device, the unit can aldetermine the value of an un-

age often results in a breakdown
state of the intermittent part. The
d -c amperes meter should be ob-

til it does operate. A vibrator that
doesn't operate at approximately

is a questionable component.
Another service aid offered by

variable voltage is locating inter-

this new instrument has a separate
vertical yoke output signal which

drives a CRT to full vertical deflection.

Also, greater output is

available for horizontal and vertiELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

ET editor inspecting Seco's transmitter tester
with a Citizens Band unit.

50 CHM N F INPUT
JACKS

instruments

Test
10

h

5.55

-6(mo

P.28

Model

Roar, Selector Switch shown In
Position el. All flee rotors are

an adaptor socket (also used to

check screen voltage without test
leads). It measures 2nd anode voltage to 30 kv, too, as well as lower
d -c and a -c p -to -p voltages. A 300

pa meter is utilized for minimum
circuit loading. Sync pulses, negative or positive, can be employed
to troubleshoot sync circuits.
In truth, this unit has all needed
provisions to allow a user to troubleshoot any part of a TV's sweep
circuit without resorting to guesswork. Capping this neat test package,

it has a roll chart which in-

dicates operating data of horizontal
output tubes, an all -steel carrying
case with a full mirror in its cover,
and two 115 volt a -c outlets in the
unit's cable department. Properly

employed, this unit can no doubt
save the average technician considerable time.
MARCH 1962

are:

Battery Eliminator and Charger, GC
36-524 Component Selector, Seco

Schematic of Seco's Model 510 Citizens Band
transmitter tester.

garaged.

resulting in fuller rasters.
The instrument permits users to
monitor cathode current of the horizontal output tube through use of

left -to -right,

Model 510 CB Transmitter Tester, and Sencore Model S5-117 Sweep Circuit Analyzer.

1

cal pulses than the older model,

shown,

Saco Model 510 Attenu-load, Precision Model

3K

Seco, Transmitter Tester, Model

Attenu-load, the instrument's capacity can be extended to 50 watts.

Model 511-A at $21.50-Here are
two pieces of equipment which

The Attenu-load may also be used
as a dummy load for r -f power to

technicians can use to great advantage when installing, testing, and
servicing CB transmitters.
Model 510 combines functions
of a number of transmitter test instruments. The tester measures percentage of both positive and negative modulation, r -f ma, and power
output in watts. It also doubles as
a field strength meter or remote indicator; the latter requiring the use

50 watts.

510 at $46.95, and Attenu-load

of a special r -f attenuator cable.
The manufacturer also suggests that

the tester may be used as an a -c
voltmeter or an audio output meter.

The "Attenu-load" can be used

as a dummy load bank or as a
transmitter power attenuator.

The 510 test unit was designed
for use with low power transmit-

ters such as CB equipment, but

when used with the model 511-A

Although Citizens Band transmitters are limited to 5 watts input

by FCC regulation, if in doubt
about the maximum power output
of another transmitter to be tested
(up to 50 watts), the transmitter is
not connected directly to the tester.

Instead, a 50 ohm coaxial cable
supplied with the tester, is connected to the transmitter's antenna
terminals and then to the Attenuload input. A switch on the back
of the Attenu-load is thrown to the
"INT" position before transmitter
power is applied. The transmitter
tester can then be safely connected

to the Attenu-load output. Power
attenuation is 10 db, which represents a 10:1 power step down ratio.
This equipment should prove
helpful to any shop engaged in CB
installation and repair.
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Recommended practices for the home entertain-

ment electronics industry. Requirements for
avoiding deceptive pricing and bait advertising

TV Industry
Advertising Guide
An advertising

code for the

home entertainment electronics in-

dustry has been published by the
Electronic Industries Association.
Included with this industry -recom-

mended plan are reprints of the
FTC guides against deceptive pricing, bait advertising and deceptive
advertising of guarantees. The EIA
code text was submitted to the FTC
for review, and recieved approval as

an aid to better understanding of
FTC law.
It is the EIA's view that their
legal position does not allow them
to

enforce

these

recommended

practices. Therefore, in the interest

of keeping our readers informed,
and in particular those readers who
are also retailers, we are abstracting the highlights of the FTC guides,

and publishing the EIA code in its
entirety.
By having this information
readily at hand, readers can be

guided in the presentation of their
own advertising, and also have a
tool for monitoring the advertising
of others in the industry.
EIA Recommended Advertising
Practices Comparative Sales
Price Advertising

A. When an advertisement, by
words, figures or in any other man-

ner states or implies a reduction
40

from the advertiser's usual price of
the model advertised, the advertiser

himself should have made actual
sales at the higher price in his recent,

regular course of business.

B. A statement representing or
implying a reduction or savings
from an established retail price
should be used in advertising only
if for the specific model advertised,

such price has been either (a) the
advertiser's usual price of the same
model in his recent, regular course
of business; or (b) the price
charged for the same model by other
sellers in the trade area in their re-

area where the claim is made and
the

advertisement clearly shows
that the claim is based on such comparison, i.e., the prices of other

sellers. The claim should not be
made if it is based on infrequent

or isolated sales by other sellers.)

D. No article should be 'pre ticketed' with any price figure,
either alone or with descriptive
terminology, which exceeds the

price at which the article is usually

and customarily sold in the trade

C. The terms "sale," "special
sale," "clearance sale," "E.O.M.

area or areas where the 'pre -ticketed' article is offered for sale. This
rule applies to those who disseminate 'pre -ticketed' price figures for
use in connection with the offering
for sale of articles at retail by others,
even though they themselves may
not be engaged in retail sales. The
term 'pre -ticketed' includes the use
of price figures affixed to the article

used unless in his recent, regular

by tag, label, or otherwise, or in
material such as display placards,
which are used, or designed to be
used, with the article at point of

cent, regular course of business;

and (c) the advertisement clearly

shows from which of these two
prices the saving or reduction is
claimed or implied.

(end of month) sale," "advance
sale," or any other terms which imply a price reduction should not be
course of business, the advertiser's
price of the model advertised has
in fact been higher. (If the advertiser has not himself offered to sell

the model to which the price reduction

applies,

the

advertiser

should use such terms only if the
usual and customary retail price of
other sellers is higher in the trade

sale to the consuming public.

Other Price Advertising Practices

A. Whenever a price

is adver-

tised:

1. The model to which the price

applies should be identified
by model number, and also,
2. Any other model illustrated
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

advertisement
should be identified by model
number.
B. The terms "as low as," "from,"
etc., should not be used in connecin the same

tion with a price unless a particular model is in fact available at
such price in reasonable quantities
and the model is identified in the
advertisement by model number.
C. When prices of display models

are being advertised, such models
should be specifically identified in
the advertisement as display models.

Display models include floor samples, demonstrators, and the like.
D. When the price quoted in an
advertisement is "with trade," and
the trade allowance is dependent
upon the model or condition of the
item to be traded in, this fact should
be stated.

E. Outboarding. When the advertised price does not include delivery, normal installation, service,
or warranty, the advertisement
should clearly and conspicuously
state that there will be an additional

charge for an such excluded item.
F. When reference to periodical
payments is made in an advertisement:
1.

2.

If a down payment or tradein may be required, the advertisement should so state.
If a terminal or balloon payment may be required, the advertisement should so state.

3. If the periodical payment applies only to certain models,
the advertisement should so
state.

G. When the word "free" is used

in advertising the offer should be
bona fide factual. If the offer is
conditioned in any way, the conditions imposed should be clearly
and conspicuously disclosed at the
outset of the advertisement (and
not merely by a footnote) so as to
leave

no

reasonable

probability

that the terms of the advertisement
might be misunderstood. The word

"free" should not be used where
the advertiser has, in connection

with the offer, increased the price
of the merchandise required to be
purchased or reduced its quality.

H. If a premium is offered in

to these advertising practices.
I. No statement should be made

product, the person originating the

advertising which implies that

port it by suitable demonstration or

in

the advertiser's prices or terms have

any special factory sponsorship or
endorsement, unless the statement
is true.
Bait Advertising

A. No advertisement containing
an offer to sell a product should be
published unless the model advertised is then being displayed by the
advertiser, is available for prompt
delivery at the price and upon the
terms set forth in the advertisement,

and will be willingly sold by the
advertiser.

B. If display models are advertised as being available at specified

prices or at savings, the quantity
of such models available should be

specified in the advertisement, or
the advertisement should state that
the quantity available is limited in
supply.
C. If an advertised model will
be sold at all outlets listed in the

advertisement, a sufficient quantity
of the advertised product should be
available to meet reasonably anticipated demands, unless the advertisement clearly and adequately
disclosed that the supply is limited

and/or the advertised product is
available only at designated outlets.

D. When an advertiser anticipates

that the demand for an advertised
model, such as a close-out item,
will exceed his ready supply (from
stock, from supplier or from another regular source), the advertisement should state that the quantity
available is limited.
E. The advertiser should not
disparage by acts or words the ad-

vertised product or the guarantee,

data.

No

illus-

tration should be used in any advertisement which creates a false
impression of the quality, performance or features of a product.
E. Comparisons between products
of different manufacturers, whenever made, whether on radio or tele-

vision, on the sales floor or elsewhere, should be bona fide factual
and not made in such a way as to
mislead the listener or viewer. There

should be no unfair comparisons
between the advertised product and

the other product with regard to
performance,

features

or

other

characteristics. There should be no
comparisons under any condition
unless the advertised product and

the other product are of similar
and comparable merchandise generally available for purchase at a
comparative price in the same trade
area or areas as the advertised product or, if not so available, that
fact is clearly disclosed.
C When an advertisement specifies

a warranty period, but the

warranty period applies only to certain parts, and not to all parts, then
that fact should be stated.

D. The terms "Satisfaction or
Your: Money Back," "10 -Day Free

Tria," or similar terms, should refer to the return of the full purchase
price, unless otherwise specified.

E. No advertisement containing

a warranty should be published,
unless the advertiser will promptly
fulfill his obligations and stand behind his representations.
Federal Trade Commission Abstract Of Guides Against
Deceptive Pricing

In determining whether or not
pricing practices are violative of

respect.

the laws administered by the Commission, the facts in each matter are
considered in view of the require-

repair or parts, or in any other
F. The advertiser should not
show or demonstrate an advertised

product which is defective, unusable
or impracticable for the purpose represented or implied in the advertisement.
Product Claims

instrument, the statements about

the premium should also conform

formance, or features of a particular
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creuible statistical

credit terms, availability of service,

A. When an advertisement contains a claim as to the quaility, per-

connection with the purchase of an

claim should be prepared to sup-

ments of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, and principles enunciated by the Courts in
the adjudication of cases. The foremost of these principles are:
1. Advertisements must be con-

sidered in their entirety and

as they would be read by
those to whom they appeal.

Continued on page 72
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Improve Your Skills By

Building a TECHNOC
TWO-WAY RADIO
By Allan Lytel. For the communications
technician, and those interested in entering the field, this book covers mobile and
fixed base stations. Theory is presented
with a minimum of math. Antennas, selective calling, power supplies and test
instrument chapters are included. Photos.
drawings and charts are generously used.
Hard cover, 304 pages. Price $9.50.

BASICS OF DIGITAL
COMPUTERS 3 (vols.)
By John S. Murphy. Using the easy -to learn picture book technique, these three
volumes explain the theory and functions
of digital computers. Very little mathematics Covers counting systems, computer language, programming, memories,
logic diagrams, flip-flops, clamping, in-

put-output and data processing.

cover, 416 pages. Price $8.40/set.

Soft

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL
CIRCUITS
By Sidney Platt. Excellent starting point

for TV technician interested in learning
about industrial electronics. Non -mathematical text explains circuitry and operation of power controls, relays, timers.

photoelectric devices and instrumentation
found in factories. Practical applications
shown.

Soft cover, 200 pages.

Price

Price $2.90.

ELECTRONICS

By Robert G. Middleton. A line collection of brief explanations on how to use
the generator for various tests. Twenty-

By Bernard Grob and Milton S. Kiver.

en antenna tests, 27 AM -FM receiver
tests, 28 TV tests, 10 component tests

transmitter and pulse circuits; and indus-

and four miscellaneous. Each description
briefly lists the required equipment connections etc. Soft cover, 123 pages. Price

Industrial Management Series,
outlines considerations needed for organizing a preventive maintenance program,

systems and procedures for controlling
maintenance-including inspection and
work orders, inspection record systems.
time studies, etc. Soft cover. 64 pages.
Price $1.25.

INFRARED RADIATION
By Henry L. Hackforth. From the basic
laws, through transmission and detection,
to design and practical application in var-

ious industries, this book details theory
and practice of infrared.

Instruments

and communications are also covered.
Hard cover. 304 pages. Price $10.

APPLICATIONS OF

101 WAYS TO USE YOUR

five equipment checks are presented, sev-

Pearson. This text, included in the pub-

lisher's

IMPEDANCE MATCHING
By Alexander Schure. Divided into five
major sections, this informative book
covers power transfer, impedance matching devices, matching at audio and r -f,
and matching in transistor circuits. Complete with tables, schematics and computation examples. Soft cover, 128 pages.

$3.90.

SIGNAL GENERATOR

MANAGEMENT GUIDE FOR
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
By Bernard T. Lewis and William W.

Assumes a knowledge of elementary
electronics. Subjects discussed include:
vacuum tubes and transistor theory;
audio amplifiers; oscillators; receiver.

trial and military electronics. Math is

kept to a minimum.

Well illustrated.
Hard cover. 628 pages. Price $10.00.

VIDEO TAPE RECORDING
By Julian Bernstein. This interesting and

authoritative reference thoroughly treats
the system used to rebroadcast live TV
programs. Written at a level understandable to all interested in video recording,
with mathematical formulas absent. The
text outlines methods used and circuitry
employed. Many photos and drawings.
Hard cover. 272 pages. Price $8.95.

$2.00.

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS
Principles & Applications
By Paul Mali. Written at an intermediate

technical level in the tried and proven

picture/text style of presentation, this
excellent book covers: magnetism; electro magnetism; saturable reactors; core,

compensating and polarized magnetic amplifiers. Well illustrated with photographs

and drawings. Soft cover.

261

pages.

Price $2.45.

HOW TO INSTALL &
SERVICE AUTO RADIOS

OBTAINING 8 INTERPRETING

By Jack Darr. This second edition contains much practical information of real
use to technicians. In addition to service

TEST SCOPE TRACES
By John F. Rider. This handbook shows

suppression, speakers and troubleshooting, transistorized and hybrid radios are
covered. 6-12 volt conversions are explained. Soft cover. 160 pages. Price

loscope. Over 800 traces are shown, including sine, square, rectangular, trapezoid, sawtooth differentiated and into
grated types. Explains scope connections,
manipulating controls and test setups.
Soft cover. 190 pages. Price $3.00.

data on antennas, intermittents, noise

$3.25

how to get the most out of your oscil-

RADIO SERVICING
THEORY & PRACTICE

TUBE CADDY TUBE
SUBSTITUTION GUIDE BOOK

BASIC ULTRASONIC

By Abraham Marcus. This, the third edi-

By H. A. Middleton. A pocket size guide

By Cyrus Glickstein. This excellent book,

tion, is the latest revision of a volume

which has been, for more than a decade,
one of the outstanding practical texts on
radio receivers. All essential information
necessary for a thorough understanding
of radio theory and servicing is included.
Well illustrated. Hard cover. 650 pages.
Price $8.40.
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for caddy use, includes a list of foreign
tube substitutions. It covers direct substitutions only and is divided into 4 sections. Sec. I: lists substitutions with a
"good" or "excellent" coding. Sec. 2:

some ruggedized substitutions. Secs. 3 &
4: European -American substitutions. Soft
cover. 56 pages Price $0.90.

replete with many illustrations, covers
the subject of ultrasonics from the funda

mentals of sound through the various
types of equipment in use, to a wide

variation of applications. Topics include
ultrasonic generators, transducers, pulsed
output and transistorized equipment. 144
pages. Soft cover. Price $3.50.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN editors have carefully selected these books

by the world's leading technical publishers. Order direct from our Book
Department. Fill in coupon or separate sheet. Money -bark guarantee.

LIII3RARY
Q & A MANUAL

SERVICING UNIQUE
ELECTRONIC APPARATUS

REPAIRING
TRANSISTOR RADIOS

By Milton Kaufman. This sixth edition
gives you the information you need to

By Jack Darr. This book explains basic
operating theory and practical servicing

By Sol Libes. How transistor theory operates in radio circuits and servicing procedures is thoroughly discussed. Each

RADIO OPERATOR'S LICENSE

pass FCC license examinations. In ques-

tion and answer form similar to actual

FCC tests, all eight elements are covered,

including law, radiotelephone, radiotelegraph, aircraft and ship radar. Abbreviations, code, etc. included. Hard cover.
716 pages. Price $7.10.

techniques for troubleshooting and repait
of a variety of unique electronic devices
used primarily for industrial applications.
Covers ultrasonic cleaners, diathermy,
automatic flow control, photo -flash and
others. Schematics, drawings and photographs included. Soft cover. 126 pages.
Price $2.50

HOW TO RUN A

100 ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

SMALL BUSINESS

By Milton Aronson & Charles Kezer.

By J. K. Lasser. Here is a basic business
guidebook for service dealers and other
operators of retail and small manufacturing firms. Covers record keeping, avoiding frauds, tax management, credit sales,
insurance programs, how to buy an established business, financing and other
important topics. Hard cover. 400 pages.
Price $6.00.

book covering a wide variety under eight
major sections, including power supplies,
amplifiers, oscillators, pulse circuits, test
instruments, alarms, phototubes and miscellaneous. In addition to the schematic,
a page or two of text accompanies each
circuit, explaining the operation and
characteristics. Soft cover. 180 pages.
Price $2.00.

Here is a useful basic circuit reference

Books Described Previously
BASIC TELEVISION 15 vols
BASIC ELECTRONICS (6 vols.)

CLOSED CIRCUIT 8 INDUSTRIAL TV
PINPOINT COLOR TV TROUBLES

IN 15 MINUTES
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK
AUDIO MEASUREMENTS
ELECTRONICS IN INDUSTRY
HOW TO SERVICE TAPE RECORDERS
FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIO TELEMETRY

511.25
513 85

S 4.95
S 5.95
$22.50
S 2.90
S 8.50
S 2.90
S 2 95

HOME AIR CONDITIONING INSTALLATION
8

REPAIR

SERVOMECHANISM FUNDAMENTALS
ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS

BASIC AUDIO

MODERN TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
PHOTOTUBES

MARINE ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK

GUIDE TO MOBILE RADIO
MASTER RECEIVING PICTURE TUBE
SUBSTITUTION GUIDE
SMALL APPLIANCE SERVICING
A -C MOTOR CONTROL FUNDAMENTALS

PIN POINT TRANSISTOR TROUBLES IN
12 MINUTES
HOW TO USE METERS
BASIC CARRIER TELEPHONY

101 WAYS TO USE YOUR AUDIO TEST
EQUIPMENT

BASICS OF INDUCTION HEATING
2 -WAY MOBILE RADIO HANDBOOK
SERVICING TRANSISTOR RADIOS ...
GETTING THE MOST OUT OF VACUUM
TUBES

HOW TO TROUBLESHOOT TV SYNC
CIRCUITS

S 3.50
S 5.50
$13.00
9.95

S 8.50
S 1.80
S 3.95
S 2.85
S 7.45
S 4.50
5 5.95

S 3.50

lent coverage is given to AM, FM and
auto radios. Interchangeability chart is
included. Well illustrated.
168 pages. Price S3.50.

Soft cover.

BASICS OF FRACTIONAL
HORSEPOWER MOTORS
AND REPAIR
By Gerald Schweitzer. In this book the
author examines: the operation of various
motor types, including split -phase, capacitor, repulsion, shaded pole, universal
and three-phase motors; enclosures, wind-

ings, control devices and protective devices. Two sections are devoted to motor
testing, care and maintenance. 176 pages

Soft cover. Price $3.90.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN Book Dept.

3-62

480 Lexington Avenue

New York 17, N. Y.

I plan to build my technical library. Please send me the books I have indicated below.
You will pay postage. I understand that if I am not satisfied with any book for any
reason, I may return it to you prepaid in good, dean condition within 7 days of receipt
and receive a complete refund. Shipments outside U. S. & Possessions, add 205/book

for soft cover, 40f/book for hard cover.
Enclosed is my check or money order, in full payment, made out to ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN.
.

.

.

.

.

Two -Way Radio

Industrial Control Circuits
101 Ways to use Your Signal
Generator

.

.

.

.

5 2.00
S 7.80
S 3.95
S 2.90

Cause," and "What to Look For." Excel-

CUT HERE -

.

S 5.95
S 3.50
S 4.25

radio stage is covered with a service chart
that indicates "Trouble,"
"Possible

.

.

@ S 2.00

.
.

$ 2.90

Radio Operator's License a a A

.

.

@ S 2.50

100 Electronic Circuits

@

Basics of Fractional Horsepower
Motors & Repair

BOOKS IN PREVIOUS ISSUES,

1.25

Enclosed is total payment of $
(If you have New York City address, add 3% sales tax)

To order above books, write
in title and price on coupon
Name

Address
City

Zone

$ 7.10
@ S 6.00

Apparatus

Repairing Transistor Radios
.

S 3.00
S 3.50

Scope Traces
Ultrasonics
Manual

3.25

@

5 8.95

Basic

. How to Run a Small Business
Unique Electronic
. Servicing

Tube Caddy Tub* Substitution Guide@ $
Book
@ S 0.90
Management Guide for Preventive
Maintenance

510.00

. Obtaining and Interpreting Test

Magnetic Amplifiers
@ 5 2.45
Radio Servicing Theory IL Practice @ S 8.40
Basics of Digital Computers
@ S 8.40
Impedance Matching
@ S 2.90
Applications of Electronics
@ S10.00
How to Install & Service Auto
Radios

.

Infrared Radiation
Video Tape Recording

@ S 9.50
@ S 3.90

State

2 00

@ S 3.50
@ S 3.90
@s

Here's why color sets made by
you can service so easily and

The Most Trusted Name In Television

44
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RCAVICTOR are the ones
with such confidence!
1 RCA VICTOR'S color TV chassis has been performance -proved
for over seven years
RCA Victor's new Super Power Chassis incorporates more than seven years

of refinements based on field and service experience! Features include:
easy access and chassis "remove -ability"; easy -to -find, accessible test points;
new Push -Button Circuit Breaker that eliminates "annoyance" calls.

2 RCA VICTOR'S "Roadmapped" Security Sealed Circuit Boards
make servicing easier
Boards are dependable. This is the
RCA Victor Security
modern way to build television receivers! They are "roadmapped" and
numbered with you and your job in mind.

3 RCA VICTOR'S replacement parts are performance -proved
Proved -in -use replacement parts-another by-product of seven years of
intensive research, study and experience.

4 RCA VICTOR'S proved -in -practice service notes and literature
Those who know Color TV best learned it through RCA with help from
RCA Color TV information bulletins, service data, schematic diagramsall designed by RCA for the proper development of Color TV as an industry-a going, profitable business for you!
Join the Color "Corps" now. Get to know more about it, advertise, sell
and talk Color TV-build a more profitable business! Ask your RCA Victor
Distributor to help you!

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN
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SHOP HINTS
TIPS FOR HOME AND BENCH SERVICE
Novel Tool Holders
A few pieces of Styro-foam,
available in some five -and -ten -cent

stores, make excellent holders for

tion. Unfortunately, the weld is not
satisfactory and the connection becomes resistive once again after a
short period of operation.
The cure is, of course, replacement of the entire filter capacitor.

-P hilc o

Service -Businessman,

Phila., Pa.

printed circuit socket has the same

radius as loctal pins. Conversion
requires only removal of the loctal
socket's prongs, not the socket itself. There are 8 holes, but only 7
pins-the printed circuit socket can
be rotated to obtain best advantage
of the terminal connections, and the

original leads are then connected
to the new socket tabs.
Polish Scuffed Plastic TV Screens

When a portable or other TV

arrives in the shop with a scuffed
plastic face, the simple procedure
outlined here will almost completely
eliminate the scuffs, and reduce

even deep cuts so they are
Styro-foam

many small tools and other items
found around the work bench. This
material can aid in keeping an otherwise cluttered -up bench clean and

small tools can be easily found at
a glance. Items are merely "stabbed"

-

lightly into the material and when
needed can be easily removed.

powder and mix with "Lubriplate"

model 221 VTVM in the following

until you have a smooth paste.

Place some on the plastic which is
to be treated and rub with a circular
motion, using a piece of clean cotton or linen cloth. Concentrate first

set,

the

service

technician

found that the hum temporarily
went away if the power switch was
first "flicked" off, and then on.
Sets exhibiting symptoms such as
these frequently employ a multiple
section filter capacitor. The trouble
arises when the common lead which

crease the size of the circular sweep.

the sections. This permits hum to
be internally coupled from the defective section to those which are
functioning normally and the filtering action is reduced. Flicking the

set off and then on permits heavy
capacitive charging currents to flow

through the resistive contact and
temporarily weld the bad connec46

TO OHPAS/A-C AN PUT

ON FUNCTION SWITCH

i

like magic. This will come in mighty

the shop.- M. G. Goldberg, St.
Paul, Minn.
Loctal Tube Conversions

Scarcity and cost of some "loctal"

type receiving tubes make conversions desirable from the customers
point of view, and the technician
can profit also.

We have found that

a 7 pin

SHOP HINTS WANTED!
53 to $10 for acceptable items. Use
drawings to illustrate whenever necessary.
A rough sketch will do.
Photos

are

desirable.

COMMON
LEAD

TO D -C INPUT ON
FUNCTION SWITCH

.-,.....,_t
C MEG

OHMS/A-C/D-C PROBE

VTVM probe -lead modification employs
s.p.d.t. switch to simplify meter use.

interconnects the foils develops a
highly resistive contact with one of

SP D T
S WITCH

on the badly scuffed area with small

handy if a receiver gets scuffed in
transit from the customer's home to

this

manner:
The ohms/ a -c input and the com-

circular motions and gradually in-

Radio Hum Intermittent

shop with symptoms of severe 60
cycle hum. Upon examination of

VTVM Probe -Lead Modification

I have eliminated the inconvenience of 3 test leads on my EICO

some

Watch the surface clear up almost

The other day a small table ra-

Wellington, Ohio.

plaster -of -Paris

Obtain

William R. Lacy, Syracuse, N. Y.

dio was brought into the repair

both ways. - Willard W. Waite,

less

noticeable. Minor scuffing is completely eliminated.
Novel tool holders made from
material keep small tools handy.

With a 14B6 at $5.60, and a
12AV6 replacement at $1.65, the
spread makes the deal profitable

Unacceptable

items will be returned if accompanied
by a stamped envelope.
Send your
entries to Shop Hints Editor, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN, 480 Lexington
Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

a

mon or ground leads are first removed. The common jack is removed from the chassis and a single pole -double -throw toggle switch is

installed in the same mounting hole
after the hole is enlarged.
The common lead is permanently
installed in the a -c/ ohms jack and
grounded. The 15 megohm resistor
in the d -c probe is removed and one
side of it is connected to one toggle switch contact and the other end is

connected to the d -c input on the
meter's function switch. The other
toggle -switch contact is connected
directly to the ohms/ a -c input tap
on the function switch.
These changes do not endanger
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

EASY

WITH

"ET"

TUNG-SOL.
TRANonatlfriXCIF1 S
PICK THE ONE
MARKED FOR
THE JOB!

Tung -Sol "ET" transistor packages
are marked to eliminate guesswork in
selecting the correct replacement for

every job. Type numbers, class of
service and junction polarity is stamped
on each end flap. This is a time saving

feature as well as a safeguard against
service slip-ups. Tells you at a quick
glance where your inventory stands.

The compact " Er line was engineered by Tung -Sol specifically to
eliminate confusion in entertainment
service resulting from almost endless
similarity and duplication of types.
Eleven PNP and NPN units replace
hundreds of older transistors. "ET"

ET - 7

NI -POWER
AMP- PNP

TRANSISTOR

transistors measure up fully to TungSol's one high standard of excellence

A TYPE FOR EVERY JOB

and reliability. The most advanced
quality evaluation techniques assure

LA

product uniformity, lot after lot.
When you order transistors, specify
"ET." High turnover with low inven-

PNP TYPES

Low power
ET1 Mixer/oscillator/
ET2

converter
IF amplifier

ET3 AF amplifier 6v.
ET4 AF amplifier 12v.
ET5 AF amplifier 9v.
Medium power
ET6 AF power amplifier
High power

tory and customer satisfaction will
show that it's the profitable way to

Ell AF high power

buy transistors.Tung-Sol Electric Inc.,
Newark 4, New Jersey.

amplifier
NPN TYPES
Low power
ET8 Mixer/oscillator/
converter
ET9 IF amplifier
ETIO AF amplifier 9v.
ET11 AF amplifier 12v.

TUNG-SOL

Ask your DIstributo, for the Tung -Set Transistor intere aaaaaaa Illty Guide
- -
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- for more details, circle 58 on page 50
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SHOP HINTS

"I've got

the meter or circuits in any way,

satisfied

nor does it upset the normal operat-

customers
and

two probes, and use the meter with
ease for any measurement. - Har-

ing function of the unit. It is now
very easy to flip a switch, pick up
old Wolff, Jr., Gonzales, Texas.

profits...

Altered Wrench For Hex -Head
Screws

Transformers and other components are frequently mounted in
radio and TV sets with thin hex 1

Altered hex -head wrench facilitates
screw removal in hard -to -get -to places.

1/4"

headed self -tapping metal screws.

These are sometimes difficult to
grasp with a regular hex wrench. I
have found that a taper -ground tip
of a 'A " wrench is a great tool for
removing these screws when they

are located in close quarters and
hard -to -get -to places. - Bud Mier -

key, Largo, Fla.

. .

Trouble Shooting

.

Continued from page 37

by improving communications equipment reliability with
IERC Heat -dissipating Electron Tube Shields!"
Extra profits in contract servicing are yours with TR type heat dissipating tube shieldsat installation, of course, and from the 2 to 12 time increase in tube life and reliability
they provide. Electron tube failures, caused by heat, account for almost 70% of equipment failures. Service profits go out the window when valuable work, other service calls
or "off hours" time must be given to meet service contract requirements just to change
a tube! You can eliminate this problem oy increasing the tube life and reliability of your
customer's communications equipment with TR's - time proved in vital military, aerospace and precision electronic equipment applications A complete installation of TR's in
almost any equipment takes only a few minutes-reliability and profits are immediate!
patented

SERVICE TECHNICIANS-

Write today for complete data on
!ERC TR shields.

IERC

heat -dissipating

ED 0M0

rather than the center as well as the
extremes shown for the Losser type
network in Figs. 4B and 5B.

It is not unusual for a customer
to complain of insufficient boost or
cut.

Your bench tests at 50 and

10,000 cycles will probably show
the controls to be operating satisfactorily.

Visual examination

is

very likely to prove the circuit to
be of the Baxendall variety.

The answer to this is in the two
Because the Losser type
af:ects the mid frequencies more,
the effect is more obvious.
Actually, the Baxendall network
is probably preferable. The feed-

curves.

back reduces distortion. The system

0©a

electron tube shields.

permits control over that portion
of the curve where most boost or
cut is necessary. The apparent insufficient boost or cut does not con-

International Electronic Research Corporation
135 West Magnolia Boulevard, Burbank, California
heat -dissipating tube shields for miniature, subminiature, octal and power electron tubes

- -- for more details, circle 29 on page 50
48

demn the network, but some other
weak link in the hi-fi chain. Find
this weak link and you will probably
have a new component sale on your
hands.
ELECTRON -IC TECHNICIAN

ITY IS HID

QU

USES UNLIMITED.
Field Engineers
Application Engineers

Electrical, Radio, TV, and Appli
Servicemen
Electrical Contractors
Factory Maintenance Men
Industrial Electronic Maintenance
Technicians
Home Owners, Hobbyists

CAUTION ON NIGH VOLTS

6000

Off
1200
300
C

A OJ

z-1 V

BAR RING

200

al:ELDED

--300 A

EASY TO CHANGE
STANDARD BATTERIES

MC YEMENT

-60

60

-12

V

FUSED.

OUT

HIGH FLUX

PUT

1 2-

3-

-x
c -Oki

1 2A-

-x 10 rt

MAGNET,
SPRING
BACKED
JEWELS

S MPLE TO
RIPLACE
MULTIPLIERS
OR SHUNTS

-FOR
RUGGEDNESS

-x .1000
-X 100 000

SPARE FUSE

J V fl.A.
COMPLETE_Y

HEAVY

WIRED CIKUIT

INSULATED CASE

FACTS MAKE FEATURES:
Popular streamlined tester with long meter scales ar-

2
3

ranged for easy reading. Fuse protected.
Single control knob selects any of 32 ranges-less chance
of incorrect settings and burnouts.

Four resistance ranges-from .1 ohm reads direct;
41/2 ohm center scale; high 100 megohms.

Attention to detail makes the Triplett Model 630 V -O -M a lifetime investment.

It has an outstanding ohm scale; four ranges-low readings .1 ohm, high
100 megs. Fuse affords extra protection to the resistors in the ohmmeter
circuit, especially the XI setting, should too high a voltage be applied. Accu
racy 3% DC to 1200V. Heavy molded case for high impact, fully insulated.

RANGES
DC VOLTS

0 3 12 60-300-1,200-6.000
at 20,000 ohms per volt.

AC VOLTS

0-3-12-60.300-1,200-6000

OHMS

0-1,000-10,000.

MEGOHMS

0-1.100

DC MICROAMPERES

0-60 at 250 millirrolts.

DC MILLI-

at 5,000 ohms per volt.

AMPERES

0.1.2-12.120 at 250 millivolts.

DC AMPERES

0-12.

08: -20 to +77 (600 ohm line at 1 MW).

1630A same as 630 plus 11/2% accuracy and mirror scale only $59.50

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY, BLUFFTON, OHIO

OUTPUT VOLTS: 0-3-12-60-300-1,203; jack with
condenser in series with AC ranges.
.

_A
. for more details, circle 56 on last page

610
630-A

630 -PL

630 -APL

630 -NA

Lill
630-T

631

666-HH

800

666-R

THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE OF V -O -M'S. AVAILABLE FROM YOUR TRIPLETT DISTRIBUTOR'S STOCK

FREE LITERATURE
To recieve the literature below without charge, simply circle the number on the coupon
Antennas:

Literature

on

citizens

details on new model K-950, 8" 2 -way

band antennas include three new
models. Covered also are antenna accessories and the DB-27 display. Antenna Specialists Co.

coaxial distributed sound loudspeaker.

for more details, circle 301

Home Study Courses: Booklet coversW a number of home study courses including: Television Servicing; Com-

1

.

.

.

CB Transceivers: Literature covers

2

a 5 -watt, fully transistorized citizens
band transceiver. Cadre Industries Corp.
.

.

.

for more details, circle 302

3Capacitors: A "Periodic Table" cov-

.

.

.

for more details, circle 303

4Package Shipping: Literature covers

comparative costs by bus, rail express, air freight. Gives facts on products carried, weights, sizes, service, speed

and frequency. Greyhound Corp.
.

5

.

.

for more details, circle 304

Loudspeakers:
CSP- 102

Specification

sheet

gives complete technical

7

.

.

for more details, circle 305

.

A

munication
Electronics;

devoted to the firm's American -made re-

placements for Japanese and other foreign made transistors. Chart measures

Electronics;
Automation
Computer Programming;

17"x22". Semitronics Corp.

Transistors; and Color Television. RCA
Institutes, Inc.
.

.

for more details, circle 306

.

7Suppressors: Catalog 61-KV-10 covers "Klipvolt" selenium transient
voltage suppressors for reduction of

.

.

.

.

.

.

for more details, circle 309

10

Cross Reference Guide; and make up

90% of replacement parts most commonly used in field service. Standard Kollsman Industries, Inc.
.

for more details, circle 307

.

.

for more details, circle 310

Antennas: Literature covers: TBird (non -powered) antennas, six
models; and T -Bird (powered) antennas,
three models. Features include 7/16"
111

8Rectifiers: Illustrated bulletin S-105
covers diffused silicon controlled
rectifiers. Includes ratings, characteristics, performance data, applications and
specifications. Semicon, Inc.
.

.

Parts: Kit, model 31T 3890, covered in literature, contains mechanical and electrical parts to be used in
conjunction with Sec. II of Standard

transient voltages generated by motors,
relays and switches. Available in polarized designs for d -c applications; non polarized for a -c. Sarkes-Tarzian, Inc.
.

lists ap-

proximately 2,000 transistor types
most commonly used in TV, radio, hifi, auto and home equipment, with manufacturer's number and replacement. Includes base diagrams of five types showing locations of the leads. One section is

Jensen Mfg. Co.

ers 18 major types of capacitors.

Electrical and operating characteristics,
and formulas employed in circuit design
included. Chart measures 3'x2'. CornellDubilier Electronics.

n Transistors: A new chart

tubing and "Delta" ("T" match) feed
system. Technical Appliance Corp.

for more details, circle 308

.

.

.

for more details, circle 311
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TVA ATOM-,

TVL TWIST-LOK®
CAPACITORS
toughest
These lyticstake on the
give
maxiTV and radio duty,

without
mum trouble -free service,
dependable
HUMMM! They are
high and low temat extremely
Cathodes
are etched
peratures.
high ripple
the
needs
of
to meet
voltages.
currents, high surge

CAPACITORS
Atom tubulars are service favorites because they fit anywhere,
work anywhere. They're the only
small size 85 C (185 F) capacitors in ratings up to 450 WVDC.
They have low leakage current,

long shelf life, and withstand
high ripple currents, high surge
voltages.

TE LITTL-LYTIC®
CAPACITORS
The very best
ultra -miniature
placements
refortransistorcircuits,
offering unusual
through al
reliability
construction.
No pressure
joints to
"open" 0: intermittent
cause
Long she.f lifecircuits.
extremely
portant in
imthe year. sets used only pan of

VL VERTI-LYTIC*
CAPACITORS

These single -ended molded tubulars are the ideal replacement
for units of this type found on
printed wiring boards.
Keyed terminals assure fast manual mounting and correct polarity. Resin end fill protects against
drying of electrolyte or entrance
of external moisture.

very rating
very style
Shown here are the more popular of Sprague's big family

of Electrolytic Capacitors, the broadest in the industry.
Other types include Metal -encased Screwbase; Plastic encased High-MF; Metal -encased Octal -base; Ultra -low

L PRINT-LOK®
PCCAPA

CITORS
of
circuit version
The printed
Universal base
printed cirthe Twist-Lok.
of
the
replaces any
today. No
in
use
adapters to
cuit 'lyrics
mounting add extra
makeshiftcapacitor
or
of high
damage
height . - no possibility
resistance contacts.

leakage Photoflash. All are listed and described in Sprague's
NEW Catalog C-614. Get your copy from any Sprague
distributor, or write Sprague Products Company, 65 Marshall
Street, Norh Adams, Massachusetts.

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

WORLD'S LARGEST CAPACITOR MANUFACTURER
-

MARCH 1962

for more details, circle 52 on page 50
51

NEW PRODUCTS
G -E TV RECEIVERS

rect drive tuning, built-in ferrite rod
antenna and engraved circuit chassis.
6"H, 131/2"W, 57/6"D. $19.95 and
$22.95.
Also models 19P11B and
19P11E, newly styled versions of 19P11,

Three new TV receivers are: "The
Century,"

19"

luggage style portable;

has power transformer chassis, chrome
carrying handle and 6"x2" front mounted speaker; three luggage finishes; $169
to $179. The "Fashion Designer," 21"

19" portable TV receiver. The 19P11
luggage -style cabinet has a wrap -around
metal midsection and molded plastic

table model; has power transformer chassis. front controls and front speaker;

front and back, is equipped with the
firm's Bonded Shield picture tube and
Super S-110 engraved circuit chassis,

two cabinet finishes; $199 to $209. The
"Golden Celebrity," 19" portable; has
power

transformer chassis, fold -away
luggage carrying handle and power cord

3x5 -inch speaker is mounted on top of

wind-up bracket at rear of set; three

tuning capacitor with 6:1 ratio eliminates

cabinet finishes; brass -finish roll -about

backlash. Has solid state power supply.
Kit, $21.50. Wired, $29.50. Conar Instruments Div., National Radio Institute,
3939 Wisconsin Ave., Washington 16,
D. C.

stand and magazine rack offered free
with "Golden Celebrity" but price of set
not announced. Radio & Television
Division General Electric Co., Elec-

tronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.
.

.

for more details, circle 400 on page 50

Fisher ADAPTOR

Multiplex adaptor, model MPX-200,
companion to Fisher Universal MPX-100,

is designed especially for those who desire a unit for concealed installation. It
is self -powered, compact and easily con-

.

for more details, circle 402 on page 50

Mercury TUBE TESTERS

Deluxe model 1200 dynamic mutual
conductance tube tester features pushbutton settings to permit testing of any
tube, under actual dynamic conditions,
in a few seconds. It tests new type tubes
including nuvistors, novars, compactrons
and new 10 -pin tubes; foreign and hi-fi
tubes, voltage regulators, battery type

tubes, auto hybrid tubes, thyratrons and
most industrial tube types; black and
white picture tubes, transistors, and
batteries. Range of operation includes

tests for true dynamic mutual conductance (Gm), tests for shorts and leakage between any tube elements, and for
gas and grid emission. Has automatic

set and angled toward the viewer, has
top controls and chrome monopole antenna. New version 19P11B has weight balanced plastic carrying handle. Deluxe
model 19P11E has metal carrying handle.
Sets are 121/2" deep. Weight, 40 lbs. A
metal stand with 3 -inch casters has been

designed for each of the new portable
models.
$159.95.

Model

19P11B

stand

with

19P 1 IE with stand, $169.95.
Radio & Television Div., Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., Batavia, N. Y.
.

for more details, circle 404 on page 50

University SPEAKERS

Shown are two Uniline columns now

available in PA loudspeakers.

Model

UCS-6, 60" column (6 extended -range
8" speakers); frequency range, 35-17,000
cps; 150 watts IPM; impedance, 16 ohms.
$179.95. Also model CS -4, 40" column
extended -range

(4

8"

speakers);

fre-

quency range, 45-17,000 cps; 80 watts
IPM; impedance, 8 ohms. $129.95. Soon
to follow will be a lower powered speech

model and a weatherproof music and

line

voltage regulation, 41/2" meter;
built-in 7 -pin and 9 -pin straighteners on

/

nected. Can be placed up to three feet
from the tuner or receiver. Features include: special control for matching exactly to the tuner or receiver with which
it is used, requires setting only at time

of installation; two controls to assure
identical output levels from both chan-

nels; and selector switch to record stereo
programs monophonically. Internal cir-

cuitry contains a 15 kc steep roll -off,
low-pass filter for suppression of the 38
kc sub -carrier and side -bands. $79.50.

Fisher Radio Corp., 21-21 44th Drive,
Long Island City 1, N. Y.
,

.

.

for more details, circle 401 on page 50
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panel; and phosphor bronze tube sockets.
Housed in leatherette case with compartment for cables. 181/4" x 101/2" x OA".
$119.95. Mercury Electronics Corp., 1 1 1

Roosevelt Ave., Mineola, N. Y.
.

.

.

for more details, circle 403 on page 50

Conar GENERATORS

Model 280 signal generator uses Hartly-type oscillator circuitry for stability

plus pre-set, tuned r -f coils on low bands

and ceramic trimmers on high bands.

Average accuracy, without further alignment, 2%. Frequency coverage, 170 kc

to 60 mc on six bands; 60 mc to over
120 mc on harmonics. Planetary drive
52

Sylvania
RADIOS & TV RECEIVERS
Supplementing 1962lines, and intro-

duced as "drop in" models at the International Home Furnishings Market are:
Table radio models, AT15 and AT16,
provides 6 -tube performance with one
rectifier, 4" front -mounted speaker, di-

speech model. University Loudspeakers,
Inc., 80 S. Kensico Ave., White Plains,
N. Y.
.

.

for more details, circle 405 on page 50
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52,11

EST COAST.

The truck that thinks it's a station wagon.
We made it with seats and windows.
But a truck is what it is.
Take out the seats and you can put in
1,786 pounds of anything.
In just about any size or shape. T^e
doorway's almost 4 feet wide.
For business deliveries, this Volkswagen

costs so little to run that you can moice a
profit even on dinky orders.

2/2R a mile seems to be average for
most owners. For gas, tires, everything.
(Almost all

All their luggage.)
We call this the Volkswagen Kombi.

All the usual VW virtues go with it

our trucks get over 20

miles a gallon. Some even get 30.)
For weekends, you can take 8 relatives
anywhere you might wont to take 8 relatives.

Rear -engine traction in snow and sand.
Tha air-cooled engine that can't freeze
up or boil over. And the price,
another interesting VW virtue.
$2,095.*

you're just taking them away, there's
room for their luggage on the rear shelf.

New.
- -

MARCH 1962

- for more details, circle 61 on page 50
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CC ELECTRONICS

General Electric reporter,
Roland Kempton, makes the rounds with
the independent service dealers . . .

Don Ellis saved
30 minutes
and $3.75
because

ith
AL L

CA P

c

one G -E
SERVICE -DESIGNED

capacitor takes
the place of 4
ordinary types
In minutes and money, Don Ellis and George

A

Bentley, owners of QUALITY TV, Kansas City,
Mo., measure some of the advantages of stocking
G -E Service -Designed capacitors. Don (shown
here) put it this way, "We didn't stock can -type
capacitors before because we never knew what
types we'd need. Now, with just 25 or 30 capacitors in stock we meet most of our requirements,
and we don't have to make special trips to pick

up exact replacements. I figure this saves 30
minutes and $3.75 per trip."

A

Xe0-40
Mir
Ns

A'4141,

XC2 14

1481.14

IsvjOrat

wr, »....,141

And according to George, "There have been
many occasions, especially on Saturdays, when
we've been able to get the set out because we've

had G -E capacitors in stock. Our customers
really appreciate it, and we haven't had a single
call back."

(C 1

7

}C3 4 0

4.

Yes, it pays to stock General Electric ServiceDesigned capacitors. Get full details from your

G -E capacitor distributor. General Electric
Company, Electronic Components Division,
Room 1719, Owensboro, Kentucky.
13ogress Is Our Most Important Roduct

.

5.4
3410
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.11 NEW PRODUCTS

Zenith RADIOS
Royal models 90, 125, and 650 small
size transistor radios use new advanced

design "Powersonic" transistors for

greater sensitivity and range. Both royal
90 and 125 provide 80 milliwatts power
output and have automatic volume control. Each plays 180 hours on two mer-

cury batteries, or up to 75 hours with

two penlite cells. Royal 125, deluxe in
design, and equipped with vernier tun-

Another New Service Aid
From General Electric

SERVICE -DESIGNED

ing dial. $26.95 and $29.95 respectively,
less batteries. Royal 650 personal -size
portable has 31/2" cone speaker, pro-

vides 200 milliwatts of power output,
has inverse feedback circuit, operates

on 4 mercury cells or 4 penlite batteries.
$34.95, less batteries. Empress model
FM -AM clock -radio with afc has sleep

Capacitor Tab
Adjuster saves
time-easier to
use than pliers

switch, radio buzzer alarm, appliance

"How soon can I get a couple
of them?"

cated on dial scale of each radio. All
models available in a variety of cabinet
colors. Zenith Sales Corp., 6001 W.

That was Don Ellis' first
comment after he tried out
this new tab adjuster. This
handy Service Aid from Gen-

eral Electric is easier to use

than needle -nose pliers-

saves time on service calls
and at the bench. The slotted

outlet, AM -AFC -FM and FM selector
switch. $69.95. Dreamland model AM
clock -radio has a radio and buzzer alarm.
$29.95.

Dickens Ave., Chicago 39, Ill.
.

.

.

for more details, circle 406 on page 50

Sprague CAPACITORS
EK-5 Verti-Lytic capacitor assortment
consists of 30 miniature single -ended

electrolytic capacitors (two each of the

for more details, circle 408 on page 50

.

Winegard ANTENNAS
Introduced are two new amplified FM

antennas reported to pick up 85% of
all FM stations in a 200 mile radius from

any location over normal terrain. Model
PF-8 Stereo-Tron Yagi, gold anodized,
minimum gain, 26 db over a folded di-

flat frequency response, -1/4 db
from 88 to 108 mc. Features built-in
pole,

TV -FM coupler and has 8 elements with
"Tapered T" driven element directly
coupled with the transistor amplifier.

directions over a folded dipole.
Has offset mount and transistor amplifier with built-in TV -FM coupler. The
in all

Electronic Turnstile
15 most -frequently -used ratings) in an
attractive blue case which has individually identified compartments. Space saving Verti-Lytics, with their molded
phenolic cases and moisture -resistant

itor distributor or mail

coupon to Chicago warehouse address shown.

resin and seals, have low leakage current and long shelf life. Ideal for vertical mounting on printed wiring boards

Is Ovr Most imporknt Tiodoes.

ELECTRIC

General Electric Company, Dept. B

3800 N. Milwaukee Ave., Chicago 41, Ill.

Please ship prepaid:
ETR-2968 Capacitor Tab
Adjuster, $1 each.
My check or money order is enclosed
for the required amount plus any sales
or use tax applicable in my area.
Name

in crowded transistorized radios. Handy
plastic case, free. Capacitors, $31.92.
Sprague Electric Co., North Adams,
Mass.
.

.

.

Stale

model PF-4 has

300 ohm output only. Both models can
used

be

with one power supply and

down lead when used with a Winegard
Powertron TV antenna. Winegard Co.,
Burlington, Iowa.
.

.

.

for more details, circle 409 on page 50

Knight TUNERS
Model KN-250M ultra -compact stereo

FM tuner features advanced transistornuvistor design for both FM stereo and

for more details, circle 407 on page 50

Switchcraft CORDS
Molded replacement headphone cords
for Brush and RCA headphones feature

a standard parallel cable with gray colored plastic jacket over two tinsel con-

ductors #27 ga. Standard 2 -conductor

regular broadcast reception. Intended for
addition to existing stereo hi-fi systems,

securely to one end of cable. Molded
"Y" junction strengthens the "Y" ter-

it

phone plug with cable clamp is molded

- for more details, circle 26 on page 50
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.

.

Electronic turnstile, also gold
anodized, non -directional, 16 db gain

now from your G -E capac-

Zone

1

cab:e from "Y" junction to eyelet plugs,
$3.20. Switchcraft, Inc., 5555 N. Elston
Ave., Chicago 30, Ill.

coax.

useful Service -Designed
tools for the bench and in
your service case. Order

&-

No. 05KJ88 has 4 feet of cable from
phone plug to "Y" junction,
foot of

Available two ways: model PF-8 for
300 ohm twin lead; PF-8C for 75 ohm

Here's one of the most

Address
City

headset. No. 05KF88 has 2 feet of cable
from phone plug to "Y" junction, $3.00.

tuning control. $19.95. Executive model
has AM chassis in a cabinet only 31/2"
deep, 6"x4" speaker and automatic volume control. $29.95. Conelrad or Civil
Defense station frequencies, clearly indi-

long; plastic handle.

GENERAL

BA -206 headsets; also RCA MI -38107B

Trumpeteer model table radio

quick twist locks or unlocks the tabs. 8 inches

F3,

cables and are exact replacements for
cable on Brush BA -200, BA -205 and

has advanced AM chassis and direct

end fits over capacitor
tabs; won't slip off. A

r

mination. They are recommended for
replacement on most mono headset

is not much larger than the average

book.

Dimensions,

2-1/4

x 9-34

x 8
55

HI

NEW PRODUCTS
tttasa

inches.

is identical to the equivalent single unit

Sencore SUBSTITUTORS

dual electrolytics as well as singles. Over
25 combinations of capacitor values can

Housed in dark brown metal

be substituted by using the electrolytics
as singles, duals or paralleling them to

cabinet, designed for perfect match with
KN-400B amplifier. Has built-in multiplex circuit. Single strength meter shows
quickly when tuning in on center channel for peak strength. Usable IHFM

double capacity. Surge protector prevents
arc, spark or heating of capacitors being
bridged and automatically discharges
both electrolytics when released. $39.95.

sensitivity, 2 krvolts for 30 db of quieting.
$139.95.

Sencore, Inc., 426 S. Westgate Drive,

Also, not shown: similar unit

Addison, Ill.

without stereo FM, $99.95; and KN2 5 0 M C with built-in clock timer,
$154.50. Allied Radio Corp., 100 N.

Western Ave., Chicago 80.

.

.

.

(H36, ES102, PR111 and RS106) except for the electrolytic which is vastly
improved. It allows substitution for all

Model RC121 component substitutor,
a new compact unit, is designed for on the -spot substitution of carbon and power

for more details, circle 410 on page 50

.

resistors,

capacitors,

electrolytics

and

rectifiers. Each section offers a complete

range, can be used independently. and

.

.

for more details, circle 411 on page 50

Ward CB ANTENNAS
Designed around their "8" -ball con-

cept, a new L -Coil Citizens Band antenna is said to work equally well on
citizens band frequencies and on AM
broadcast reception.

Dual L -Coil an-

tenna comes in kit form which can be
easily installed in present mounting po-

sition on most cars and trucks. Ward
Products Corp., Edson St., Amsterdam,
N. Y.
.

.

.

for more details, circle 412 on page 50

Hitachi TAPE RECORDERS

Model TRQ-370 seven transistor portable tape recorder has two speeds, 3-3/4
inch/sec, and 17/i inch/sec, with a max-

OVERHAULED BY

CASTLE

TV TUNER SERVICE. INC.

Pioneers in TV Tuner Overhaul

imum recording time of 68 minutes. Has

"fast forward" speed-up device, single
dial

THAT SOLVES ALL YOUR TV TUNER PROBLEMS
. do you have the time to fool around drilling,
sawing, filing . . trying to make a "Universal"
replacement tuner fit in place of the original?
... do you have all the expensive instruments and
equipment to complete the alignment so essential
after each tuner repair or replacement?
... can you spare the time repairing and adjusting
your own TV tuners and can you charge enough
to justify the time spent?
.

ONE PRICE

.

.

A Castle Overhaul eliminates every one of these problems.

Castle replaces all defective parts, (tubes and
major parts are extra at net prices) and then
aligns your tuner to the exact, original specifi-

cations.
Simply send us your defective tuner complete; include tubes, shield cover and any damaged parts
with model number and complaint.
Send for FREE Mailing Kit and complete details.

CASTLE

TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.

995

level

case.

$199.95. Sampson Co., 2244 S.

.

.

.

for more details, circle 413 on page 50

ALL MAKES
Seco TUBE TESTERS
VHF TUNERS
UHF TUNERS
UV COMBINATIONS
UV combination tuner
must be of one piece con-

struction. Separate UHF
and VHF tuners with cord
or gear drives must be dismantled and the detective
unit sent in.
90 Day Warranty

Model 350 tpbe tester has sockets for
the newest tubes. The panel includes 86
sockets wired through a selector switch

and load system to extend tube type
coverage by at least four times, with
over 2200 types listed. It incorporates
a VTVM type meter circuit, and the
power circuit is short-circuit proof. No
required. Includes an automatic
constant voltage regulated tranformer
fuse

for 100-130 volts, 50-60 cps and has an
panel

including

electronic

battery analyzer, fuse and lamp continu-

IV Tuner Overhaulin,

653 Palisade Ave., Chtfside Park. New Jersey
In Canada: 136 Main St., Toronto 13, Ontario
- -

and

batteries. Printed circuit eliminates wiring
breakdowns. Output, 500 mW. Takes 3"
recording tape. 21/2" PM speaker. Complete with accessories, including dynamic
microphone, monitor earphone, reel,
tape, extension cord, leather carrying

accessory

p,,,

system"

Western Ave., Chicago 8, III.

5/10 N. Western Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois

56

"one -control

meter. Operates on four flashlight cell

- for more details, circle 16 on page 50

ity check and vibrator tester. $179.50.
Also, not shown, model 360, 105-125
volts, 50-60 cps. Has manual line adjustment. Does not have accessory panel.
$149.50.

Seco Electronics, Inc.,

5015

Penn Ave. South, Minneapolis 19, Minn.
.

.

.

for more details, circle 414 on page 50
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Hermon Scott
could make
this new kit
for $30 less,

If...
Hermon Scott faced a basic choice ... bring out his new

Yes ... Hermon Scott could have made the LK-48 to sell

LK-48 amplifier kit at $124.95 or make it to sell for $30 less

for $30 less... but it would have meant compromising

like many other amplifier kits. All his engineering department had to do was make a few compromises.

life-long standards. This is something he would never do.
You can choose any Scott kit with complete confidence
- :he LK-48, the LK-72 30 watt complete stereo amplifier,
the LK-150 130 watt stereo poweramplifier, the LC -21 professional preamplifier, she LT -110 multiplex tuner, LT -10
FM tuner or the LM -35 multiplex adaptor. These superb
kits have all the features and performance you've come
to expect from the world's leader in audio engineering.

The LK-48 is rated at 48 watts. By using a smaller power

supply, ordinary output transformers, and pushing the
output tubes to their limits, the amplifier might still produce 48 watts at 1000 cycles where many amplifier kits
are rated. But measured at 20 cycles, where Scott engineers feel power is really important, output would be
down considerably. No compromise was made. The
LK-48 actually produces 28 watts per channel at 20 cycles,

and delivers full power throughout the audio range.
Many kits use a one color instruction book. Hermon Scott

1111

H.H. SCOTT

H. I. SCOTT INC., Ill Powdernill Rd., Maynard, Mass. Dept. 140.03

Please rush me your new full -color brochure telling

decided to continue to use full color to insure factory built performance, even at the hands of a novice.

about Scott's full line of superb stereo kits.

Important Scott engineering extras like the all -aluminum
chassis, DC operated preamp heaters and unique hum null balancing could have been eliminated. Hum would
have been audibly higher and distortion at levels normal
to many kits, but Hermon Scott felt that the kit builder was
entitled to the same performance he has come to expect
from Scott factory -wired units.

Name
Address

. .

City......State

.

.

.

Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, N.Y.C.
Ca lade: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold Ave., Toronto.
Prices slightly higher West of Rockies.
-

-

-

for more details, circle 46 on page 50

ANOTHER SERVICE -PROVED

NEW PRODUCTS

PRECLq() N
INSTRUMENT

MODEL 650
GRID CIRCUIT

Don Bosco SIGNAL TRACERS

The "Stethotracer,"
a pen -size signal tracer
quickly locates

ANALYZER

hum, oscillations,
ground loop, printed

TUBE TESTER

circuit breaks, and
other common de-

AND

fects. Detects and demodulates

MEGOHMMETER

any

low

level Awatt audio or
modulated radio frequency signal, and
then amplifies it 1,000

times in a button earThe

phone.

on a scope, using an
optical plug-in scope
adaptor. It can be

used as a pre -amplifier and is ideal for
testing and troubleshooting radios, am-

measurement of condenser leakage, continuity and leakage of printed circuitry.
Complete in leatherette -covered case. See your PRECISION distributor or write

PRECISION APPARATUS CO.,INC.
-

INC.III 70-3184thST.,GLENDALE, NEW YORK
-

-

for more details, circle 39 on page 50

REPEAT OFFER!
BUY

1

TUBE AT THE REGULAR

PRICE AND GET EVERY SECOND
TUBE FOR JUST lc
EACH

TUBE

COSTS YOU

ONLY 17',c

plifiers, phonographs,
magnetic tape recorders, phono pickup cartridges, dictating machines, and hearing
aids. Also ideal for running continuity tests on capacitors,
transistors, and other components. Complete with earphone,
cord, three interchangeable attenuator probes and r -f detectordemodular crystal diode probe, ground clip and battery. $29.95.
Don Bosco Electronics, Inc., Littell Rd., Hanover, N. J.

ur

today for a complete catalog. Net only $69.95. AD -65 Adapter: Net only $5.95.
This and all other PRECISION PRODUCTS are guaranteed for one full year

SUBSIDIARY OF PACOTRONICS,

.

.

.

for more details, circle 415 on page 50

1-yr. guaranteed
Radio &TV Tubes

EACH, AND
IN QUANTI-

$33

Factory Used or Factory Second Tubes! TRUVAC
will replace FREE any tube that becomes detective In
use within
year from date of purchase!
ALL TUBES INDIVIDUALLY BOXED!
CODE DATED & BRANDED "TRU-VAC '

TIES OE 100
TUBES ONLY

a.

IZrIMES

AnY tube
no
Per

1

16' zr EACH.

38N6

0Y4
024

3R26

A7GT 3C86

8307 304

LISTED BELOW!

you buy at

35c

each, YOU GET A SECOND TUBE FOR
JUST ONE PENNY!
Buy 100 tubes for 33c each and
GET AN EXTRA 100 TUBES FOR JUST

Si! Take your pick
may be mixed!
6AU6
6AC7

6CG7
6SN7GT

.

tube types

3liste.*

LOOK!
1,000 USED TV'S
famous make conor
Costly.
sole models with little ite- C 695
no tube replacement!adjust- 4
Quire only minor
ment. Perfect for resale. or

136".yol'f- ornd

siercicregl
Bets

none smeller! N.J.
.
.
.
shipped FOB, Itanison.

58

Seasational Offer!
TUBE CHECKERS

69,47

7A4/XXL 707

6307
7A5
6907GT 7A6
606
63F5
7A7
6DE6
69F7
7A8
6DG6GT 69G7
7134
6DF6
69H7
7B5

6E5
6F5
6F6
6H6

63K7

614
615
616
617

6SR7
614
678
6U5

6K6GT
6K7
6N7
6Q7
6S4

697
6SSGT

6317

691.1

6947

788
7C4
7C5
7C6
7C7

61111

6X4

7F8

6X13

7H7

39/44
213F6 I2W6GT
41
2BH7 12X4
42
21316 14A7/12B7 43
2BQ6 14E16
213187 1407

2AT6
2AT7
2AU6
2AU7

2A96

2AV7
2AX4GT
2AX7
2AZ7
204
2BA6

6X507 707

50,45
50135

2BY7 17AX4
2CA5 1704
2CN5 19AUI0T
204 I9BG6G

21105

6V6GT 7E7
6W6GT 7F7

36
38

28E6 I2V6GT

248
2AB5
2AD6
2AF6

7B6
787

7E5
7E6

2BA7 123117GT

787
7X6
7X7
7Y4
724

6CU6

5005
5016
56

80

2F5 1916
2F8 1978
2K5 24A
2K7 25Z6GT
216 27
207 35A5
2R5 35135
23,47 35C5

84/624
11723

2317 35W4

6Y6G
7N7
213K7 3525
These tubes are made only tram nen parry and materials. except tor the enselope which
re -used.
Below Listed prices do not include dud. Add Additional 55.00 Deposit on tow sues to NY: on 21' and 24- tubes
-57.50. Deposit refunded immediately when lud i$ returned prepaid
tubes -44.00 extra.
Picture tubes shipped only to cominentel USA and Canada -All tubes Aluminized
OB. Harrison. N. 1.

MIN

12LP4
I 411 ,CP4

Our
$3795FOB
Werehouse

Lot your customers tot
their own tubes! These
reconditioned

reliable.

checkers

.iii 'return
will
return your Inostmeat in one weal or
leo ith little or no
Ole11

en

your

part!

Hendon, noldtrated

COMWITH KEY

models

PLETE

As Is

5Y3
6A6

eaco

1.11A111 GUARANTIED TY PICTURE rums

"Self Service"

6W4GT
12507

5V6GT

6AV5GT 61398
H5GT 3S4
6AV6
63Y5G
L4
3V4
6A84
6AW8
6826
L6
4BQ7A
6AX4GT 61327
N5GT 41398 6AF4
6AX5GT 6C4
85
41327
6AG5
6138
6CA8
95
4C86 6A H4GT 6BA6
T4
5AM8 6A146
6BC5
6CD6G
U4
SAN8 6A K5
68C8
6CF6
U5
5AT8 6AL5
6806
V2
SAWS 6AM8
613E6
6CG8
X2
5A24 6AN8
68F5
6CH8
2AF4 5BRO 6AQ5
6BG6G 6CL6
28N4 5CG8 6,406
6BH6
6CM6
2CY5 516
6AC17
6816
6CM7
3A5
584
6AR5
6BK5
6CN7
578
3A L 5
61135
6BK7
5U4
3AU6
6AT6
6BL7GT 6CR6
313C5
5U8
6AUIGT 68N6
6086

lc SALE ONLY ON TUBES

For

6AU5GT 6806GT 6C97
6AV7
61307
6CU5

51/4G

d als

11"ilable Ott

Partial Listing Only ... Thousands More Tubes in Stock!
SPECIAL!
6CB6 . . . 30¢ 6CQ8 . . . 30¢

every tube

signal

may also be observed

Tests most tubes including 10 -pin miniatures, 12 -pin Compactrons, 5- and
7 -pin Nuvistors, Novars, octals, picture tubes (with optional adapter AD -65)
and a wide variety of foreign and industrial types. Indicates gas currents as
low as 1 ua. Checks for intermittent shorts, gas content, grid emission,
leakages (sensitivity over 100 megohms). Special megohmmeter circuitry for

FOR BOTTOM DOOR
AND NEON -LIGHTED
HEAD!

I 6AD4
i6D1,1
16GP4

I6HP4

7.99
10 49
11.99
16.09
12.19
16.09
12.19

16KP4
16LP4
16RP4

17AVP4
1713P4

17CP4
17GP4

1199

17HP4

12.19
11.99
15.49
13.49
16.99

171P4

17.59

20DP4

1701,1
20CP4
19AP4
171P4

16 99
16.99
13.89
15.19
18.39
16.99

15.89

20HP4
21 AP4

21ALP4
21A1P4

21AMP4
2151.14

21AVP4

17X9

2IAWP4

15.79

21 FPS
213.1P4

17.49
17.29
18.39
22.39

21WP4

17.49

2149

111.79

17.99
15.79

18.79

21E1,1

2IYP4

111.39

21XP4
21Y1.4

21114
24AP4
24CP4
24DP4

17.49
11.19
17.49

1949
27.79
29.79

QUANTITY UMW Bit Discounts Are Yours . .. Call or Write For Our 1000 Tube "Private Label" Special! Attention
Branding Dept. MGR.
Memo Cheerlelly Illefendol Whisks Flee (5) Days, If Net Cernplehety fordIsfledl
MU -VAC (RI PAYS YOUR POSTAGE On orders 01 55 or more in USA and Territoriee Send appffroximate poocam
Canadian and foreign orders Ani order ins, I Sun In re.inire, 2,, h.,rdl
Lhar Se nd 2
on C 0. D's.
-

TRU-VAC

Harrison Avenue Box 107 Harrison. N.

TruVer

Dept. ET2

HUmboldt 4-9770
for more details, circle 57 on page 50
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ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Only Jensen, in the new 3-P systems, has a
woofer like this. It has a rigid, circular, POLYTEC*
plane piston . . . an ideal acoustic radiator.
It is so shallow it can go in a cabinet a mere 3%"
thin, yet has full-scale, long -travel,
big -woofer performance.

Aso

One thing you won't find in 3-P systems is
"bass -boom". The low end is so clean, so highly
damped that exaggeration of sounds is impossible
. . . every note, down to the extreme bottom,
is reproduced with rare accuracy.
3-P Systems are for discriminating
listeners. Six styles to choose from,

priced at $119.50 to $159.50.
Write for Catalog 165-G.
f M.

--

Improved transi-

ent response

means new, clear,
clean sound without hangover.

ensen

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Division of THE MUTER COMPANY

LOUDSPEAKERS

nmivAt
ONE

WOOFER

LIKE THIS
Jensen Manufacturing Co., 6601 S. Laramie Ave., Chicago 3E, Ill./Canada: Radio Speakers of Canada, Ltd., Toronto/Mexico: Universal De Mexico, S.A., Mexico D.F.
-

MARCH 1962
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YOU WON'T
FIND THIS
FILTER
RUMBLE

NORMAL \

/

AL.JEI......AfS
I

OF THE INDUSTRY

Alpha Wire-MARTIN L.
signs as sales manager.

ANTI -FEEDBACK
SCRATCH

ROTH

re-

Harry P. Bridge Co.-HARRY P.
BRIDGE, JR., chairman of the board, died
suddenly.
Progress Webster Electronics-elections: MAURICE M. ROSEN as president,
succeeding STUART CAINE, resigning;
PAUL GOLDSTEIN,

president

as a director and vice

Frank Industries Div.;
RALPH MEHR as vice president of Chesof

ter, Pa. division.

CONTROL

ON ANY
OTHER P.A.
AMPLIFIER

IN THIS
PRICE

Rosen

Connor

Sylvania-H o m e
Electronics

Div.,

and Commercial
formed to replace

Home Electronics Corp., Batavia, N. Y.

with GEORGE C. CONNOR, senior vice

president, as general manager and chair-

man of the Board and

For information, write Department MC 522
-

-

- for more details, circle 36 on page 50

PETER J. GRANT

as president. WILLIAM J. PETERSON has

CLASS

assumed the additional responsibility of
sales

service,

Receiving

Tubes, New

York, N. Y. Also negotiations have been

completed for the sale of the firm's interest in the Golden Shield Corp., Great
Neck. N. Y.
Electric Soldering lion-WILLIAM W.
PURTELL, JR.

joins staff as vice president_

Amperes-Semiconductors & Tubes

What's different? The anti -feedback positionwhich equalizes frequencies most sensitive to
generation of feedback "howl" without reducing articulation. This increases sound output
under difficult acoustical conditions by at

least 100%. And there's plenty more that
makes the new Harman-Kardon COMMANDER

Series of public address amplifiers different.
Features usually reserved for much costlier
equipment are included: 25 & 70 volt and recorder outputs, fader/mixer and master volume controls, magnetic cartridge input, locking covers, etc. Find out why sound men now
use the COMMANDER Series for all their needs.

Write for detailed catalog. Commerical Sound
Division, Harman-Kardon, Plainview, L.I., N.Y.

Volkswagen - appointed H. J

as vice president of Administrative Div.
RITSCHER

Sprague Products-second edition of
36 -page manual entitled, Electrolytic Capacitor Replacement, may be ordered
for 10c mailing cost.

Pilot Radio-LUTHER MARTIN SAND vice president, will become staff

Name

director of Consumer Products Div. of
Electronic

Industries

January 15th.
State

harman kardon
60

general manager, predicts

10% sales growth increase for 1962.

WICK,

City

-

Westinghouse, Electronic Tube Div.B. W. SAUTER,

Send free detailed catalogs: Desk 3G
Address

-

appointments: LARRY MAY as product
specialist and MARTIN WOLPERT as commercial engineer.

- for more details, circle 27 on page 50

Association

on

J F D Electronics-donation given to
New York City Cancer Committee by
president, on behalf of
employees and customers.
ALBERT FINKEL,

Duotone needles, of course . .. tipped with
genuine diamonds, sapphires or osmium.
Most people forget to change their styli
or don't know how to change them. Why

not suggest a Duotone diamond needle
replacement for every phonograph that
comes into your shop? It's the stylus with
the whole diamond tip that's handset and
hand polished. Your customers will appreciate the service and you'll appreciate
the increase in business.

r

Write for Free 1962 Duotone

Needle Wall Chart and see
DUOTONE Distributor.

A.NONIOMVA
COMPANY TiNrc
- - -

KEYPORT, N. J.
for more details, circle 20 on page 50
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Jersey Specialty-promotes AL

GOLD -

from national sales manager to

STEIN

vice president in charge of sales.
Advertising-A u s T I N

Lescarboura

pioneer electronic writer
and advertising leader, died recently.
LESCARBOURA,

Executone-termination of long standing patent litigation on intercommunication circuitry jointly announced with

DuKane, new licensing plan has been
formulated for exchange of certain patent
rights.

HERR-TechRep. Div.; HENRY R. NOLTE

General Electric-stocks of replaceComponent Div. for distributor market

as secretary and general attorney; DAVID
B. SMITH-engineering & research. MARC.
J. PARSONS is director of public relations,

now will be maintained in warehouses in

replacing LARRY F. HARDY, retiring. Con-

Los Angeles, Seattle, Chicago. Clifton,
N. J. and Owensboro, Ky., along with
franchising wholesale parts jobbers to

clude: KENNETH COOPER-general sales

Motorola-announces plans for huge
consumer products advertising program
on both national and local level, de-

ment

signed to create new highs in sales action.

Muntz TV-elects SAMUEL W. COE to
board of directors.
Name

Brand

Surveys-Conducting

ninth year of manufacturer's questionnaire survey for 25,000 servicemen's

preferences in replacement components.

Jerrold -

DAN O'CONNELL

named

sales manager of Taco's Consumer Products Div.

Laugh

.

.

.

a little!

man-IRVING A. DUFFY and CHARLES
E. BECK as president and chief executive
officer. Vice presidents are: HENRY F.
ARGENTO for government product planning & marketing; HENRY E. BOWESConsumer Products Div.; ROBERT F.

semiconductors

for

Electronic

facilitate distribution.

sumer Products Div. appointments inmanager; J. A. WINFIELD-special markets manager and G. B. KENNEDY as

for wholly owned Ford Motors sub-

marketing manager. A '62 national advertising program will be launched for
consumer electronic and appliance prod-

sidiary, Phiko Corp., are: board chair-

ucts.

Philco-included

in

recent elections

Now! A new, all -in -one,

Multiplex Generator with
built-in FM signal generator -

m
60111.

1

4$1,
" '

NOMPLIO 6100104 11011
0.01$0

(001110Mii$

CI

Did you find the buzz that sounded
like a swarm of bees?"
"Hi!

.
II 01.1

RJR41$

IA, Poo

IHI III1H1111
Lin PIN

A

MP

UP

and it's by Fisher!
Only Fisher Could Have Designed the New Model 300 Portable Multiplex Generator
-because only Fisher has the engineering depth in FM Stereo tuners and receivers

to create the ideal test equipment for servicing them. The future of high-fidelity
radio unquestionably belongs to FM Stereo Multiplex and the Model 300 is the
instrument for the service technician in search of new business. It is compact,

fully portable and completely selfcontained. It has its own built-in FM
signal generator. In addition to a composite MPX signal, it also generates
low -distortion, stable audio signals.
Thus it requires no companion instru-

ment for full alignment of Multiplex
'The clouded effect calls for rare and special
treatment - a soft cloth, warm water and
soap

.

.

."

MARCH 1962

equipment. Best of all.

it costs only $495.00. r I S

Act nowil

Save $100!

If-and only if-you mail this coupon immediately, you will receive a $100.00 credit certificate toward the purchase of a Fisher Model
300. This is strictly a pre -production offerpay only $395- so act now!
Fisher Radio Corporation
21.24 44th Drive, Long Island City 1, N. Y.
Please send Multiplex Generator Credit
Certificate.
Name
Address

,City
-

Zone.

-

State

_J
- for more details, circle 25 on page 50
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CATALOGS

AND BULLETINS
TOOLS: Covered in illustrated bulletin
1621 is a specially designed terminal

PLUG-IN TYPE
PORTABLE

wrench for removing spanner nuts on
external antenna and ear phone jacks

INVERTERS'
A.C. Household EleetrIsIV
Anywhere
. . le year
own ear. beat sr plane
Operates Standard A.C.
Record Players
Dictating Machines

Small Radios
Electric Shavers
Heating Pads, etc.

of imported transistor radios. Xcelite,

MODELS

Inc., Orchard Park, N. Y.

6.RMF (6 volts) 60 to 80
watts. Shippi ng weight 12

.

lbs.D EALER NET
PRICE

for more details, circle 312 on page 50

.

.

$33.00

12T-RME (12 volts) 90 to

125 watts. Shipping weight

12 lbs. DEALER NET
PRICE
$33.00

'Additional Models Available

"A" Battery

ELIMINATOR

STEREO CARTRIDGES: Literature covers compact snap -in stereo cartridges,
catalog designation "S" and "T" designed
as replacements for all crystal stereo
cartridges. The new snap -in cartridge
complete with two needles makes it eas-

ier to change the entire cartridge rather
than the needle alone. Jensen Industries,
Forest Park, Ill.

For Demonstrating and
Testing Auto Radios-

TRANSISTOR or VIBRATOR
OPERATED!

Designed for tasting D.C.
ular A.C. Lines-Equipped
with Full -Wave Dry Disc.

Electrical Apparatus on Reg.

.

.

for more details, circle 313 on page 50

.

Type Rectifier, assuring

noiseless. interference.tree
operation and extreme long
life and reliability.
MAY ALSO BE USED AS A BATTERY CHARGER
MODEL 610C-ELIF ... 6 vplts at 10 amps. or 12 volts
at 6 amps. Shipping weight 22 lbs.
DEALER NET PRICE
149.95
MODEL 620C-ELIT ... 6 volts at 20 amps. or 12 volts at
10 amps. Shipping weight 33 lbs.
DEALER NET PRICE
$66.95
.

.

AUTO -RADIO

TUBES: Interchangeability guide (ETR2773 ) lists standard prototypes which can
be replaced with "Five Star" high reliability tubes. Features, specifications and
typical applications included. Receiving
Tube Dept., General Electric Co., Owensboro, Ky.

VIBRATORS

.

.

for more details, circle 314 on page 50

.

By every test ATR Auto Radio Vibrators are best!

and feature Ceramic

.

CB TRANSMITTERS: Six -page, 2 -color,

Stack Spacers, Instant Start.
ing, Large Oversized Tungsten

brochure contains description and com-

Contacts, Perforated Reed.
plus Highest Precision Con

struction and Workmanship and
Quiet Operation!
There Is an ATR VIBRATOR for
every make of earl
Ask your distributor for ATR's Low Priced type 1400,
6 volt 4 -prong Vibrator; and 1843. 12 volt 3 -prong; or
1840, 12 volt 4 -prong Vibrator. THE WORLD'S FINEST!

T- here is trim plate
kit for YOUR CAR!

plete

specifications for

model 23/S -

NINE citizens band transmitter. Browning Labs.,
N. H.
.

.

.

100 Union Ave., Laconia,

for more details, circle 315 on page SO

KARADIO
Vibrator -Operated

with Tone Control
ATR KARADIO ... is
ideal for small import
cars Or compact
American cars! Unit
is completely self-contained-extremely compact! Pow.

*Hui 8 -tube performance provides remarkable freedom

Loin engine, static, and road noises. The ATR

Customized Karedio comes complete with speaker and
ready to install. Can be mounted in -dash or under -dash
...wherever space permits! No polarity problem. Neutral
Dray -Tan, baked enamel finish. Overall size, 7' deep.
4' high, and 6W wide. Shipping weight, radio set, 7 lbs.
Model K-1279-12 for 12V Dealer Net Price.
$33.57
Model K-1279- 6 for 6V Dealer Net Price
$33.57

AMMETERS:
Eight -page, illustrated,
bulletin covers complete line of im-

proved Tong Test AC -DC snap -around
ammeters. Tong Test is reported as the
only ammeter of its type that measures
both a -c and d -c. Columbia Electric Mfg.

Co., 4511 Hamilton Ave., Cleveland 14,
Ohio.
.

.

.

for more details, circle 316 on page 50

.
.

Airplane Style Overhead
Mounting under Cab Root

NO PMHTED
CIRCUITRY

STEREO -HI-FI:

Literature covers an
AM hi-fi stereo console which can be
promoted under $80. Has six tubes, four
speakers and automatic changer. Also,
at same price, an AM/FM, FM stereo

TRUCK

KARADIO
Excellent Tone.

table radio with 13 tubes and four speak-

Compact, yet powerful. Fits
all trucks, station wagons,
most cars and boats. Just drill % inch hole in roof and
suspend the one-piece unit (aerial, chassis and speaker)
in minutes. Watertight mounting assembly holds anten

Thompson -Starrett Co., 120-20 Roose-

volume. and Sensitivity!

na upright. Yoke -type bracket lets you tilt radio to

ers. Both units made by the Victor Co.
of Japan. Delmonico International Div.,
velt Ave., Corona, N. Y.

any angle.
Extra -sensitive radio has 6 tubes (2 double -purpose).

.

.

over -size Alnico 5 PM speaker for full, rich tone. Big.
easy -to -read illuminated dial. Fingertip tuning control.

Volume and tone controls. 33.in. stainless steel antenna.
Neutral gray -tan enameled metal cabinet, 7 x 6% x 4 in.
high over-all. Shipping weight 10% lbs.
Modal TR-1279-12A for 12V Dealer Net Price 141.96
Model TR-1279- 6A for 6V Dealer Net Pr.ce $41.96
SEE YOUR ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTOR
WRI1E FACTORY FOR FREE LITERATURE...

I

ATR ELECTRONICS, INC.
Jonolfly Pt "ohm I, 'OM e 1031

PAUL I, MINNESOTA- U.S A
-

62

-

Utah's

CUSTOMIZED

- for more details, circle

I

I

on page 50

for more details, circle 317 on page 50

T APE RECORDERS: Swedish -made
Luxor Magnefon MP -410-A stereo tape
recorder is covered in literature. May be

used to record and play back in two
track stereo or four track mono from
phonograph,

microphone,

radio,

etc.

AmeLux Electronics Corp., 60 E. 42nd
St., New York 17, N. Y.
.

.

.

for more details, circle 318 on page 50

famous micro -gap
replacement
SPEAKERS
Better response - better sound
reproduction than original equipment! Better customer response,
too, when you install Utah Micro Gap replacement speakers. Single -packed in custom -fitted cartons. Illustrated above:
A SP69NF 6x9" Oval Inverted
Auto SpeakerliSP12.112" Round
Speaker IM SP4A 4" Square Out-

door Speaker IS SP69G 6x9" Oval
Auto Speaker M SP8NF 71/2" Inverted Pin Cushion Speaker.

=1,

Write for illustrated literature

FEEL TRONICS CORP

HUNTINGTON. INDIANA
- -

- for more details. circle 59 on page 50
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LOS ANGELES MUSIC SHOW drawing for rooms resulted

AUDIO
NEWS LETTER
PENTRON reports resignation of Irving Rossman, president.

in largest assignment in the history of this industry's shows.
Fifty-four rooms were drawn, with eighteen remaining
available at last count.

BOGEN-PRESTO appoints Heaton -Marco Associates, San
Francisco, as factory sales rep for all Bogen products in
northern Calif. and northern Nev. Also acquires "Page master" from Stromberg-Carlson.

ROBINS offers felt replacement pressure pads for tape recorders. A package of 40 pads (cat. #PP -1) lists at $1.00.
JERROLD acquires Pilot Radio Corp. on all -cash transaction.
Pilot will continue to operate as an autonomous company.

JENSEN INDUSTRIES supplies "reminder cards" to its
dealers to help them nudge their customers into replacing

SWITCHCRAFrs new molded cable assembly, Part # 10FK25,
interconnects a stereo mixer to stereo or mono recorders
without soldering, wiring or using tools. Designed for
stereo recorders with 3 -conductor dual inputs. $4.00.

BELL SOUND reports resignation of Andrew Lorant, ad-

worn-out needles.

ALLIED is marketing a new, compact stereo FM adapter kit,
model KS -I0. Says it can be used with any FM or AM FM tuner equipped with a multiplex output. $19.95.

vertising, sales promotion and public relations manager,
effective Jan. 15. Distribution pattern being realigned.

Program underway in effort to put the company back on
a one-step basis in most markets and combined one-step
and two-step distribution basis in key areas for audio
components.

NEXT BEST THING TO
THE

WINEGARD
POWERTRON

MOUNTS ON
ANTENNA

ELECTRONIC
TV ANTENNA

NEW TRANSISTOR TV -FM

WINEGARD

TENNA_

19 DB GAIN! CUTS SNOW...BOOSTS SIGNAL!
INSTALL IT... FORGET

Winegard's exclusive input bandpass filter eliminates interference
from citizen's band, Hams, garage

Now you can make any TV or FM
antenna work better by magnifying
signals with the new Winegard tran-

ALL ELECTRIC, ALL -AC POWER

SUPPLY costs less than 27c a
year to operate. Many exclusive

sistor Tenna-Boost.

door openers, etc. Only TV and FM
signals are amplified.
All metal parts are anodized, irridized or stainless steel. Completely
weather-proof, trouble -free. Install

Tenna-Boost has up to 19 DB

features.

gain, no peaks and valleys. Ultra low

No costly, nuisance batteries!

noise. Linear frequency response.

Built-in two set

VSWR 1.8:1 or better. This fine

it .. forget it.

cellent for color.

amplifiers! Ask your distributor or
write for technical bulletin.

coupler.
ss

VSWR input better than 1.5:1
across all frequencies. Output
AC audit on
power supply.

There's a big difference in antenna

frequency response plus the very
low VSWR make Tenna-Boost ex-

FOR THE ULTIMATE IN
TV RECEPTION
Winegard Transistorized Electronic
Powertron TV Antennas. 3 Models

ANTENN
3019-38 Kirkwood

to Choose From.
-

-

YSTEMS _
Burlington, Iowa

for more details, circle 62 on page SO

RFOR "DOCTORS OF
SERVICING"

ASSOCIATION

....i...

I

NEWS

California
Slogan Wanted

cleans contacts
CLEANER!

A
--,A114g,

LEri,
U ICA TES
7-F -TS

THE PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE MAN'S
CLEANER

New York
TV Tube Labelling Law

Want total cleaning power that helps you do a
better servicing operation 3 ways? Spray electrical contacts and switches with triple action
Contact Shield. Cleans, lubricates, and safeguards, like no other cleaner can! Gives lasting
protection in seconds . . . thanks to Silicone

base. Independent laboratory tests prove it!
Technicians approve it! Write for handy guidebook to more efficient servicing . . . Channel
Master Corp., Ellenville, N.Y.
C 1962 CMC

-

- for more details, circle 18 on page 50

all -year-round commercial sound trade and do
away with seasonal repair work slumps! This steady -profit
business - sales, installation and service - is available right
in your own neighborhood! Factories, restaurants, schools,
offices, bowling alleys ... outdoors, athletic fields, swimming
pools, etc.... all are prospects for you.
Get into the

S011iVP

MS TO
EXTRA
PROFITS

CSEA, Sacramento, has asked members to suggest a slogan that is unique
and will identify the service industry.
It should be equivalent, for the service
industry, to the florists' "Say it with
Flowers," or the plasterers' "Knock on
the Wall."
TSDA, San Francisco, is conducting a
survey of its members to determine losses from theft and shoplifting at the TV
dealer level. Study results will come
before law enforcement agencies.

Atlas Sound products, built to quality standards and backed by
over 25 years of "know-how", are insurance for your reputation.
Your Atlas Distributor can supply you with a complete line of
performance -proven job -rated equipment: speakers, mike stands
and related accessories for a professional sound installation.

ESFET, Kenmore, president Douglas
Cook, of the Empire State Federation of
Electronic

Technicians

Associations,

says very few of the state residents are
even aware of the TV tube labelling law
which went into effect over a year ago.
"This fact has been brought out clearly,"
said Mr. Cook, "by a recent survey of
N. Y. TV technicians who said that few

or none of their customers knew the
law existed." The 1960 law requires
all TV replacement tubes to be labelled

to their true condition-"new" or
"used-on both the tube and the carton
the tube comes in. It further requires
as

the technician replacing the tube to give
a written statement to the customer about
whether the tube is new or used.

Ohio
ARTSD, Columbus, elects: Pres., Jack
Voiget; V.P., Frank Shannon; Recording Sec'y, Walter Driscoll; Corresponding Sec'y, Rex Rice; Treas., Paul Boyer.
Board

of

Directors:

Lou

Benhard,

George Dykes, Bill Hetrick, Bob Kapp,

elected to serve as the Jobber Representative.

NATESA

Director,

John

Graham. TESA Ohio Director, Herman
Francis.

Pennsylvania

TSA of D. V., Philadelphia. Allen
Roberts reports a recent meeting held
at Motorola's request with TSA president, Herman Shore, on handling carry
in service on Motorola portable and
table model TV sets, now carrying one
year parts warranty. After lengthy discussion on rates, Pres. Shore requested
a meeting with executive sales and management but service would not agree to
the meeting. Rates originally discussed
were fairly realistic and competitive. The
discussions continued and after numerous
phone conversations, which were all that

could be arranged at the time, the rate
structure was suddenly decreased to a

Write for latest catalog and names of Atlas Distributors.

ATLAS SOUND DIVISION

ridiculously

low

64

-

Pres.

Shore

again insisted on meeting with the top
management. This meeting could never
be arranged
. and at this point nego.

- -

figure.

would not negotiate at these figures and

American Trading and Production Corporation
1419-51 39th Street, Brooklyn 18, New York
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corporation, Toronto
for more details, circle ID on page 50

.

tiations were ended.
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Electronic Devices

4 STEPS

Continued from page 29

current. CR-1 prevents oscillation
from occurring across L-1. When
0-1 is "turned -on" by a detector
pulse, it saturates and nearly all of
the battery voltage of BT -3 and
BT -4 appears across winding 3-4
of T -l. The current in this winding increases and a voltage is induced in winding 1-2. This induced
voltage is in a direction such that
conduction of Q-2 is maintained.
Winding 3-4 current increases linearly until the transformer core saturates. At this time the circuit rapidly "turns -off" and an inductive
"fly -back" appears across both
windings.

A rectangular voltage pulse of
about 110 microseconds duration
appears across winding 3-4 of T-1
for each detector pulse. This shaped
pulse charges the integrating ca-

pacitors C-2 and C-6 by rectifier
CR-2 with an amount of charge
determined by the range resistor

R-1, R-2, or R-3 and R-4. The

charge placed on these capacitors
is discharged through the meter
M-1 and its series resistor R-5. The
meter current then is dependent on
the charge per pulse and the pulse
repetition rate. Resistors R-6 and

R -7A are used to adjust calibration. Three ranges are provided:

The first or X-100 requires 80,000
pulses per minute for full scale indicators; the second or X-10, 8,000

pulses per minute; and the third
or X-1, 800 pulses per minute. The

response time constant of the instrument is fixed essentially by the

values of C-2, C-6, R-5 and the
meter resistance. It is nominally 8

TO BIG MONEY
IN MASTER TV
INSTALLATION
WITH

BLONDER -TONGUE
Thousatols of service technicians are no.% reaping a financial harvest in Master TV system installations. Motels, schools, apartment
houses, trailer camps and hospitals are just a few of the growing
markets for Master TV systems. If you're a TV service technician

with just a little extra initiative, it's easy to get started in Master
TV. Here's how:

1. Start with the Blonder -Tongue 'Planning and Installation'

Manual. It will give you a practical working knowledge of Master

TV systems. Further, the 'packaged systems' shown will enable
you to handle most Master TV jobs. NV lite for free manual.
2. Next, use Blonder -Tongue's free system layout service. It puts
you in a position to specify the right products for a system and
make a competitive bid.

3. For real big systems, on -the -spot ergineering is available at a
nominal cost.
4. Finally, draw upon the world's only matched and integrated
educational TV, closed circuit TV and community TV equipment.
There's a Blonder -Tongue product for every possible application.

Each is designed to do a specific job - yet each is matched to

bring out the best in the others. And, Blonder -Tongue quality, a
result of its vast experience, protects }ou against expensive callbacks. Blonder -Tongue does not compete with its customers.
Don't hesitate. Get started today. For full details on how to become
a 3londer-Tongue installer, write:
engineered and manufactured by

BLONDER TONGUE
9 siting St., Newark, N. J.

Canadian Div.: Benco Television Assoc., Toronto
Export: Rocke Intl. Corp.. N. Y. 16. N. Y.-CABLES: ARLAII

seconds for 63% response or 24
seconds (3 time constants) for 95%
response. Response time can be
reduced by removing one of the ca-

pacitors C-2 or C-6, or can be increased by adding additional capacity.

The voltage pulse for the headphones is taken from fly -back wind-

ing 3-4 by diode CR-3. C-3 is an
integrating capacitor to "stretch"

the "fly -back" pulse. R-8 is an isolating resistor

and CR-4 damps

IF YOU CHANGE
YOUR ADDRESS
Notify us at
Minn.

Please

1

East First Street, Duluth 2,
include the address

label

from a recent issue and allow 30 days
for the change.

for more details, circle 14 on page 50
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of the headphones. A
pulse between 5 and 10 volts in
"ringing"

For your custom stereo installations

size with an approximate duration
of 60 tis at mid -value is available
across a 3000 ohm resistive load
connected to J-1. This pulse provides a headphone click.
Calibration and Servicing

The aforementioned unit can be
calibrated in counts per minute by
applying a pulse generator output

to the unit's input and adjusting

Three of the world's finest components on one chassis
1 AM -FM -Stereo Multiplex Tuner: separate tuning indicators for FM and AM;
exclusive Fisher STEREO BEAM automatically shows whether an FM station is broadcasting in stereo.

USE THIS COUPON FOR DETAILED INFORMATION

ner:

Fisher Radio Corporation

1.
Remove the case bottom
from the instrument.
2. Connect the pulse generator
output, in series with a 500 pf 1200

21-14 44ds Drive, Loos Island City 1, N. Y.

Please rush the following FREE literature:

Complete specifications on the Fisher 800-B

2 High -Power Stereo Amplifier: 65 watts
music power; special center -channel
output connection for third speaker.

Receiver.

El The 1962 Fisher Handbook, a 40 -page illustrated reference guide and component catalogue for custom stereo installations.

3 Master Audio Control -Preamplifier:

complete, easy - to -use control system
assures total flexibility; provisions for every
type of input.
Price $429.50*

Name

Addre..

*Walnut or Mahogany cabinet 1124.95;

7.nne_State

City

prices slightly higher in the Far West

the CAL adjusting potentiometer.
A pulse generator producing negative pulses at least 0.5 volts in amplitude, approximately 5µs in duration, and a repetition rate of approximately 6000 pulses per minute is required. Calibration is accomplished in the following man-

a.

- - - for more details, circle 24 on page 50

IRE/SHOW
presenting

volt capacitor, to the input connector on the case top.
3. Turn the switch to the X-10
range and adjust the CAL potentiometer until the meter scale is identical with the pulse repetition rate
of the pulse generator.
The instrument will then be calibrated in all its ranges. The in-

strument will be about 15% too
sensitive

on

uniformly

spaced

pulses near full scale on the X-100
range. This added sensitivity on the
X-100 range is deliberately built-in

to compensate for the dead -time
of the Geiger tube and instrument
electronics

"THE GOLDEN
AGE OF
77

ELECTRONICS
March 26-29, 1962
The New York Coliseum

part of the
International Convention of the IRE
The Institute of Radio Engineers
. . .

1 East 79th Street New York 21

Members $1.00. Non-members $3.00. Age limit: over 18
-
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for more details, circle 30 on page 50

on randomly spaced
pulses of high repetition rate. Dead-

time correction is not required on
the X-10 or X-1 range.
Servicing: When the power supply is operating, a buzz of about
100 cps in frequency can be heard
due to the oscillations of the power
transformer laminations. If this

buzz is not audible, the oscillator
section is probably not operating
and the setting of R -7B should be
checked. This screwdriver adjustment is set properly by the following procedure:
1.
Insert a 0-100 ma meter in
series with the power supply bat-

teries, BT -1 and BT -2.
2.

Turn the "HV" adjustment

fully counter -clockwise.
3.
4.

Turn the instrument "ON".

Advance the screwdriver adjustment clockwise until the meter
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

reads 33 ma with new batteries.

The high voltage output of the

power supply should be tested with
an electrostatic voltmeter. The voltage should read 900 volts with the
high voltage selector switch in the

"GM" position and 1200 volts in
the "SCINT" position. This voltage may also be measured with a
20,000 ohms -per -volt voltmeter on

the 5000 volt range with new batteries in the instrument.
The nominal resistance values for
the transformer (T2) windings are:
Winding 1-2, 4,500 ohms.
Winding 3, 4, 11 ohms.
Winding 5-6, 5 ohms.

GUARANTEE
guaranLnconditionally

To check operation, after indicated continuity tests have been

is
Each Seco Model 88 for the testing of receiving
teed to be up-to-date kits or set-up data will be
curtype tubes. Adaptor to keep your tester
without cost
furnished
date of purchase.
rent for one year from

made, the integrating circuit may be
tested further with an oscilloscope.

The proper pulse wave shape on
the collector of Q-1 is a positive
3 volt square wave of a nominal
110 psec in duration followed by
a "fly -back" of about -20 volts
in amplitude. If the wave shape at
the anode of CR-1 shows "ringing," CR-1

is

probably defective.

Diodes CR-1 through CR-4 may
be tested with an ohmmeter on the
R x 10,000 range. One end of the
diode under test should be disconnected from the circuit for this test.
The indication of a good diode is a
very low resistance with the ohm-

05E1 1962

New Seco Model 88 Tube Tester is guaranteed against
obsolescence. Gives you patented Seco GRID CIRCUIT,
also CATHODE EMISSION tests-tests over 2,200 tube

meter leads connected one way.

With the leads reversed, the resistance reading should be 100,000

types including Nuvistors, Novara, Compactrons, new 10 pin types and battery types. You also get:

or greater for CR-1, CR-3, and
CR-4. CR-2 should be 1 megohm
or greater. Diode CR-5 in the high
voltage power supply will not respond to this test.
.

.

.

A check for troublesome grid
emission and all common leak-

age and short faults in one
operation. READ ON METER.

A cathode emission test in spe-

Transformer Problems

cial low impedance circuit.

Continued from page 32

sirable

-compact, lightweight size.
Convenient fast -find setup information in cover.

A check for filament continuity
and open elements.

A burnout -proof meter employ-

to obtain an exact fitting

ing a VTVM amplifying circuit.

component. If a universal replacement type is used, new mounting
holes may sometimes be required.

For full information write or send coupon below to Seco,
originator of the famous Grid Circuit Test.

A number of precautions are nec-

essary when replacing i-f transformers. Because of the relatively

Few controls-simple operation

i

high frequency, all wire leads to
the transformer should be dressed

-Nr.,/

SECO ELECTRONICS, INC.
5021 Penn Ave. So., Minneapolis 19, Minn.

as originally prevailed, and these
connections should be the exact

Please send free Model 88 information "How to Test Tubes"

same length.

NAME

If a load resistor is used across
a transformer winding, it should be

checked to determine if the resistance value is correct. When removing or changing a resistor, its
position and soldered lead lengths
MARCH 1962

ADDRESS

L

CITY

STATE

- for more details, circle 47 on page 50
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should be similar to the original

COLOR CODED

NUTORIVER SETS
-411111

no fumbling...

configuration.
It is sometimes necessary to realign the entire i-f section after

TV TIPS
FROM TRIAD

changing a transformer if any difficulties, such as smearing, trailing
whites, lack of definition or poor
vertical or horizontal sync prevail.

NO. 16 IN A SERIES

Vertical Sweep Transformers

you reach for

Two different vertical transform-

the right one

ers may be employed in some of
the modern TV sets made today.
A transformer is used in all ver-

every time !

tical blocking or feed -back oscilla-

tors, and another

is used in the
amplifier's output. T h e
blocking oscillator transformer cou-

vertical

ples the oscillator tube's plate and
grid circuits, and the vertical output transformer couples sawtooth

17

7 Most -used sizes -36" thru Ye"

"Well, Joe got this 19 -inch portable
job that was keystoning. Right away,
he says to himself it's got to be the

inches of vertical sweep, or insuf-

SPACE -SAVING

WALL RACK (Lockable)
OTHER SETS, TOO: hollow -shaft or mixed
PLUS A FULL RANGE OF SEPARATE NUTDRIVERS:

3/32" thru 3/4" - Regular, Stubby, Extra -long,
Midget (Pocket clip)
available through leading electronic distributors

XCELITE, INC.-ORCHARD PARK, N. Y.
Canada: Charles W. Pointon, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

HAND TOOLS
Quality screwdrivers, nutdrivers, pliers,
wrenches, service kits, and special purpose tools.

68

-

- for more details, circle 63 on page 50

with that thing for the longest time.
He'd still be at it if I hadn't pointed

out that a lot of new 19- and 23inchers use the B+ boost voltage for
the vertical output stage rather than
the B+ source'

"Has to do with giving you enough

transformer is suspected, the general approach calls for signal substitution. This is true - whether a

"Right. In a lashup like that, they've
got a filtering capacitor, usually an
electrolytic, to take care of the hori-

signal -substitution instru-

vertical scan on the big CRT's,
doesn't it?" said Al.

zontal spike coming from the B+

ment is used, a signal is obtained
from another operating TV set, or

boost voltage source. When this ca-

an inexpensive make -shift method
is employed to obtain a substitute

drops. This causes the spike to show
up at the plate of the vertical output
stage and in the vertical yoke coils.
The rest is simple. You lose some in

signal from the

ii

yoke. But it wasn't, and he fooled

ficient sweep, top or bottom.
Although technicians use a wide
variety of troubleshooting approaches when a defective vertical

modern

-

transformers

usually fail more often than blocking oscillator transformers, perhaps
because of the higher currents passing through them. Defects in either may be indicated in a number

Shockproof plastic handles (UL)

No. 127

pose;' smiled Bill, the Senior PTM.

"How's that?"

Precision fit case-hardened sockets

Large, readable size indexes

"Reading up on electrolytics, I sup-

to the vertical windings in the de-

of ways - usually by a complete
collapse of vertical sweep, a few

High carbon steel, polished and plated

Al.

power from the vertical output tube
flection yoke.
Vertical output
HANDY
BENCH STAND

"Where's Joe?" asked parts salesman

ailing TV set's

heater windings.

As shown in Fig.

4, a sweep

pacitor opens the filtering action

troubleshooter is used to quickly
determine if a vertical output trans-

the vertical and horizontal sweeps
and it's just like a keystone from a

former is at fault. A vertical sawtooth signal generated by the instrument is fed to the vertical out-

flubbed out yoke'

"Hmm:' said Al slyly, "I guess Joe

put

now on!'

tube's

plate.

If

the

raster

spreads substantially in a vertical
direction, the amount of spread depending upon the signal input am-

will make a better Keystone cop from

MORAL: Don't knock the Triad

plitude, it can generally be assumed that the vertical output

Y-66-1 until you've checked out the
filtering capacitor. In the meantime,
get on Triad's permanent mailing list

transformer is good. If no perceptible increase in vertical sweep, the

well as other helpful literature.

output transformer or the deflection yoke can be at fault.
If an increase in sweep is obtained with a signal at the vertical
output tube's plate, then the d -c

and receive the new catalog TV -62 as

Write Triad Distributor Division,

305

No. Briant St., Huntington, Indiana.
A DIVISION OF LITTON INDUSTRIES LEI
.

- for more details, circle 55 on page 50
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voltage at the blocking oscillator's
plate should be checked with the
volt meter. If this conforms closely
with the manufacturer's specification, then check the voltage at the
oscillator's grid. The voltage here
should be as specified, and may

new
Sonotone
Cartridge

vary from -15 to -30, depending
upon the particular oscillator design and the hold control setting.
If this voltage appears positive or

6-Paks

has a lower -than -normal negative

make it

I

oscillator
transformer may be leaking. If
there is no voltage indicated and
the

voltage,

blocking

easy to

the grid reads zero, the transformer
winding can be open. Of course, a

STOCK

possible fault in C-1, R-1 or R-2

I

should be considered.
Blocking oscillator

transformer

SAVE

replacements are not too critical,
except that one with the exact turns

ratio should be obtained. If the
physical size or shape is different,
it may be necessary to drill one
additional mounting hole in the
chassis. Vertical output transform-

SERVICE

SELL

ers are sometimes critical. An exact
replacement should be provided.

Most replacement parts manufacturers list exact replacements for
most sets in their catalogs, giving
essential

electrical

and

physical

data. Lead dressing around these
transformers should also not be disturbed. Both transformers can also

STOCK-Hang it on the wall, stand it on a shelf, slip it into

develop lamination hum or buzz.

your caddy. Cartridge model number is always visible for

HV Transformers

SAVE-Save money on purchase of any 6 SONOTONE car-

Known as the flyback, horizon-

quick identification.

tridges-save time by always having the right replacements.

tal output, or high voltage transformer, this TV component sup-

SERVICE-You always have the right replacement to service

plies high voltage to the horizontal
output tube's plate and to the plate

net fits over 6 -Pak to remind your walk-in customers to
modernize their record players). In your caddy-a variety of
cartridges for nearly every replacement.
Every time you buy 6 SONOTONE cartridges from your distributor, they come in the new attractive 6 -Pak cartridge

of the high voltage rectifier tube.
A stepped -down heater voltage for
the high voltage rectifier tube is
also obtained from the flyback. In
addition, the transformer generates,
through combined action of the

yoke and the damper tube, a B+
"boost" voltage. It also frequently
supplies a medium high voltage

p -to -p pulse for keyed agc circuits,
or to afc circuits for controlling the
horizontal oscillator.

virtually every record player on the market.
SELL-In your shop, an eye -compelling display (unique bon-

sleeve. You can select any 6 SONOTONE cartridges, or one of
three pre -selected 6-Paks which include the most needed cartridges for the most often faced replacement situations.

STEREO 6-rax-covers nearly every stereo replacement or
conversion. Six stereo cartridges from the audiophile's favorite, the 9T, to the budget -priced stereo crystal cartridge, the
12T. Consists of models: 9T, 8T -A, 16T, 18T, 10T and 12T.
STEREO/MONO 6-FAx-covers most stereo or mono replacement needs. Consists of 3 stereo ceramics models 8T -A, 9T,
16T ; and 3 mono ceramics : 1P, 2T, 3T.

MONOPHONIC 6-PAK-covers virtually all most called for

Fault symptoms caused by the
flyback can be complete loss of

monophonic replacements. "LB" denotes "less bracket" for slim
tonearms. Consists of models; 1P, two 2T's, 2T -LB, 3T -LB.

raster,

The 6 -Pak is just another way that SONOTONE simplifies
your inventory and makes it easier to sell cartridges. Order

insufficient

brightness,

a

"blooming" raster (raster expands
when

brightness

control is

ad-

vanced), streaks in the raster (internal arcing in transformer), loss
of boost voltage, agc or afc pulses.
Here again, the best approach
to suspected flyback problems is
MARCH 1962

a SONOTONE 6 -Pak today at your parts distributor.
FREE: The new SONOTONE cartridge cross-reference chart cata-

log is available at your distributor, or write : Dept. ET -3
SONOTONE® CORPORATION ELMSFORD, NEW YORK
ELECTRONIC AP.LICATIONS DIVISION In Canada: Atlas ladle Corp., Ltd. Toronto
Hearing Aids
Cartridges doeskin Tape Heeds Mikes Bectronle Tubes flatteries
- -

- for more details, circle 49 on page 50
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signal substitution or injection (See

CITIZEN BAND
CLASS "D"

TEXAS

1 96 1 ).

CRYSTALS

ono

equipment for making these tests

All 22 Frequencies in Stock
3rd overtone. .005% tolerance-to
meet all F C C requirements. Her-

per

metically

j

I

'

substitute voltages from a good operating TV to the dead set in order
to isolate faults.
Flyback transformers are highly
critical, electrically and physically,
and exact replacements should be
obtained. All HV leads, including
rectifier filament leads, should be
dressed as originally established.

quencies in stock (frequencies listed in mega-

cycles): 26.965, 26.975, 26.985, 27.005, 27.015,
27,025, 27.035, 27.055, 27.065, 27.075, 27.085,
27.105, 27.115, 27.125, 27.135, 27.155, 27.165,
27.175, 27.185, 27.205, 27.215, 27.225.

Matched crystal sets for all CB units ....$5.90
per set. Specify make and model numbers.
RADIO CONTROL CRYSTALS IN HC6/U
HOLDERS
Specify frequency. W' pin spacing .. pin
diameter .05 (.093 pin diameter, add 15c)
$2.95 ea.

-

FUNDAMENTAL FREQ. SEALED

Audio Transformers

CRYSTALS

in HC6/U holders
From 1400 KC to 2000 KC .005%
Tolerance
From 2000 KC to 10,000 KC any ireea.
quency .005% Tolerance
$3.50
SEALED OVERTONE CRYSTALS ea.
Supplied in metal HC6/U holders
spacing .486, diameter .050
ea.
15 to 30 MC .005 Tolerance
.10 ea.
30 to 45 MC .005 Tolerance
45 to 60 MC .005 Tolerance
I OO
OOOO
OO

:

Pin

OOOOOO OOO

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
FOR EVERY SERVICE

Ms 67.,

o"---,

"A" imported quartz-ground
and etched to exact frequen-

ties. Unconditionally m uaranteed! Supplied in:
FT -243 holders MC -7 holders
Pin Spacing
j Pin Spacing 3/4"
Pin diam
1/2" Pin Diameter .125
eter .093
FT -171 holden
Cria/ar

A"

is. ltf)

Holdersholders
Pin Spacing
1/2"

Pin Spacing

I

1/4" Banana
Pin Diameter
pins
.125
MADE TO ORDER CRYSTALS
1001 KC to 2600 KC:
$4.50 ea.
.005% tolerance
2601 KC to 9000 KC:
$2.50 ea.
.005% tolerance
9001 KC to 11,000 KC:
$3.00 ea.
.005% tolerance
Specify holder wanted
Amateur, Novice, Technician Band Crystals
.01%Tolerance ...$1.50 ea. -80 meters (37013749 KC), 40 meters (7152-7198 KC), 15 meters
(7034-7082 KC), 6 meters (8335-8650 K C) within
1 KC
FT -241 Lattice Crystals in all frequencies from
370 KC to 540 KC (all except 455 KC and 500

KC) 50c ea.
Pin spacing ys" Pin diameter .093
Matched pairs * 15 cycles $2.50 per pair
200 KC Crystals, $2.00 ea.; 455 KC Crystals,
$1.25 ea.; 500 KC Crystals, $1.25 ea.; 100 KC
Frequency Standard Crystals in HC6/1J holders
$4.50 ea. Socket for FT -243 crystal 15c ea.;
Dual socket for FT -243 crystals, 15c ea.;
Sockets for MC -7 and FT -171 crystals 25c ea.;
Ceramic socket for HC6/U crystals 20c ea.
Write for new free catalog #961 complete with
oscillator circuits

ASK YOUR PARTS DEALER FOR TEXAS

See big red display ... if he doesn't stock them,
send us his name and order from our Florida
plant.

Now! Engineering samples and small quantities
for prototypes now made either at Chicago or at
Ft. Myers Plant. 24 Hour Service.
IN CHICAGO, PHONE GLADSTONF. 3-3555
RUSH YOUR ORDER TO OUR NEW PLANT
Use coupon below for 1st Class shipment.

TEXAS CRYSTALS

Dept. T-12. 1000 CRYSTAL DRIVE, FORT
MYERS, FLORIDA
For extra fast service, Phone WE 6-2100
ATTACH THIS COUPON TO YOUR ORDER
FOR SHIPMENT VIA 1ST CLASS MAIL AT
NO EXTRA COST
TERMS:

I
I

- -
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All

items

subject to prior sale and

change of price without notice. All crystal
ders must be accompanied by check, cash
M.O. with PAYMENT IN FULL.
Dept. T-12
-

oror

for more details, circle 54 on page 50

MODERN OSCILLOSCOPES AND THEIR

USES by J. H. Ruiter gets
right down to earth in
bringing you the complete
"know how" of getting the
most out of these amazingly

which seldom give trouble, the conventional f -m detector and audio
output transformers are employed.
These are usually the most trouble-

complete loss of sound, insufficient
volume, or distorted sound.
The conventional detector transformer contains two "gimmicks"
sealed inside the transformer's housing (small value capacitors) which,
in addition to cold and rosin solder
joints at winding lead connections,
create considerable problems in 'IV
sound sections. Faults should be
approached in a somewhat similar
manner as those in Video i-f trans -

ticular attention

teristics

is

highly

desirable,

al-

though in a pinch a larger or smaller transformer can be made to work
if electrical characteristics are similar. The transformer should be
aligned after replacement, employing a sweep generator, marker generator and scope. Manufacturers
for

this

paid to

is

alignment procedures. Every
testing detail is explained

from connecting the 'scope
and setting its controls to
adjusting components in the
chassis

under

Illus-

test.

trated instructions teach you
pattern analysis. Includes data on quantitative
measurements (as used in color TV work) and
use of scopes in industrial electronics, teaching
and atomic work. 346 pages, over 350 illustrations. Price $8.75.

Get your COMMERCIAL
OPERATOR'S LICENSE!
A fast, low-cost guide

to FCC exams

Train for radio's best paid, most
interesting jobs as a commercial
operator aboard ship, in aviation,
broadcasting, telecasting and other
places where an FCC operator's
license is a "must." LICENSE
MANUAL FOR RADIO OPERATORS is a quick, low cost guide to
help you "breeze" through FCC
exams. Clearly written and makes

things easy to remember. Reviews
almost 2200 typical exam questions
know what to expect. Only $6.75.

so you'll

Cash in on ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCE REPAIRS!
A good -paying side line or full
time business for trained men
Nothing is more logical than for
electronic service technicians to
boost their profits through elec-

trical appliance repairs-and here is

a

forme rs.

An exact replacement with similar electrical and physical charac-

Par-

instruments.

versatile

In addition to the 4.5 me sound

specifications

CRYSTALS

I

A complete guide to the
handiest instrument of all

take off, limiter grid input, and
sound i-f coils and transformers,

some. Trouble symptoms may be

All crystals made from Grade

Taus atm

OSCILLOSCOPE

operate flyback checkers are also
available. And some technicians

sealed

The following Class "D" Citizen Band fre-

111"-AME4

How to get more work out of your

are ideal. Inexpensive, simple -to -

HC6/U holders. 1/4" $ 9 9 5
pin spacing - .005 pins. (.093 pins
iEACH
available, add I5c per crystal.)

Mira

TECHNICIAN M a y
Commercially available

ELECTRONIC

370 -page,

low

cost book

that

shows you how to handle every
step of the work! Includes "fast
find" troubleshooting charts-even

trains you in modern appliance re-

finishing methods. Gives step-bystep service details on practically every home

appliance including washers; ironers; toasters;
ranges; cleaners; mixers; hotplates; razors;
clocks; motors: water heaters and many more.
Electrical Appliance Service Manual-Price only
$6.75.

r - 10 DAY FREE TRIAL _
Dept. ET -32, Technical Division

#623900

Holt, Rinehart and Winston. Inc.
303 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Send books checked for FREE EXAMINATION. In 10 days I will either remit prices
indicated plus postage or return books

alignment

should be followed closely.
Audio output transformers are
designed to match the impedance

and owe nothing. (Save/ Send cash with
order and we pay postage. Same 10 -day
return privilege with money promptly rs-

funded.)

of the output tube's plate to the

O MODERN OSCILLOSCOPES
C111)
AND
THEIR USES (#70118
$1.75
O LICENSE MANUAL FOR RADIO

speaker, and couple the audio signal voltage to the speaker. They are
not exceptionally critical but an ex-

OPERATORS (#708537)
0 ELEC. APPLIANCE SERVICE
MANUAL (#700172)

act replacement is desirable to avoid
possible complications. Trouble in

Name

the transformer can generally be

Address

6.75

6.75

easily isolated by feeding an audio
City, Zone, State
OUTSIDE U. S. A.-Cash with order only.
Add SOc to price of each book. 10 -day
return privilege with money refunded.

to the output tube's plate.
If electrical characteristics of the
signal

replacement are proper, physical

size becomes a problem only

Above offers expire Dec. 15, 1962

in

mounting.
-

- for more details, circle 28 on page 50
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

2 YEAR FIELD TEST PROVES
U.S. PAT. NO.

THE "FOCUS" F -38K

2875440

OUTPERFORMS ALL

111

Selling Electron Tubes

Direct to You

OTHER INDOOR ANTENNAS!

Si 495

Over 15 Years

.

.

At Low, Low Prices)/

i THE ONLY INDOOR

List

ANTENNA COMPARABLE

Price

TO AN OUTDOOR ANTENNA!

BUY DIRECT FROM RAD-TEL
Save on Rad-Tel's Quality

BEST RECEPTION ON

500

VHF, UHF, COLOR, AND

...

FM

EVEN IN SEMI -

FRINGE AREAS!

Of115

switch type indoor antennas.
3.

Position

12

Up to 75% OFF
1 -Day Service

SAMPLE OF RAD TEL'S AVAILABILITY
Price

Qty. Type

_6A15

1X2B

79
.82

_3C136

.54

6AU6
6AX4

4807

1.01

6106

.60

_611Q7

Qty. Type
183

for maximum

Switch

signal.
ET

"

Send For New Tube & Parts Catalog

2. Patented Diamond Phasing Loops
producing the Power of 3 separate

F -38K

i Over 500 Types

7 Send For Free Trouble Shooting Guide

102" of Dipole when fully extended.

1.

BRAND NEW TUBES

1 -Year Guarantee

FEATURES

Dept

.

ELIMINATES GHOSTS AND
CO -CHANNEL INTERFERENCE!

_5U4

-

Price
.47
.E6

Qty. Type

Price

6B26
6CB6

.55
.55

____6C67

1-05
1-00

6SN7GT

6U8

Qty. Type

Price

12AU7

.60
.77

.61

_12BH7
_35W4

.65
.83

_3525
_5005

.42

.60
.53

RAD -TEL TUBE CO

p"in 55 CHAMENS ST NEWARK S NEW JERSEY

SOLD ON A MONEY BACK

ELECTRONICS, INC.

GUARANTEE BASIS!

BRONX 62, N. Y.
-

Itlactiva is Ida Iflillo

tuba that bacame%
Wad ITS
4411 Ablate FREE any
III UAW indludually
lutts IA 11451'
I par Ulm date al purchasa

Myna Pd SAS listing
SASS

024
1136T
11461

14
112

ELECTRONIC

21/14

295
ALS

3E5
3416
3126

YEAR

31106

ISA
344

GUARANTEED

49711

41

RADIO TV TUBES

4121

496
SAM/
SA111

SATS

2TQUANTITY

61619

6106

SCOS

16
6116

54

614

414

6447
646

6A111
61146

6147
1111176T

61156

61150

416
SAU461
ISAUSGT

49

650567
SASS

41467

646
6117
6CA

6C AS

696

6966
646

1215
1251

46664611

614

6CUS

6467

606

611

609

64161

601661

696
616

WS

1211

6U5

6C US

636

SIRS 7

647
41S

1204

6T1

697

NS

12114
12CAS

674

691

610661

121111

647

691

OTS
61666

121111

6107

SCM1

619

5

2414

MARKET

6186

550
501
5146
54661

1T4
1US

6C16
61116

61/1

511

155

EACH

Only - Thautand% WA
647
6[111
64561
6SL7

5624
5C68
SRI

1061

per 100

1

I! warted

12

1205
1245
12615

615
617

12A116

1241
1247

61617
617

1261461

6467
4.567
SSD/ ST

OF 5

1247
I 2S4

124
12E
1211
12687

ISM
1211761
12107

12/41
17/1661

144

DISCOUNT

SHIPPING

INSTRUCTIONS

service

volume controls,
tuners,
switches

15C5

1554

ELECTRONIC ARKET

Cleans away dirt and gummy deposits. Provides a nondrying
lubricating film on contact surfaces. Gives long-lasting protection against corrosion. Comes with 5 -in. flexible plastic
hose for controlled spraying in hard -to -reach places.

redone 25c sandi.ng there* Send ES%lee an C OD's.

ANY RECEIVER TulIE NOT LISTED ALSO AVAILAILE
AT 34c EACH'

KRYLON CRYSTAL-CLEAR

Applies to tubes below only
6510

IA U4

14
1115

ISA

1247

405
697

1295
1241

616

5005

6EU

12417

12107

6117

SAWS

SAUK

ICES

KIK

120117

657

LIMA

12AU7

SAKS

461

rW4
AAR

MUM

74

SILICON RECTIFIERS
ALL PURPOSE

500 MA 'TOP HAT'

Epoxy construction

71

COMPLETE LINE OF INDUSTRIAL TUBES
ONE OF THE
LARGEST
INVENTORIES

I

IN THE COUNTRY
-

MARCH 1962

KRYLON CLEANER
LUBRICANT SPRAY

76115

PAYS YOUR POSTAGE on orders or $10 or "an P
u SA.and Torrolorms Sand aeon, postege en Can..
s
Iten 510
dun and foroqn orders Any order

When purchasing lots of
50 or more same type tube

414

for more details, circle 42 on page 50

!us

1214

6117

add SI
Subject

25141

121E1

147

To

-

lb

1 IT 1

12157

1219

6S67

NEW

-

I

114146T
111666

ORDER SHIPPED SAME DAY RECEIVED

prl tube

-

alectrelliCally parl/ct
I1ICT10NIC 11041

I. but Si! be

tube% nal nacattailly
lactary 2nd5 5/ used 1//ch 51

$32

25% deposit must accompany al, orders. balance COO Orders under S5

handling charge plus postage (rders ore 55 plus postage Amos U tutees per
to prior sa e No COIts outsidc continental USA

for more details, circle 41 on page 50

-

Al

34'

TERMS

KRYLON

ACRYLIC SPRAT

SPRAY PAINTS

Protects electronic parts.

Choice of 24 standard

Use on TV, radio, h -fi,
transmitting or test
equipment. Protects
against hum dity, dust,
corrosion and leakage

colors and 7 glowing
fluorescent spray paints.

Use for touchup, color
coding, safety, or re-

currents. Long last ng.

painting cabinets and
enclosures. DRY IN

High dielectr c strength.

MINUTES.

ELECTRONIC MARKET

If you prize it ... KRYLON-ize ifl
Contact your Radio -TV jobber or write for
Krylon's new industricl products catalog

3750 E. 10th CT., HIALEAH, FLORIDA
Phone: OXford 1 5331

KRYLON, INC., NORRISTOWN, PA.

- for more details, circle 23 on page 50

-

-

-

for more details, circle 34 on page 50
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Outperforms them all !
Outsells them all !

.

Advertising Guide

.

Continued from page 41

2. Advertisements as a whole

may be completely misleading although every sentence
separately considered is literally true.

This may be be-

cause things are omitted that
should be said, or because advertisements are composed or
purposely printed in such way
as to mislead.
3. Advertisements are not intend-

ed to be carefully dissected
with a dictionary at hand, but
rather to produce an impression upon prospective purchasers.

4. Whether or not the advertiser
knows the representations to
be false, the deception of purchasers and the diversion of
trade from competitors is the
same.

5. A deliberate effort to deceive
is not necessary to make out
a case of using unfair methods

of competition or unfair or
deceptive acts

or practices

within the prohibition of the
statute.

6. Laws are made to protect the

trusting as well as the suspicious.

JERROLD

7. Pricing representations, however made, which are ambiguous will be read favorably to
the accomplishment

TRANSISTOR

POWERMATE
PREAMPLIFIER
BY FAR THE BEST antenna preamplifier in the business-that's
POWERMATE! On black -and -white, and where it really counts-on
color TV-POWERMATE's superiority shows up across the country.
The better VSWR (impedance match), flat response, ultra -high
gain, special broad -band neutralizing transformer, and better power -

supply filtering-all add up to an outstanding product. No polarity
problems . . . no call-backs . . . transistor protected from lightning coupled surges . . . remote a -c power supply feeds 2 sets.
Step up to POWERMATE, and step up to a tremendous new profit

opportunity. See your Jerrold distributor now.

Model APM-1O1 $39.95

list, complete

JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Distributor Sales Division, Dept. IDS -216, Philadelphia 32, Pa.

Jerrold Electronics (Canada) Ltd., Toronto Export: CBS International, New York 22, N. Y.
- -
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of

the

purpose of the Federal Trade

- for more details, circle 33 on page 50

Commission Act, as amended,

which is to prevent the making of claims which have the
tendency and capacity to mislead.
Limitations

No statement which represents
or implies a reduction or saving
from an established retail price or
from the advertiser's usual and customary retail price should be used
an artificial mark-up has
been used to provide the basis for
if, (a)

the claims, or (b) the claim is based

on infrequent or isolated sales, or

(c) the claim is based on a past
price, unless this fact is clearly and
adequately disclosed.
"Two For One Sales"

No statement should be made in
connection with the offering for sale
of a product to the consuming pub-

lic of a "factory" or "wholesale"
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

article at the same price that retailers regularly do, and provides a
saving from the usual and customary
retail price for the article in the
trade area, or areas, where the claim

is made unless such statement

is

true.
"Pre -Ticketing"

No article should be "pre -ticketed' with any price figure, either
alone or with descriptive terminol-

ogy, which exceeds the price at

all advertising, as well as in

guarantor will perform. This
consists primarily of a state-

or other such expression,
which represents or implies that the
consuming public can purchase the
price,

documents

any

evidencing

ment of exactly what the
guarantor undertakes to do

the guarantee. Confusion of

under the guarantee. Examples of this would be repair,
replacement, refund. If the
guarantor or the person receiving the guarantee has an

it is

"Satisfaction Or Your Money Back"

option as to what may satisfy
the guarantee this should be
set out;

"Satisfaction or Your Money
Back," "10 -Day Free Trial," or

purchasers often occurs when

not clear whether the
manufacturer or the retailer
is the guarantor.
Representations

and

similar representations will be con-

(c) The identity of the guarantor.
The identity of the guarantor
should be clearly revealed in

strued as a guarantee that the full
purchase price will be refunded at
the cption of the purchaser.

which the article is usually and cus-

tomarily sold in the trade area, or
areas,

where

the

"pre -ticketed"

article is offered for sale.

TRAIN WITH THE LEADER

Bait Advertising Defined

Bait advertising is an alluring but

insincere offer to sell a product or
service which the advertiser in truth
does not intend or want to sell. Its
purpose is to switch consumers from
buying the advertised merchandise,
in order to sell something else, usu-

ally at a higher price or on a basis
more advantageous to the advertiser.

The primary aim of a bait

FOR YOUR

FCC LICENSE
Prepare for your First Class FCC License through

NRI's special and up-to-date FCC home -study

course. Qualify for better paying jobs and growing
opportunities open to you with your FCC "T.cket."
Train with NRI-oldest and
largest school of its kind.
MAIL NOW*

aelf

advertisement is to obtain leads as
to persons interested in buying

for more %fails, circle 37 on page 50

merchandise of the type so advertised.
Guarantees In General

Binders . . .

In general, any guarantee in ad-

for your CIRCUIT DIGESTS

vertising shall clearly and conspicu-

1034" x 141/4"
are now available to ELECTRONIC

ously disclose(a) The nature and extent of the
guarantee.

This includes disclosure of(1) What product or part of
the product is guaran-

TECHNICIAN subscribers!
These sturdy spring -type (no holes to punch) binders

are bound in dark red, hard bookcover material

(2) What characteristics or
properties of the desig-

they hold 24 monthly issues of CIRCUIT DIGESTS
plus other reference literature . .. and are embossed
in gold on the front and the back binding. Another
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN service - to help you pre-

thereof are covered by,
or excluded from, the

serve and get more convenient use out of your val-

teed,

nated product or part
guarantee,

.

.

.

uable CIRCUIT DIGESTS!

$2.95 each-Postpaid

(3) What is the duration of

(for Canada and Foreign-add 50( postage)

the guarantee,

(4) What, if anything, any
one claiming under the
guarantee must do before the guarantor will
fulfill his obligation under the guarantee, such
as return of the product
and payment of service
or labor charges;
and

(b) The manner in which the

MARCH 1962

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN
East First St., Duluth 2, Minn.
1

Please ship

"CIRCUIT DIGEST BINDERS."

I

enclose

S

(please print)
Name

Street & No.
City

Zane

State
73

The exact or equivalent
replacement for nearly every
record player made since 1930

MASTER CARTRIDGE
SUBSTITUTION
GUIDEBOOK
by Jack Strong

For everyone who services or sells record players this
guidebook will pay for itself over and over again by:

1. saving time in locating the right replacement
quickly.

2. saving money by cutting down on the number of
cartridges you need to stock.
This cross reference guidebook will help you locate the

SERVICING TRANSISTOR TV RE& Co., Inc. 269 pages, soft cover. $4.50.
is an inviting book that offers

Here's a most timely book. It covers
the FM stereo system of broadcasting
and reception in a welcome manner.
FCC standards are explained and receiver circuitry is thoroughly covered
from theory to practical circuit operation. A third of the book is devoted to

This

a detailed view of transistor
television sets. Commencing with two

readers

chapters covering basic transistor theory

and circuits, the authors then dig into
how they're used in TV receivers. Each
section of a receiver is examined in

turn. How they work and why-including circuit values-is covered in seven
meaty chapters.
cusses

servicing

A final

chapter distechniques, including

This listing also shows one or more equivalent cartridge types and its manufacturer. Part II. lists
(60) record player manufacturers, and the model
numbers of their players, and the part number of
the original cartridge used. #288, $2.00.

mended.

SUBSTITUTION GUIDEBOOK
NEW 1962 EDITION NOW AVAILABLE
by M

i

M.ddielon

(Direct Receiving Tube Substitutions Only ... plus
added new feature -1300 direct CRT substitutions)
This direct substitution guide, designed to be

carried in the tube caddy. contains only direct
receiving tube substitutions -which can be made
without modification of the wiring.

This guidebook willsave you time

eliminate carrying needless tube types

enable you to select the best substitution

minimize sales losses because you don't have

the right tube
/t will pay for itself on the first service call/
It contains substitutions for:
Receiving
tubes

trated and lucidly written. Some math is
included for those interested, but it may
be skipped by readers without losing the
flavor of the book. Highly recom-

WORKING WITH TRANSISTORS. By

A. C. W. Saunders. Published by Electronic Technical Publishing Co., Box
306 -Astor Station,

Boston 23, Mass.
126 pages, soft cover. $4.95
Elements of transistors and how they
are used in various circuits is presented

in this book. It's divided into lessons
rather than chapters; perhaps due to its
logical building blocks starting with
basic theory and concluding with special
circuits such as protective circuits and
gas fume detectors. The book is easy
to read; drawings and schematics are
very large and math is limited to simple
arithmetic when employed. Good, detailed descriptions of transistor circuit
operations will probably untangle some
confusing concepts held by technicians

not too familiar with transistors. Ex-

tubes Cathode -Ray Picture tubes.
Cat. #299 . . . still only 90c
CAUTION-You can't afford to be without this book)

cellent home study book.

HOW TO AVOID LAWSUITS IN TV -RADIO -APPLIANCE

THE HORIZONTAL OUTPUT SYSTEM. Published by M. A. Schwarz,
Petersburg, Va. 34 pages, soft cover.

When can a serviceman collect for repairs?

When is a service guarantee enforceable 7 When
can a serviceman demand cash payment? When

does a lien protect a serviceman?? How can a
knowledge of contract law earn profits? How
valid are written contracts? What are the insurance laws? These are just a few of the vital questions that are answered in this book written by an
experienced lawyer. It covers many situations that

you may face if you sell equipment, enter a home to
service it or receive equipment for servicing in your
shop. #283. $1.00.

You can depend upon any of the direct substitutions in
INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SUBSTITUTION GUIDE-

Keats A. Pullen, Jr. Eng. D. (Scientific
Staff, Ballistics Research Labs.. Aberdeen Proving
Grounds) direct substitutions only "possible substitutions deemed doubtful", that is they work only
In some cases, were omitted . . . thus, substitution
BOOK by

geld. Is a 'safe' guide." - INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC

installation and conversion problems,
alignment and performance checks, and
troubleshooting procedures. Many schem-

atics of stero tuner sections and complete stereo FM adapters are included.
This is an excellent technicians' primer
for stereo FM.

HINTS and KINKS FOR TV, RADIO,

Published by Gernsback Library, Inc.
128 pages, soft cover. $2.35.
Hundreds of gimmicks and gadgets

for TV, radio, and audio equipment,
shops,
here.

for unavailable gadgets that could simplify a particular task.

f:.

Use

QUIETROLE
There's never any doubt
it
with QUIETROLE
always says "Sh, Sh" to
noisy controls and
switches on TV, radio and
electronics instruments.
Now, Quietrole is even
.

$2.95
This is a manual that purports to
describe a new technique of testing hor-

easier to use ... has

FREE EXTENDER TUBE

that hits those hard to
reach places right on the
button. It's Quality
Quietrole that makes
those once pesty repairs
easier than ever.
See how Quietrole can
ease the jangled nerves
of even your hardest to
please customers.
Quietrole, helps the
serviceman serve better
than ever.

izontal output systems using a VTVM
instrument only. We do not believe it
accomplishes its goal. The text's essence is the author's interpretation of
how a horizontal output system and its
components operate. It includes some
ambiguous

and

incorrect

statements.

Additionally, it has not been edited
properly, in our opinion, for clarity and

continuity. We wish we could recom-

6 oz. SPRAY PACK CAN
(with FREE Extender Tube)
2, 4, II az. Battles
(with dropper)

cludes both triodes and tetrodes. Not only are the
direct electrical substitution shown, but case styles,
dimensions and basing diagrams for the original
and substitute also are given. #276-$1.50.

IF YOU CHANGE

At your Electronic Parts Distributor,

YOUR ADDRESS

JOHN F. RIDER, PUBLISHER, INC.

(those who
Serve Best

German, Dutch and Italian transistor types. In-

R,der a,v,s.on of Hayden Publishing Co., Inc.
116 West 14th Street, New York 11, N. Y.
In Canada: Charles W. Pointers, Ltd.

instruments are presented

form. Many will interest technicians;
some will probably be used to substitute

comprehensive - lists 4500 direct substitutions comprised of American. Japanese, British, French.

Dept. ET -3

and

They have been selected from

items previously published in periodical

ENGINEERING AND MAINTENANCE. It's complete and

or order direct from publisher.

Edited by Martin Clifford.

AUDIO.

Ruggedized tubes
European -to American tubes
American -to -European

SALES & SERVICE hy Leo Parker. ". . . A valuable
manual for the techiniclint ..."-ELECTRONICS oRLD.

FM STEREO MULTIPLEXING. By
Norman H. Crowhurst. Published by

John F. Rider Publisher, Inc. 282 pages,
soft cover. $1.25.

Gray. Published by Howard W. Sams

key test points. The book is well illus-

TUBE CADDY -TUBE

can't.

CEIVERS. By Milton Kiver and Charles

exact replacement or equivalent cartridge (mono or
stereo) for virtually every record player made since
1930. Even the old record players can be serviced
through the use of universal replacement types. The
book consists of two parts. In Part I, substantially
all cartridges made since 1930 are listed, first by

numerical order, and then in alphabetical order.

mend this book, but unfortunately we

NEW BOOKS

NOW -FIRST TIME EVER!

Product of

Notify us at

1

East

First Street, Duluth

QUIETROLE
COMPANY
Spartanburg, South Carolina

2, Minn. Please include the address label

in Canada: CROSS CANADA ELECTRONICS

from a recent issue and allow 30 days

12 Laurel Street, Waterloo, Ontario

for the change.

66 Racine Rd., Rexdale, Ont.

-

-
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- for more details, circle 43 on page 50

-

-

- for more details, circle 40 on page 50
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Higher Gain

Lower Noise

85% of all TV servicemen
prefer Standard :urret type
replacement TV tuners.

1 year guarantee backed by
the world's largest TV
tuner manufacturer.
In TV It's Stan a

Trade-in al:owalce for the
defective tuner being
replaced.

See your local authorized Standard Coil Distributor

INDUSTRIES INC.

FORMER_' STANDARD COIL PRZ.DUCTS CO.. INC.. MELROSE PARK. ILLINOIS
-

-

for more details, circle 53 on page 50

!inportant News for Independent TV-Radio-HiFi Service Dealers...

RCA Announces A Major New Program
THIS PROGRAM WILL...
Identify You as a Trusted Service Dea)er
Highlight Your Technical Competence
Enhance Your Community Prestige
Symbolize Your Professional Integrity
Build Your Public Recognition and Acceptance
Help Increase Your Business Volume and Profits

See your Authorized RCA Tube

Distributor for full details on
how you can participate in the
RCA Key to Trusted Service
Program, which is heavily advertised to consumers through
TV Guide and NBC-TV.
RCA ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION,

HARRISON, N. J.

The Most Trusted Nanie in Electronics

